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Joint Summary on G-20 Trade and Investment Measures

We recall that G-20 Leaders, at their last Summit meeting in Los Cabos in June 2012, expressed
their firm commitment to open trade and investment, expanding markets and resisting
protectionism in all its forms, which were considered as necessary conditions for sustained global
economic recovery, jobs and development.
They underlined the importance of an open,
predictable, rules based, transparent multilateral trading system, and their commitment to ensure
the centrality of the WTO. Recognizing the importance of investment for boosting economic
growth, they made the commitment to maintaining a supportive business environment for
investors. Furthermore, they reaffirmed their standstill commitments until the end of 2014 and
their pledge to roll back any new protectionist measures that may have arisen.
Some G-20 economies have continued to implement trade restrictive measures over the past
seven months. More than 100 trade restrictions were recorded over the review period, which
cover around 0.5% of G-20 merchandise imports, or the equivalent of 0.4% of world imports.
During this period, a few G-20 economies also adopted measures aimed at facilitating trade,
although, this time, the share of facilitating measures is smaller than during the previous review
period.
The new trade restrictive measures add to those implemented over previous periods, most of
which are still in place. The gradual accumulation of restrictions remains a concern, in particular
considering the slow pace of removal of previous measures. And, as noted in previous reports,
this has to be considered in a broader perspective where the stock of trade restrictions and
distortions that existed before the global crisis struck, such as trade-distorting policies in
agriculture and tariff peaks, are still in place.
In today's prevailing uncertain global economic environment, it is all the more important that G-20
economies keep their markets open, and avoid making matters worse by adopting isolationist
policies and measures that restrict trade which could engender a dangerous reaction by their
partners. More open trade is the best budget-neutral stimulus to help overcome economic
sluggishness.
With respect to investment measures, G-20 members have on the whole continued to honour their
pledge not to introduce new restrictive policies. Almost all new investment policy measures that
G-20 members adopted during the reporting period tended to eliminate investment restrictions
and to facilitate inward or outward investment.
However, formal policy changes through the adoption of laws and regulations are not the only way
in which governments influence – and at times discourage – international capital flows, including
foreign direct investment. Individual administrative decisions with regard to specific foreign
investment projects (for instance, economic benefits tests or national security-related investment
reviews) also influence capital flows. In addition – as witnessed during this reporting period –
governments may send public, but informal signals that they have unfavourable views of certain
foreign investment projects. Such forms of intervention are not captured by this report, as a
consistent and complete reporting on these measures is not possible. Nonetheless, such
government action may have a chilling effect on specific investment projects and, more generally,
on trust in fair and transparent treatment of foreign investors.
G20 Leaders should therefore bear in mind that the rather encouraging findings in this report on
the development of their formal investment-related policies do not present a complete picture of
broad policy measures regarding international capital flows and that their commitment to resist
protectionism in all its forms also covers individual administrative decisions that involve significant
discretion in reviewing foreign investment projects and informal means for stifling international
investment.
G-20 governments should refocus their attention on reinforcing the multilateral trading system so
that trade can be an engine of growth and a source of strength for the global economy. G-20
governments have an opportunity to demonstrate their commitment to the multilateral trading
system by ensuring the WTO Ministerial Conference in Bali at the end of this year delivers tangible
results.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
World trade is expected to expand slowly in 2013
The outlook for economic growth and job creation remains a major concern in most countries. The
global economy has continued to struggle over the review period, with negative consequences for
both global and G-20 trade flows. The most recent forecast for 2013 shows continuation of 2012
with both world trade and output to expand slowly and below historical trends and averages. World
trade is forecast to grow by 3.3% in 2013. Although this is higher than the 2% growth in 2012, it
is still below the 20-year average of around 5%.
Some G-20 economies continue to put in place trade restrictions
More than 100 trade-restrictive measures were implemented by G-20 economies over the past
seven months, covering around 0.5% of G-20 merchandise imports, equivalent to 0.4% of world
merchandise imports. The most frequent measures taken during this period were the initiation of
trade-remedy actions, in particular of anti-dumping investigations, followed by tariff increases.
It is important to highlight that in today's world of global value chains and fragmented production
processes, exports depend more than ever on imports. Barriers to imports will thus inevitably be
translated into higher costs for exporters.
The share of trade facilitating measures is smaller than during the previous review period
During the review period, some G-20 economies also implemented measures that facilitate trade.
However, more trade restrictive measures were put in place than facilitating ones. Around 40% of
the total number of trade measures recorded over the past seven months are trade-facilitating
measures, compared with 55% at the time of the previous monitoring report. The trade-facilitating
measures cover around 0.7% of G-20 merchandise imports.
Trade restrictions continue to accumulate, as the pace of removal remains slow
The new trade restrictions implemented over the past seven months come on top of the set of
restrictions previously recorded by the monitoring exercise since the outbreak of the global crisis,
the majority of which are still in place. The removal of previous trade restrictions remains slow.
Out of the total number of trade-restrictive measures implemented since October 2008, around
19% have so far been eliminated. At the time of the last monitoring report in October 2012, 21%
of the restrictive measures had been removed.

2
This is intended to be a purely factual report and is issued under the sole responsibility of the DirectorGeneral of the WTO. The report has no legal effect on the rights and obligations of WTO Members, nor does it
have any legal implication with respect to the conformity of any measure noted in the report with any WTO
Agreement or any provision thereof. This report is without prejudice to Members' negotiating positions in the
Doha Round.
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The trade coverage of all import restrictions adopted since October 2008, excluding those that
have been terminated up to mid-May 2013, is estimated to be around 3.6% of world merchandise
imports, and around 4.6% of trade of G-20 economies.
For the first time, the WTO Secretariat has calculated an estimate of the trade impact of importrestrictive measures taken since October 2008 and which are still in place. The cumulative trade
impact of import restrictions implemented by G-20 economies on G-20 trade is estimated to have
been around 0.2%. Although the actual trade impact of all restrictions may be higher, in particular
in those specific sectors most heavily affected by measures, this low aggregate percentage
provides an illustration that, on the whole, most countries have, so far, resisted resorting to
widespread protectionism.
G-20 Leaders need to act to reinforce the multilateral trading system
In a context of a fragile and uneven economic recovery and lower trade growth, it is all the more
important that G-20 governments avoid making matters worse by adopting isolationist polices and
measures that restrict trade which could engender dangerous reactions by their partners. Instead
they should take positive steps to unlock the potential for trade to grow stronger by ensuring a
successful outcome at the next Ministerial Conference in Bali. A deal on trade facilitation, coupled
with an agreement on a range of agriculture and development issues, would send a signal that the
WTO remains a relevant forum in shaping trade rules for the 21st century.
To overcome protectionist threats and to prevent a self-destructive lapse into economic
nationalism, G-20 economies need to refocus their attention on reinforcing the multilateral trading
system. Trade can once again be an engine of growth and a source of strength for the global
economy rather than as a source of instability and tension. At this stage, the world economy needs
all the help it can get, and trade is an important and viable option.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1. This ninth monitoring report reviews trade and trade-related measures implemented by G-20
economies during the period mid-October 2012 to mid-May 2013. Trade monitoring reports
covering previous periods have been prepared since 2009; the last one was issued on 31 October
2012.3
1.2. Section 2 of the report presents a full description of the main trade and trade-related policy
developments during the period under review. General economic support measures implemented
during this period are included in Section 3, and developments in trade finance in Section 4. The
last section provides an overview of recent economic and trade trends in G-20 economies.
1.3. The country-specific measures listed in the annexes to this report comprise new measures
taken by G-20 economies during the reviewed period; the measures implemented before midOctober 2012 are not included in these annexes. A summary table, listing all trade measures taken
since the beginning of the trade monitoring exercise in October 2008 and indicating the status of
the listed measures, as updated by G-20 delegations, is made available separately, and can be
downloaded
from
the
WTO's
website
(www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/tpr_e/
trade_monitoring_e.htm). This information is also publicly available through the recently launched
Trade Monitoring Data Base (TMDB) (http://tmdb.wto.org/ ).
1.4. Information on measures included in this report has been collated from inputs submitted by
G-20 members and from other official and public sources. Initial inputs in response to the DirectorGeneral's request were received, this time, from all G-20 delegations, and the information
collected also from other public sources was sent back for verification to the G-20 member
concerned. All G-20 delegations (except South Africa) replied to the final verification request.
1.5. At their last summit meeting in Los Cabos, Mexico, on 18-19 June 2012, G-20 Leaders
expressed their firm commitment to open trade and investment regimes, expanding markets and
resisting protectionism in all its forms. Noting their deep concern about growing instances of
protectionism around the world, they reaffirmed their standstill commitment until the end of 2014
with regard to measures affecting trade and investment, and their pledge to roll back any new
protectionist measures they may have taken, including new export restrictions and WTOinconsistent measures to stimulate exports. G-20 Leaders also undertook to notify in a timely
manner trade and investment restrictive measures.
2 TRADE AND TRADE-RELATED POLICY DEVELOPMENTS
2.1 OVERVIEW
2.1. G-20 economies continue to put in place new measures that can be considered as trade
restricting, or potentially trade restricting. Over the past seven months, 109 such measures were
recorded compared with 71 restrictions implemented over the previous five-month period, and 124
for the period between mid-October 2011 and mid-May 2012 (Table 1). When considering the
average number of restrictions per month, Table 1 shows that the declining trend observed over
the previous three periods was reversed in the past seven months. The initiation of trade-remedy
investigations (in particular of anti-dumping cases) remains the most frequently implemented
measure over the review period, accounting for around 61% of total restrictions, followed by
import tariff increases.

3
These reports have been prepared in response to the request by G-20 Leaders to the WTO, together
with the OECD and UNCTAD, to monitor and report publicly on G-20 adherence to their undertakings on
resisting trade and investment protectionism.
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Table 1 Trade Restrictive Measures
Type of
measure

Mid-May to
mid-Oct 10
(5 months)

Mid-Oct 10
to Apr 11
(6 months)

May to
mid-Oct 11
(6 months)

Mid-Oct 11
to mid-May
12
(7
months)

Mid-May to
mid-Oct 12
(5 months)

Mid-Oct 12
to mid-May
13
(7
months)

Trade
remedy

33

53

44

66

46

67

Import

14

52

36

39

20

29

Export

4

11

19

11

4

7

Other

3

6

9

8

1

6

Total

54

122

108

124

71

109

Average per
month

10.8

20.3

18.0

17.7

14.2

15.6

2.2. The trade coverage of import restrictive measures implemented by G-20 economies over the
past seven months was estimated at 0.4% of world merchandise imports, or the equivalent of
4
0.5% of G-20 merchandise imports (Table 2). It should be noted that one single measure
accounts for a large share of the trade coverage shown in Table 2.5
Table 2 Share of trade covered by import restrictive measures
(Per cent)
Mid-May
to midOct 10a

Mid-Oct
10 to
April 11a

May to
mid-Oct
11b

Mid-Oct
11 to
mid-May
12c

Mid-May
12 to
mid-Oct
12c

Mid-Oct
12 to
mid-May
13c

Cumulative
totalc

Share in
total world
imports

0.2

0.5

0.5

0.9

0.3

0.4

3.6

Share in G20 imports

0.3

0.6

0.6

1.1

0.4

0.5

4.6

a

Based on 2009 import data
Based on 2010 import data
c
Based on 2011 import data
b

2.3. The new trade restrictions implemented by G-20 economies over the review period cover a
wide range of products. In terms of numbers of specific measures (as listed in Annex 1), the most
frequently affected sectors are machinery and mechanical appliances, electrical equipment, iron
and steel, glass and glassware, wood and articles of wood, and inorganic chemicals. The sectors
most heavily affected in terms of trade coverage are electrical machinery, animal or vegetable fats
and oils, and machinery and mechanical appliances (Table 3).

4
These percentages represent rough estimates of the trade coverage of the restrictive measures; they
do not indicate the size of their impact on trade. The value of trade is calculated using the UNSD Comtrade
database, and is counted at the six-digit tariff line level. In cases where the same product is subject to more
than one restrictive measure, the trade coverage is counted only once. When the relevant HS codes were not
provided or could not be clearly identified, no calculation was done.
5
EU's initiation of countervailing investigations on imports of electric motors and generators from China.
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Table 3 Trade coverage of G-20 restrictive import measures, mid-October 2012 to
mid-May 2013
(Per cent)
HS Chapters
Total imports affected
Agriculture (HS 01-24)
HS 01 - Live animals
HS 02 - Meat and edible meat offal
HS 03 - Fish and crustaceans
HS 04 - Dairy produce
HS 12 - Oil seeds and oleaginous fruit
HS 15 - Animal or vegetable fats and oils
HS 16 - Preparation of meat and fish
HS 17 - Sugar and sugar confectionary
HS 20 - Preparations of fruits, vegetables and nuts
HS 21 - Miscellaneous edible preparations
HS 23 - Residues and waste of food industry
Industry products (HS 25-97)
HS 27 - Mineral fuels and oils, products thereof
HS 28 - Inorganic chemicals
HS 29 - Organic chemicals
HS 33 - Essential oils, cosmetic preparations
HS 38 - Miscellaneous chemical products
HS 39 - Plastic and articles thereof
HS 40 - Rubber and articles thereof
HS 44 - Wood and articles of wood
HS 47 - Pulp of wood; waste and scrap of paper
HS 55 - Man-made staple fibres
HS 64 - Footwear
HS 69 - Ceramic products
HS 70 - Glass and glassware
HS 72 - Iron and steel
HS 73 - Articles of iron and steel
HS 76 - Aluminium and articles thereof
HS 82 - Tools of base metals
HS 84 - Machinery and mechanical appliances
HS 85 - Electrical machinery and parts thereof
HS 86 - Railway or tramway locomotives
HS 87 - Vehicles
HS 88 - Aircraft, spacecraft and articles thereof
HS 89 - Ship, boats and floating structures
HS 90 - Optical and other precision instruments
HS 94 - Furniture; bedding material; lamps
HS 95 - Toys, sports requisites
HS 96 - Miscellaneous manufactured articles

Share in total restriction
100.0
22.9
1.0
0.8
5.0
0.2
0.2
12.8
2.0
0.5
0.1
0.2
0.1
77.1
0.1
1.4
0.7
0.1
5.5
0.6
0.9
1.8
2.0
0.6
0.1
0.4
0.4
1.5
2.9
0.4
0.1
11.0
40.0
0.1
1.6
1.4
0.5
1.5
0.3
0.9
0.1

Note: Calculations are based on 2011 import figures. Estimates of trade coverage were made for measure for
which HS codes were provided or were easy to identify. The value of total imports affected equals
US$67.3 billion.
Source: WTO Secretariat estimates, based on UNSD Comtrade database.

2.4. During the review period, some G-20 economies also put in place measures aimed at
facilitating trade; 70 new such measures were recorded, mainly in the form of termination of trade
remedy actions (removal of duties or termination of investigations without the imposition of
duties), temporary tariff reductions, and easier customs procedures. A few G-20 economies also
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adopted measures to facilitate exports (elimination of export duties and quantitative restrictions).
Out of a total of 179 trade measures recorded during the period (Annex 1), close to 40% can be
considered as measures facilitating trade. This compares with 55% at the time of the previous
report. The import facilitating measures cover around 0.6% of G-20 merchandise imports.
2.5. The majority of trade restrictions introduced by G-20 economies, as recorded in the trade
monitoring reports since October 2008, are still in place. According to updated information
provided by G-20 delegations to the WTO Secretariat, 18.6% of all these measures were removed
by mid-May 2013 compared with 21% at the time of the previous report in October 2012.
Measures that have been terminated were mainly the termination of trade remedy actions (either
the termination of investigations without the imposition of duties, or the termination of duties),
and the end of temporary tariff increases.
2.6. Measures restricting or distorting trade implemented by G-20 economies since October 2008,
excluding those measures reported as terminated, account for around 3.6% of total world
merchandise imports or the equivalent of 4.6% of G-20 imports. The shares at the time of the last
report in October 2012 were 3.5% and 4.4%, respectively.
Trade impact analysis
2.7. The percentages on trade coverage mentioned in the above paragraphs do not represent the
effect of restrictions on import flows, i.e. the extent to which imports have been affected by policy
measures. To capture this concept, the WTO Secretariat has made an attempt to estimate,
through an econometric analysis, the trade impact of import restrictions on trade flows. The basics
of this analysis are to match data on import restrictions with detailed data on actual bilateral trade
flows. The results of this type of analysis should provide an illustration of the impact of G-20
restrictive policy measures on G-20 trade (see the Appendix Note).
2.8. The analysis of the impact of G-20 policy measures shows that the aggregate impact of new
restrictions is relatively modest, estimated to be about US$16 billion or the equivalent of around
0.2% of G-20 trade. These numbers provide another illustration of the fact (already shown in
previous reports) that most countries have on the whole resisted resorting to protectionism. This,
however, should not hide the fact that the impact on the individual sectors most heavily affected
by restrictions could have been more severe.
2.9. The overall impact of all G-20 restrictions could be higher than that implied by the trade
impact analysis undertaken for this report. The econometric analysis undertaken at this stage has
not been performed on all G-20 restrictive measures implemented since October 2008 due to a
number of data limitations as explained in the Appendix Note, e.g. trade data was not available in
some cases, and only trade restrictions with clearly identified HS code numbers were included in
the calculations. There are a number of other restrictive measures for which HS codes could not be
assigned by the Secretariat and thus were excluded from the estimations. Moreover, the literature
also refers to the existence of unconventional restrictive measures, which are harder to monitor
and quantify and which may also have a significant impact on trade.
2.2 IMPORT MEASURES
2.10. Between mid-October 2012 and mid-May 2013, 59 new import measures (excluding traderemedy actions) were recorded; slightly more than the number in the previous report. Out of
these, 51% were measures that facilitate trade, the main one being by far the elimination or
reduction of import tariffs, some of which were implemented on a temporary basis, while tariff
increases were also among the main trade restricting measures (Table 4).
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Table 4 Measures affecting imports, mid-October 2012 to mid-May 2013
Type of measure

Restrictive

Facilitating

Total

Tariff

23

27

50

Tax

0

0

0

Customs procedures

6

3

9

Quantitative restrictions

0

0

0

Other

0

0

0

Total

29

30

59

2.11. Import facilitating measures were implemented mainly by Brazil and India, while the G-20
economies that implemented most trade restrictions during the period under review were Brazil,
Argentina, South Africa, and Indonesia.
2.3 EXPORT MEASURES
2.12. Over the past seven months, G-20 economies implemented more measures that restrict
exports than those that facilitate them. Seven export restrictions were put in place by some G-20
economies (Table 1). These measures were related manly to customs procedures. The products
affected by these measures were mainly wood, other base metals, and fruits.
2.13. During the review period, four export measures were adopted that facilitate exports through
the elimination or reduction of export duties and quantitative restrictions.
2.4 TRENDS IN TRADE-REMEDY MEASURES
2.14. The analysis in this section is based on a comparison of activity during two periods: October
2011 to April 2012 ("first period") and October 2012 to April 20136 ("second period"). Concerning
anti-dumping, the most recent data indicate a decrease in initiations, a departure from the
previously reported increasing trend.7 The levels of activity for countervail and safeguards
increased substantially over the last period, although the number of initiations continued to be
considerably lower than that for anti-dumping.
2.15. Anti-dumping activity of G-20 members declined through mid-2011 since the first
monitoring report8 was circulated in September 2009. This trend began to change in mid-2011
when initiations by G-20 members increased significantly. The most recent data indicate that, once
again, anti-dumping initiations are slowing overall. As shown in Table 5, G-20 members initiated
74 anti-dumping investigations in the second period, down from 85 initiations in the first period.
This overall decline was mainly attributable to a sharp drop in initiations by both the European
Union and the United States, which offset increases by other major anti-dumping users such as
Argentina, Brazil and India.
Table 5 Initiations of anti-dumping investigations
(Counted on the basis of exporting countries affected)
G-20 Member

October 2011-April 2012

October 2012-April 2013

Argentina

5

10

Australia

4

5

6
7
8

Data for January - April 2013 partly unverified and collected from various unofficial sources.
"Report on G-20 Trade Measures", 31 October 2012.
"Report on G-20 Trade and Investment Measures" dated 14 September 2009.
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G-20 Member

October 2011-April 2012

October 2012-April 2013

Brazil

16

18

Canada

3

5

China

6

1

European Union

14

4

India

9

15

Indonesia

0

0

Japan

0

0

Korea Rep. of

1

1

Mexico

2

4

Russian Federation

5

0

South Africa

1

3

Turkey

7

6

United States

12

2

Total

85

74

Source: WTO Secretariat.

2.16. There was a considerable change in the product breakdown of anti-dumping initiations in
the second period compared with the first. In general, there appears to be a more even product
distribution among initiations in the second period. While metals far outpaced other sectors in the
first period, with 45% of initiations, they accounted for only 18% in the second period. At the
same time, resins/plastics, which made up only 10% of initiations in the first period also accounted
for 18% of total initiations in the second period. Articles of stone and plaster registered a
substantially increased share of initiations, accounting for 16% in the second period compared with
2% in the first. Textile products, which were not affected in the first period, accounted for 10% of
initiations in the second period. The shares of chemicals, machinery and electrical equipment,
wood products, and paper products, in total initiations remained stable (Chart 1).

Chart 1
Anti-dumping initiations, product coverage

October 2012-April 2013

October 2011-April 2012

Paper
2%

Vehicles
7%

Others
5%

Paper
3%

Vehicles
4%

Others
1%
Metals
18%

Textile 10%

Wood 5%

Machinery
10%

Metals
45%

Wood 7%
Plastics
18%
Machinery
10%

Chemicals
14%

Stone/plaster
2%

Plastics
10%

Source: WTO Secretariat.

Chemicals
13%

Stone/plaster
16%
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2.17. G-20 members initiated 22 countervailing duty investigations in the second period, up from
15 in the first period (Table 6). Only six G-20 members - Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, the
European Union, and the United States - were active, and all but the United States registered
increases from the first to the second period.
Table 6 Initiations of countervailing duty investigations
(Counted on the basis of exporting countries affected)
G-20 Member

October 2011-April 2012

October 2012-April 2013

Australia

1

3

Brazil

0

3

Canada

2

3

China

0

1

European Union

3

4

United States

9

8

15

22

Total
Source: WTO Secretariat.

2.18. In terms of affected sectors, metals declined from 60% to 23% of countervail initiations
from the first to the second period. Live animals accounted for 32% of initiations in the second
period, chemicals remained stable at 13%, and machinery and electrical equipment dropped to 5%
in the second period from 20% in the first.
2.19. Safeguard initiations by G-20 members more than doubled in the second period (Table 7).
Five G-20 members initiated safeguard investigations in the second period compared with only two
in the first. Ten new investigations were initiated in the second period up from 4 in the first.
Indonesia, India and South Africa collectively accounted for more than one-half of all activity
during the second period.
Table 7 Initiations of safeguard investigations
G-20 Member

October 2011-April 2012

October 2012-April 2013

Brazil

1

0

India

0

2

Indonesia

3

4

Russian Federation

0

1

South Africa

0

2a

Turkey

0

1

Total

4

10

a Termination and re-initiation of the same product.
Source: WTO Secretariat.

2.20. Safeguard investigations were carried out in respect of a variety of product sectors in both
periods. During the first period, the affected sectors were prepared foods, plastics, metals and live
animals. During the second period, the same sectors continued to be affected, along with the
chemical, textile, and optical and photographic equipment sectors.
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2.5 TRENDS IN SANITARY AND PHYTOSYNITARY MEASURES (SPS)
2.21. SPS measures are regularly notified to the WTO. G-20 members rank among the main
"notifiers" of SPS measures, accounting for more than 67% of total regular notifications, and 29%
of emergency notifications, submitted from 1995 until 31 March 2013.9
2.22. For the period October 2012 to March 2013, the United States was the G-20 Member with
the most notifications submitted to the WTO. US notifications accounted for around 20% of G-20
notifications in that period.
2.23. Many of the G-20 members are following the recommendation to notify SPS measures, even
when these are based on a relevant international standard, which substantially increases
transparency. Of the 250 regular notifications (excluding addenda) made by G-20 members from 1
October 2012 to 31 March 2013, 52% indicated that an international standard, guideline or
recommendation was relevant to the notified measure. Of these notifications, 66% indicated that
the measure was in conformity with the existing international standard, guideline or
recommendation. Regarding emergency notifications for the same period, 85% of the emergency
measures notified by G-20 members indicated that a relevant international standard, guideline or
recommendation existed; 88% of these measures were indicated as being in conformity with such
a standard.
2.24. During the review period, food safety and protection of humans from animal or plant pests
or disease were the two main objectives identified in SPS measures notified by G-20 members,
accounting for 80% of the notifications. Both objectives feature prominently in the G-20 members'
notifications as the vast majority notified in that period related to Maximum Residue Limits (MRLs)
and contaminants, and in many notifications both objectives were identified.
2.25. Measures maintained by G-20 members are often discussed in the SPS Committee; the top
ten Members in terms of complaints about measures they maintain are all G-20 members. The
specific trade concerns (STCs) raised on the basis of measures they maintain account for 75% of
all STCs raised to date.
2.26. A total of 23 STCs were raised or discussed in relation to measures maintained by G-20
members during the period October 2012 to March 2013. Thirteen were raised for the first time,
whereas the remaining ten had been discussed previously.
2.27. The new STCs raised at the October 2012 and March 2013 SPS Committee meetings
regarding measures applied by G-20 members relate to:


China's import requirements related to phthalates (raised by the European Union - March
2013);



France's ban on Bisphenol A (raised by the United States - March 2013);



India's import restrictions on apples, pears and citrus (raised by Argentina - March 2013);



EU limitations on imports of certain pine trees (raised by the Russian Federation - March
2013);



EU prohibition of the use and sale of treated seeds (raised by the United States - March
2013);



Canada's delay in finalizing inspection procedures on bovine meat (raised by Argentina October 2012);



Russia's import ban on live animals (raised by the European Union - October 2012);



US restrictions on tomatoes (raised by Senegal - October 2012);
9

WTO Members are required to provide advance notice of their intention to introduce new or modified
SPS measures, or to immediately notify when emergency measures are implemented.
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Turkey's requirements for importation of sheep meat (raised by Australia - October 2012);



Russia's listing of export establishments (raised by the European Union - October 2012);



Japan's restrictions on shrimp due to anti-oxidant residues (raised by India - October
2012);



Indonesia's import-licensing requirement for horticultural products (raised by the United
States - October 2012);



Brazil's restrictions on shrimp due to certain fish diseases (raised by Ecuador - October
2012).

2.28. Of the 10 previously raised STCs regarding measures applied by G-20 members discussed in
the October 2012 and March 2013 meetings, half of them address persistent problems that have
been discussed at least five times:
 General import restrictions due to BSE applied by certain Members, specifically China, Japan
and the Republic of Korea. This STC was initially raised by the European Union in the
June 2004 meeting and subsequently by the United States in February 2007. It has been
discussed 18 times in the Committee, gathering the support of three other Members.
 The application and modification of the EU regulation on Novel Foods. This STC was first
raised by Peru in the March 2006 meeting and subsequently by Colombia and Ecuador. It
has been discussed 13 times in the Committee, and has gathered the support of 17
Members.
 EU Maximum Residue Levels (MRLs) of pesticides. This concern, raised by India, has been
discussed eight times in the Committee.
 China's hygiene standard for distilled spirits and integrated alcoholic beverages (raised by
Mexico). This STC has been discussed six times in the Committee.
 China's quarantine and testing procedures for salmon (raised by Norway). This STC has
been discussed six times in the Committee.
 Indonesia's port closures (raised by the United States, China, the European Union and New
Zealand). This STC has been discussed four times in the Committee.
 EU regulations on cadmium in cocoa (raised by Ecuador and Colombia). This STC has been
discussed three times in the Committee.
 US measures on catfish (raised by China). This STC has been discussed twice in the
Committee.
 US risk analysis for the import of queen bees (raised by Argentina). This STC has been
discussed twice in the Committee.
 Japan's Maximum Residue Levels (MRLs) applied to sesame (raised by Paraguay). This STC
has been discussed twice in the Committee.
2.29. For the review period, 40% of the STCs raised due to measures implemented by G-20
members concerned food safety, 30% concerned measures covering animal health, 17% plant
health and 13% other types of concerns (i.e. inspection and certification).
2.6 TRENDS IN TECHNICAL BARRIERS TO TRADE MEASURES (TBT)
2.30. G-20 members rank among the main "notifiers" of TBT measures, accounting for around
45% of total regular TBT notifications submitted to the WTO from 1 January 1995 to 15 May
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2013.10 During the period 15 October 2012 to 15 May 2013 (the "reviewed period"), G-20
Members made up more than 50% of the 857 notified measures. Saudi Arabia, with 118
notifications, was the number one "notifier" during this period, accounting for around one-third of
G-20 notifications. The United States (66), China (43) and the European Union (40) remained
among the top "notifiers". Protection of human health and safety, as well as protection of the
environment were the two main objectives identified in TBT measures notified by G-20 members.11
2.31. Measures maintained by G-20 members are frequently discussed in the TBT Committee. 376
specific trade concerns (STCs) have been raised to date in the TBT Committee, 300 of which
concerned measures maintained by G-20 Members (80%). By far the largest number of STCs
raised with respect to measures maintained by G-20 Members relate to measures with the stated
objective of protecting human health or safety (129) and protection of the environment (72).
2.32. More than half (13 out of 22) of the new STCs raised at the two TBT Committee meetings
that took place during the reviewed period (November 2012 and March 2013) concerned measures
maintained by G-20 Members. These 13 new STCs are:
a. Australia's revised water efficiency labelling scheme for household appliances (raised by
the Republic of Korea)
b. Brazil's ban on used, refurbished, rented and lent medical devices (raised by the
European Union)
c.

Canada's proposed changes in its food inspection scheme, related to market surveillance
(raised by China)

d. EU's measure on the protection of animals at the time of killing, related to animal
welfare (raised by Argentina)
e. EU's regulation on ecodesign requirements for directional lamps, light-emitting diode
lamps and related equipment (raised by the Republic of Korea)
f.

EU's Tobacco Directive, banning flavoured tobacco products, and imposing health
labelling requirements (raised by Cuba, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Honduras,
Indonesia, Malawi, Mexico, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Philippines, Zambia, and Zimbabwe)

g. EU's implementation of its regulation on herbicides, granting access to the EU market
(raised by Israel)
h. Indonesia's requirement for import permits for horticultural products (raised by South
Africa, the European Union and the United States)
i.

India's requirement for compulsory registration with respect to electronics and
information technology goods, regarding IT security (raised by Japan)

j.

India's amendment to its Hazardous Waste Law, regarding e-waste (raised by Japan, the
Republic of Korea, Switzerland, the European Union, and the United States)

k. The Republic of Korea's proposed labelling scheme on electromagnetic wave exposure
for cell phones (raised by the European Union and the United States)
l.

The republic of Korea's changes to its Motor Vehicle Control Act on testing and
certification of car parts (raised by the European Union)

10
Under the TBT Agreement, WTO Members are required to notify any proposed regulation that may
have a significant effect on trade of other Members and if the regulation is not based on an international
standard. Since 1995, about 16'500 notifications of new or revised regulations have been submitted by 117
WTO Members (73% of all Members).
11
Among all 446 regular notifications made during the reviewed period, 289 indicated "protection of
human health and safety" as an objective, while 87 indicated "protection of the environment".
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m. Russian Federation's (applying to the Customs Union of Russia, Kazakhstan and Belarus)
technical regulation on alcoholic drinks, imposing limits and bans on ingredients, health
labelling provisions, and licensing and inspection of warehouses (raised by Argentina,
Australia, the European Union, Mexico, New Zealand, South Africa and the United
States)
2.33. With the exception of one STC12, all other STCs listed above were raised by fellow G-20
members. The majority (8) were raised against measures maintained by the EU, India or Korea.
2.34. Measures related to tobacco and alcohol products remain high on the agenda. G-20
members have both raised and been subject to STCs concerning tobacco-related and
alcohol-related measures.
2.35. Since the last monitoring report, two new disputes involving TBT claims were lodged against
two G-20 members (Australia and the European Union). These disputes, which involve measures
that have been discussed as STCs in previous TBT Committee meetings, are: Australia — Certain
Measures Concerning Trademarks, Geographical Indications and Other Plain Packaging
Requirements Applicable to Tobacco Products and Packaging; and EU and Certain Member States –
Certain Measures on the Importation and Marketing of Biodiesel and Measures Supporting the
Biodiesel Industry.
2.7 POLICY DEVELOPMENTS IN AGRICULTURE
2.36. In the area of agriculture, no new significant policy measures have been observed over the
past seven months. In the framework of the Regular Committee on Agriculture (CoA), Members
continue to discuss some issues mainly related to domestic support programmes. This is consistent
with the trend observed in 2012 where discussions revolving around the domestic support pillar
represented 76% of all questions raised during the Regular CoA meetings.
2.37. During the last two CoA meetings (November 2012 and March 2013), several measures
have been under scrutiny, inter alia: Costa Rica's compliance with its scheduled AMS
commitments; Ukraine's AMS calculation and underfill of its TRQ allocated to raw cane sugar;
Thailand's paddy pledging scheme; Indonesia's quantitative import restrictions; the European
Union's issuance of export licences for out-of-quota sugar; and the correlation between Brazil's
Premium per Output Flow (PEP) programme and exports. In May, Costa Rica announced that the
price support mechanism for rice will be eliminated as of 1 March 2014.
2.38. Other on-going developments in the area of agriculture policies include: India's National
Food Security Bill that is yet to be passed; new five-year Farm Bill currently being debated in the
US Congress; and current trilateral meetings between the European Parliament, Commission and
Council on the CAP reform legislative package, before implementation in 2014.
2.8 POLICY DEVELOPMENTS IN TRADE IN SERVICES
2.39. Not many developments concerning trade in services among G-20 economies have been
reported in the period under consideration. All countries seem to be maintaining the general thrust
of their services trade policies and levels of market openness, including the restrictive measures
reported in previous reports.
2.40. Developments in Indonesia are worth noting. Further to the adoption in August 2012 of the
Regulation on Organizing a Franchise Business, Indonesia’s Ministry of Trade issued two new
regulations placing restrictions on franchises – Ministry of Trade Regulation 68/MMDAG/PER/10/2012 on Retail Shop Business Franchises on 29 October 2012 and 07/MDAG/PER/2/2013 on the Development of Partnership in Food and Beverages Franchise Business,
on 15 February 2013. These regulations require retail, and food and beverage franchises to
domestically source 80% of their equipment and inventory. The regulations also limit the number
of franchise outlets to 150 for retail franchises and 250 for food and beverage franchises. These
regulations apply to both domestic and foreign franchises.

12

EU's implementation of its regulation on herbicides, solely raised by Israel.
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2.41. On 12 October 2012, the Indonesian Government adopted Regulation 82 of 2012 concerning
electronic systems and transaction operations which requires "public service providers" operating
in Indonesia to build data and disaster recovery centres inside the country. However, the specific
language of the regulation appears vague on the scope of "service providers", which might include
any company providing a public service. If strictly implemented, such a requirement would create
a hurdle to companies seeking to do business in Indonesia.
2.42. On 13 July 2012, the Central Bank of Indonesia (Bank Indonesia) issued Regulation
14/8/PBI/2012 imposing new bank-ownership caps. Shareholders of banks and non-bank financial
institutions considered as "unhealthy" can own no more than 40% of a bank’s equity; for nonfinancial institutions this limit was set at 30%, while the ownership limit for individual investors in
conventional banks and Islamic sharia banks was set at 20% and 25%, respectively. The
regulations apply both to domestic and foreign investors. They do not apply, however, to publicly
listed institutions that are sound and have a strong capital base, state-owned banks, and regional
development banks. Bank Indonesia will evaluate investor soundness. Only publicly listed banks
that rank in the top two layers in terms of bank health and corporate governance, and have a
minimum 6% Tier 1 capital will be exempt from the 40% ownership cap. Investors must also be
committed to the development of the Indonesian economy and owning the bank for a minimum
period fixed by Bank Indonesia, and must buy the papers issued by the bank. Banks with poor
'health' and corporate governance ratings must improve their scores before 31 December 2013. If
they fail to do so, they will be given a five-year transition period starting 1 January 2014, in which
they must divest their stakes so as to comply with the terms of the new ownership regulation. The
objective of the Regulation is to disperse ownership of private banks. Further to this Regulation, on
6 March 2013 Bank Indonesia issued a circular establishing a five-year waiting period before banks
can raise their stakes in other institutions above 40%, assuming they comply with bank health and
corporate governance standards. Foreign acquirers must also commit, inter alia, to supporting
Indonesia’s economy by lending to "productive sectors".
2.43. On 20 July 2013, the Reserve Bank of India announced that foreign financial institutions
with a large presence in the country will have to follow the same priority sector lending norms as
the domestic banks. The revised guidelines on priority sector lending targets provide that foreign
banks with more than 20 branches will have to abide by the priority sector lending target, which
has been set at 40% of their total advances (up from 32% previously). The foreign banks will have
to meet the target in a phased manner over a maximum period of five years starting on 1 April
2013. Priority sectors include small value loans to farmers for agriculture and related activities,
micro and small enterprises, housing for low income segments of society, and small lending to
individuals for educational purposes.
2.44. The Canadian Government's 2013 budget implementation bill (C-60) includes a number of
previously announced adjustments to the Investment Canada Act, which will affect investment in
service sectors, among others. The amendments include (a) increases in the thresholds for review
of most acquisitions to C$1 billion in "enterprise value", phased-in over a four-year period; (b) the
manner in which state-owned enterprises (SOEs) will be defined, and the introduction of an
additional "control in fact" test for acquisitions by SOEs; and (c) modest extensions to the
timelines for national security reviews. These amendments follow the revisions to the guidelines
for assessing investments by SOEs in December 2012. In particular, the amendments will raise the
standard review threshold for acquisitions by investors from WTO Members from the current
C$344 million in asset value to C$1 billion in "enterprise value" over a four-year period (up to
C$600 million the day of entry into force of the amendments; up to C$800 million for the following
two years; and up to C$1 billion at the end of the four-year period). Investments by non-WTO
Members' investors and in the cultural sector will continue to be subject to the C$5 million asset
value threshold. Investments by SOEs, (where the acquirer or vendor is from a WTO Member), will
continue to be subject to the existing C$344 million review threshold (with annual indexing to
reflect changes in Canada's GDP). The definition of "enterprise value" is still pending. Bill C-60 will
broaden the definition of SOEs to include any entity that is directly or indirectly controlled or
influenced by a foreign government or agency, as well as those owned by the foreign government
itself or a government agency. An individual acting under the direction or influence of a foreign
government or agency could also be considered an SOE. In addition, Bill C-60 gives the Minister of
Industry discretionary power to determine whether an entity is in fact controlled by an SOE;
whether there has been an acquisition of control of an entity by a SOE; and whether an entity
which is otherwise Canadian-controlled is in fact controlled by an SOE.
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2.45. On 15 March 2013, Argentina's Federal Tax Revenue Agency (AFIP) issued Resolution
3450/2013, broadening the scope and increasing the rate of the withholding tax applicable to
certain purchases of goods and services by Argentinians residing abroad. The tax applies as of 18
March to the following: (a) purchases made by Argentine residents, using credit or debit cards
issued in Argentina, of goods and services outside the country, as well as purchases made in
foreign currency through websites or through any other type of internet connection; (b) the
purchase of services abroad done through travel and tourism agencies in Argentina; and (c) the
purchase of passenger transportation services (by land, air and water) to foreign destinations. The
new rule increases the tax rate from 15% to 20%.
2.46. In March 2013, the Russian Federation adopted Federal Law No. 29 "On Amending Certain
Legislative Acts of the Russian Federation". The new piece of legislation amends the Russian Law
on Banks and Banking by (a) excluding the term branch from the definition of the banking system
in Russia; and (b) removing the phrase "branches of foreign banks" from articles on the State
registration of credit institutions with foreign investment and on additional requirements for their
establishment and activity. In practice, the new regime prohibits the establishment of foreign bank
branches. Under the new regime, therefore, foreign banks will have to establish a subsidiary in
Russia if they intend to supply services in the country.
2.47. During the period under consideration, the European Commission authorised EU member
States to introduce various forms of subsidies for banks still affected by the financial crisis. The
support measures included the following: a) emergency recapitalisations for the Hypo Group Alpe
Adria in Austria, the SNS REAAL and its subsidiaries in the Netherlands, Banco Internacional do
Funchal S.A. (Banif) in Portugal, and Nova Kreditna Banka Maribor d.d. ("NKBM") in Slovenia; b)
aid granted by Belgium, France and Luxemburg for the orderly resolution of the Dexia group, the
sale of its subsidiary DMA (Dexia Municipal Agency) and the restructuring of Belfius (formerly
Dexia Banque Belgique); c) a Cypriot State guarantee scheme for credit institutions until 30 June
2013 (originally 31 December 2012); d) the prolongation of a Danish scheme for the winding-up of
banks and of a guarantee scheme for merging banks until 30 June 2013; e) State guarantees to
Crédit Immobilier de France (CIF); and f) the prolongation of various aid schemes by Germany,
Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Poland, Portugal and Spain until 30 June 2013.
2.48. There have also been some developments regarding the supply of services through the
movement of natural persons. In January 2013, the Russian Federation announced the creation of
a new multi-entry business visa for representatives and employees of multinational companies
investing into the Russian economy. The visa will be valid for five years. Starting from 13
December 2012, intra-company transferees to the United Kingdom who earn an annual salary of
more than GBP 150,000 are permitted to stay in the country for a maximum period of nine years,
up from the five years previously allowed. A longer duration of stay of up to 180 days is also
benefitting foreign visitors to Mexico. Streamlined procedures for entry applications have been
introduced by Brazil for short-term technical visas, including reduced documentary requirements
and shorter processing times. As of 1 January 2013, nationals of 45 countries are eligible to visit
China without a visa when transiting through Beijing or Shanghai airports for up to 72 hours.
Finally, Saudi Arabia has raised fees for work permits for companies that employ more foreign
nationals than Saudi nationals.
3 GENERAL ECONOMIC SUPPORT MEASURES
3.1. According to information provided to the Secretariat by some G-20 delegations, 29 new
confirmed economic support measures (and six not confirmed) were put in place during the review
period. Annex 2 lists the economic support programmes compiled for this report. The measures
mainly provide economic assistance and financial support targeted at certain sectors, as was the
case in previous periods. Once again, these were mainly rescue aid for specific industries,
restructuring aid, export support (tax credit and export finance), and general financial support in
the form of insurance, guarantee and credit. The main beneficiary sectors were principally SMEs,
and selected industries in the manufacturing sector (auto industry, telecoms, etc.).
3.2. The monitoring and reporting of general economic support measures remains a big challenge.
One of the key limitations is related to the provision of relevant information on new measures or
programmes implemented over the review period. For instance, for the preparation of this report,
only two G-20 members provided information on their measures to the Secretariat. And when the
Secretariat uses other public sources to gather data (including official websites of ministries),
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certain delegations request the Secretariat to delete all information because the measures are not
based on legal instruments, or they simply refuse to verify any information whose source is the
public media.
3.3. Thus, any assessment of overall trends based on seemingly partial information included in
Annex 2 can be inaccurate. In addition to other economic support programmes and targeted
assistance to specific sectors that may exist and which may not have been detected by the
monitoring exercise, there have also been instances of other economic support measures, such as
big monetary stimulus programmes to help boost economic growth. These programmes have an
impact on trade flows, both exports and imports, by broadly stimulating economic activity. The net
trade effect is difficult to determine without more analysis of the specificities of how the
programmes are implemented (e.g. purchase of long-term bonds and increasing the monetary
base).
4 DEVELOPMENTS IN TRADE FINANCE
4.1. The fear that trade finance issues would be used as vectors for bank downsizing did not
materialize in 2012, at least at a global level. In fact, the liquidity available for financing trade
transactions has eased in recent months, reflecting relatively accommodative monetary policies in
advanced economies and the favourable risk profile of the industry. There seemed to be little
global capacity constraint at the global level.
4.2. However, difficulties continued to be present at the country and sector-specific levels. Small
and medium-sized enterprises in low-income countries, and also in some medium and higher
income countries of Europe, were the most affected. This situation justified the need for continued
risk mitigation provided by multilateral development banks. The Asian Development Bank received
particularly strong demand, inter alia, from clients in Vietnam, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka. The
EBRD was quite active in supporting trade in Ukraine and the Russian Federation. There was also
strong demand for products from the Inter-American Development Bank. The African Development
Bank started operating its trade finance programme, aimed at supporting further the financing of
trade in challenging African markets.
4.3. With respect to regulatory matters under the Basel framework, recent successive steps have
been taken by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision to ensure fair prudential treatment of
the trade finance industry, particularly traditional instruments such as letters of credit and the like.
This included changes to the capital treatment of such products (waivers of the maturity and
sovereign floors) and relatively favourable new guidelines on liquidity (composition of liquidity
coverage ratio in particular). The credit conversion factor for calculating the leverage ratio for
trade finance instruments was set at rates of 20% and 50% by the European Union. The dialogue
with the Basel Committee greatly benefited from the facts reported in the trade finance register,
compiled by the ICC using data from the industry. The ICC results (based on over 8 million
short-term transactions from 23 banks over the period 2006-2011) indicated that the percentage
of default on transactions was 0.02%. The new registry also included some data on long-term
trade transactions, which showed a low default rate.
4.4. Discussions on other non-prudential regulatory issues described as "know-your-customers
requirements" continued at the expert group on trade finance meeting held recently. The debate
did not focus on the regulatory requirements themselves, but rather on the various ways that they
are being structured, defined and implemented according to different countries and regions. The
Director-General confirmed that the FAFT (GAFI) forum was the right point of international
reference. He noted that the issue was outside the WTO remit but worth considering if lack of
harmonization in countries' requirements led to missed trade opportunities for developing
countries.
4.5. Continuous monitoring of the situation in trade finance is needed, as lack of finance can
become a threat to the proper functioning of the multilateral trading system. With support from
the WTO expert group, WTO Members and multilateral development banks, a number of concrete
and successful initiatives have been developed in recent years, which have helped improve the
functioning of trade finance markets and opportunities for traders around the world.
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5 RECENT ECONOMIC AND TRADE TRENDS
5.1. The global economy has continued to struggle since the last monitoring report was released.
Modest improvements in economic conditions in some countries have been overshadowed by
adverse developments in others, with negative consequences for global and G-20 trade flows.
5.2. The United States maintained its unbroken run of positive quarterly increases in real GDP
that began in the third quarter of 2009, despite the fact that output slowed sharply in the fourth
quarter of last year to just 0.4% (annualized) before rebounding to 2.5% in the first quarter of
2013. The US unemployment rate dropped to 7.5% in April, but labour force participation
remained low. Other economic indicators for the US economy have been mildly positive,
suggesting continued moderate expansion. This record contrasts sharply with that of the European
Union, which saw its economy shrink by 1.9% (annualized) in the fourth quarter, and by a more
modest 0.4% in the first quarter of this year as Germany returned to growth but France fell back
into recession. The EU jobless rate was nearly 11% in March while the rate for the euro area was
over 12%. Japan’s GDP growth accelerated to 3.5% (annualized) in the first quarter after
contracting by 3.5% in the third quarter of last year. China’s output grew more slowly than
expected in the first quarter after rising 7.7% over the same period in 2012, or roughly 6.6% at
an annualized rate over the previous quarter. The data paint a picture of a mixed recovery, with
the EU lagging, other developed economies gradually regaining their footing, and developing
economies growing at a relatively fast pace compared to the developed world but relatively slowly
compared with their recent history.
5.3. Weak economic growth in developed economies reduced import demand and weighed heavily
on world exports in the second half of 2012. This is illustrated by Chart 2, which shows
contributions of developed and developing economies to year-on-year growth in the dollar value of
world merchandise exports. The third quarter of 2012 was particularly negative, as developed
economies subtracted 3.6% from world export growth and developing economies reduced it by a
further 0.7%, for a total decline of 4.2%. Trade in nominal terms stabilized in the fourth quarter
after policy pronouncements from the Federal Reserve and the European Central Bank boosted
growth prospects in the United States and eased uncertainty over the future of the euro. Small
positive and negative contributions to world exports from developing and developed economies in
the fourth quarter roughly cancelled each other out, leading to stagnation at the global level.
Although not shown in this chart, contributions of developed and developing economies to import
growth were of similar magnitude to their contributions on the export side.
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Chart 2
Contributions to year-on-year growth in world merchandise exports, 2010Q1 - 2012Q4
(Percentage change in US$ values)
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5.4. The WTO's latest forecast for world trade, issued on 13 April 2013, takes the weaker-thanexpected results from the second half of 2012 fully into account (Table 8). The WTO predicts below
average growth of 3.3% in the volume of world merchandise trade for 2013, to be followed by a
5% increase in 2014 as the global economy regains some momentum. Exports of developed
economies are expected to increase by 1.4% this year while shipments from developing economies
expected to expand by 5.3%. Imports of developed economies should see a 1.4% rise in 2013
while those of developing economies should advance 5.9%. In 2014, exports of developed and
developing economies are expected to rise 2.6% and 7.5%, respectively. Meanwhile, imports of
developed and developing economies should grow by 3.2% and 7.4%. These figures refer to “real”
changes in the volume of trade, i.e. they are adjusted to take into account differences in inflation
and exchange rates across countries. Projections for 2014 are based on stronger assumptions
about the medium-term trajectory of the global economy and should be interpreted with caution.
Table 8 World merchandise trade volume, 2009-2014
(Annual % change)
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5.5. Traditional trade statistics cannot provide a full picture of modern trade developments,
because international supply chains have changed the way manufactures are produced and global
value is created. Today, most products are "Made in the World" and it is increasingly difficult to
assign them to a single country of origin. OECD and WTO have been closely cooperating to provide
a clearer picture of the value-added content of trade flows. A joint Trade-in-Value-Added database
(TiVA) was first issued in January 2013. In May 2013, a new version was released, adding several
new features. In particular, 18 new countries (mostly developing countries) have been added and
the EU aggregate was completed. With this new release, the whole of the EU and of the G-20 are
covered by TiVA statistics. Two years (1995 and 2000) were included in order to benchmark most
recent observations (2008 and 2009) and enable long-term analyses.
5.6. Looking at the value-added content of exports avoids the double-counting issue of goods
crossing several borders along their supply chain, before reaching their final destination. Perhaps
more importantly, it shows us in which country and, within this country, in which sector of activity,
the value was created. Without double counting, the ratio (VA exports/GDP) has risen from 15%
in 1995 to 20% in 2008; this is somewhat lower that the ratio (gross exports/GDP), which was at
19.2% in 1995 and 27.8% in 2008. While exports of services represented 21% of gross exports in
2008, this percentage is double in TiVA exports (42%) which identify the contribution of each
sector (primary, secondary or tertiary) to the total value of the traded goods and services. The
share of exports of manufactures in TiVA was 41% in 2008, while it was 66% in gross exports.
5.1 MERCHANDISE AND COMMERCIAL SERVICES TRADE
5.7. The most important (but by no means the only) factor behind the recent trade slowdown has
been the weakness of import demand in the European Union, which has been in recession for 5 out
of the last 6 quarters.13 This has resulted in a slower pace of export growth in the EU’s external
trading partners and a reduced volume of trade between EU countries. As noted in the previous
report, the EU accounted for roughly 60% of developed economies’ merchandise imports and
around 35% of the world merchandise imports in 2011.14 Consequently, any significant reduction
in EU imports would necessarily have a considerable negative impact on global and G-20 trade
flows. Recent trade developments can be observed in quarterly and monthly time-series on
merchandise trade and commercial services prepared by the Secretariat. Merchandise trade
statistics are presented in both nominal (i.e. dollar) and real (i.e. volume) terms, whereas data on
commercial services are only available in current dollar terms.
5.1.1 Merchandise trade volume
5.8. Chart 3 shows seasonally adjusted quarterly merchandise exports and imports of developed
and developing economies between 2010Q1 and 2012Q4. Export volumes had been trending up
for both groups of countries through 2012Q2, but since then shipments of developed economies
have fallen by around 2% while those of developing economies have been flat, producing a small
(-1%) decline in the volume of world merchandise exports in the second half of 2012.
5.9. During the same period, imports of developed economies fell by 2% while those of
developing economies rose 2%, producing 0% growth in world imports. The fact that imports were
flat in the second half of 2012 implies that the average decline in world trade for both exports and
imports (-0.5%) was smaller than the decline implied by exports alone. Small discrepancies such
as those between world exports and imports are normal due to differences in data recording.15
5.10. Since aggregation obscures significant variation across countries, it is useful to consider
trade developments for major economies separately. Chart 4 shows seasonally adjusted quarterly
trade volumes for the United States, Japan and the European Union through 2013Q1, plus
estimated volume indices for China through 2012Q4.

13

The euro area has been in recession continuously since the fourth quarter of 2011.
After the trade slowdown in 2012, EU shares in world and developed economies’ imports dropped to
32% and 55%, respectively.
15
Imports of developed and developing economies diverged much earlier, around the fourth quarter of
2010. Since then, imports of developed economies have been more or less flat (down 1%) while those of
developing economies have increased by 12%. Average world growth rate during this period was 5%.
14
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Chart 3
Merchandise exports and imports by level of development, 2010Q1-2012Q4
(Seasonally adjusted volume indices, 2010Q1 = 100)
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Chart 4
Volume of monthly exports and imports of selected G20 economies, 2010Q1 - 2013Q1
(Seasonally adjusted volume indices, 2010 = 100)
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5.11. Since the second quarter of 2011, exports from the United States and from the EU to the
rest of the world increased by 5% and 8%, respectively, whereas Japanese exports were more or
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less unchanged. In contrast to this performance, trade between EU countries (as measured by
intra-EU trade) declined by 4%.
5.12. US and Japanese imports have been essentially flat since the beginning of 2012, but both
increased by roughly 12% between 2010Q1 and 2013Q1. However, after a 6% decline between
2011Q1 and 2013Q1, EU imports from the rest of the world (i.e. extra-EU imports) dropped to
their lowest level since 2010Q1.
5.13. Although developed economies’ trade flows were mostly stagnant between 2011Q2 and
2012Q4, China’s exports and imports increased by 9% and 15%, respectively. China’s import
growth has partly cushioned the drop in EU demand, but the extent to which the country can offset
the EU as an export destination is limited by its smaller share in world imports (around 9% in
2011, compared to the EU’s 35%).
5.1.2 Merchandise trade values
5.14. Merchandise trade statistics in current US dollar terms are available for more countries and
more recent time periods than trade statistics in volume terms. Chart 5 shows year-on-year
growth in monthly exports and imports for selected G-20 economies through April 2013,
depending on data availability. Among G-20 members, only Brazil, China, India and the Republic of
Korea have reported data for the month of April. Remaining data series terminate in March.
5.15. In the last G-20 monitoring report, countries in the euro area (Germany, France and Italy)
recorded strong year-on-year declines in exports and imports in August, the last month for which
EU data were available. The euro crisis eased after the ECB announced its willingness to purchase
bonds of euro-area member governments under certain circumstances, which allowed EU trade
flows to stage a partial recovery in the fourth quarter of last year. However, the rebound was
temporary and tentative, with positive export and import growth in October and January separated
by declines in November and December. By March 2013, Europe's trade appeared to be fading
again, although some of this decline may be attributable to shifts in prices and exchange rates.
5.16. In March 2013, EU’s imports from the rest of the world were down 13% compared to the
same month in the previous year. Imports fell in France (-8%), Germany (-9%), the United
Kingdom (-11%) and Italy (-12%). On the export side, EU shipments to non-EU trading partners
increased by 2%, and UK exports to all countries rose 6%, but declines were reported once again
in France (-6%), Germany (-6%), and Italy (-8%).
5.17. US merchandise trade flows have been mostly flat or mildly positive since last September.
However, imports dipped 4% in December and slid 8% in March. Some of the decline in imports
may be related to increased production of oil and gas in the United States, which would tend to
lessen the country’s demand for imported fuels. Exports also declined by 3% in the latest month,
reflecting the weaker demand conditions in the rest of the world.
5.18. Japan’s exports and imports were down 12% and 8%, respectively, in March despite the
pick-up in the country’s economy since more stimulating monetary and fiscal policies were
adopted. Meanwhile, the Republic of Korea’s trade growth in April was close to zero on both the
export and import sides.
5.19. China’s trade remained remarkably resilient between 2012Q3 and 2013Q1. Except for a
15% year-on-year drop in imports in February (explained by the fact that Chinese Lunar New Year
fell in different months in the last two years), growth in China’s exports and imports has been
consistently positive. Year-on-year growth in exports accelerated to 15% in April from 10% in
March, while growth in imports increased to 17% from 14%.
5.20. Brazil suffered one of the largest declines in trade of any G-20 economy during the
slowdown of 2012. In August and September of last year, exports and imports both fell by 14%
year-on-year. The country’s trade performance has been somewhat erratic since the last
monitoring report, but April exports and imports were up 5% and 16% compared to the same
month in 2012.
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Chart 5
Merchandise exports and imports of selected G-20 economies, July 2011 - April 2013
(Year-on-year percentage change in current US$ values)
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Chart 5 (continued)
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5.1.3 Trade in commercial services
5.21. Although short-term data on trade in commercial services are more limited than existing
datasets on merchandise trade, both tend to display similar trends. The recent evolution of this
type of trade is illustrated by Chart 6, which shows year-on-year growth in the dollar value of
commercial services exports and imports for selected G-20 economies from 2012Q1 to 2012Q4.
5.22. Year-on-year growth in commercial services exports remained positive in the United States
throughout 2012 despite a slowdown in the third quarter. However, US services imports were flat
in both Q3 and Q4.
5.23. The dollar value of Japan’s exports of services dropped 5% year-on-year in 2012Q3, and
remained 4% lower than the previous year’s value in Q4. Japan’s import growth remained positive
in all four quarters of 2012, but dropped to just 1% by the fourth quarter.
5.24. The dollar value of the European Union’s commercial services exports declined in the last
three quarters of 2012. Meanwhile, growth in services imports was negative in all four quarters.
However, the declines in Q4 (0.3% for exports, 0.2% for imports) were barely distinguishable from
zero.
5.25. Growth in China’s exports of commercial services increased from 8% in Q3 to 10% in Q4. At
the same time, the country’s imports of commercial services increased by 17% in Q4, down from
20% in Q3.
5.26. Year-on-year growth rates for India’s exports and imports of commercial services diverged
strongly in the second half of 2012. Export growth jumped to 13% in Q3 before settling back to
10% in Q4. Meanwhile, import growth dropped to just 1% in Q3 from 7% in Q2 before contracting
by 8% in Q4.
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Chart 6
Commercial services exports and imports of selected G20 economies, 2012Q1 - 2012Q4
(Year-on-year percentage change in current US$ values)
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Appendix: Assessing the impact of G-20 trade measures
Background
The WTO's trade monitoring reports are focused on tracking and identifying trends in policy
measures. This transparency exercise allows the identification of country-specific trade measures
that may restrict or facilitate trade flows, the most frequent types of measure, and the sectors
most affected. They also allow the calculation of trade volumes, at the national and international
levels, that are covered by various restrictive or liberalizing policy measures. For example, the
latest WTO report on G-20 economies issued in October 2012 concluded that the accumulation of
trade restrictions since October 2008 affected nearly 3% of global imports and nearly 4% of G-20
trade. These percentages, however, represent only the approximate trade coverage of the
measures, but do not indicate their impact, i.e. the extent to which trade has been affected by
policy measures. This section is an attempt to illustrate and quantify the impact of trade measures
taken by G-20 members since October 2008.
Box 1: Trade impact studies
Studies to quantify the impact of policy measures on trade flows date back to the 1930s (e.g. Hall
(1933)). The Global Trade Collapse of 2008-09 has rekindled the interest of academics and policy
makers in the impact of policy measures on trade flows; the subject was most thoroughly
investigated by Kee, Neagu, Nicita (2010), relying on the use of elasticities, OECD (2010), using a
simulation, and Henn, McDonald (2011), using intervention dummies. All studies, despite very
different methodologies, have come to the conclusion that new restrictions taken during the crisis
visibly reduced trade. In addition, various country studies have been undertaken to determine the
impact of policy measures on national trade flows (e.g. Shingal (2009), on Japan).
Kee, Neagu, Nicita (2010) constructed an Overall Trade Restrictiveness Index (OTRI) for 135
countries covering 2008 and 2009. The OTRI summarizes the trade policy stance of a country by
calculating the uniform tariff that keeps its overall imports at the same level when in fact the
country has different tariffs for different goods. Thus, it takes into account (1) the weight of each
good in total imports, and (2) the responsiveness of imports of each good with respect to tariff
changes. As the OTRI is based on bilateral tariff schedules, it also takes into account regional tariff
preferences. Bilateral trade flow data are used in order to weigh bilateral tariffs and to calculate
bilateral import elasticities. When comparing the OTRI of a country over two years, trade flow data
and elasticities are kept at constant levels so that any changes in the OTRI are driven purely by
changes in trade policy. Results show that negative trade impacts due to tariff increases and antidumping measures taken during the Global Trade Collapse add up to US$43 billion per year or
0.4% of world trade. The use of import demand elasticities in this study takes into account the
extent of metrically scaled trade policy measures such as tariffs and contingency measures. On the
other hand, this approach does not allow the calculation of the impact of the majority of non-tariff
barriers, which are mostly nominally scaled. In addition, import demand elasticities for a particular
product may vary widely over time, between countries, and even between different trading
partners. By the same token, when trade flows between two countries in a specific product
category consist only of few consignments per year, estimation of an import demand elasticity
becomes inefficient.
OECD (2010) uses a set of stylized simulations, based on the GTAP database and a standard
multi-sector multi-region general equilibrium model, to assess the trade and economic effects of
different policy measures taken in response to the global economic crisis. The aggregation
distinguishes nine traded commodities, four production factors, and nine regions. Analyzed
measures range from border measures, economy wide-demand-side stimulus, and sector-specific
subsidies. In the main set of simulation experiments, only the EU25, United States, Japan and
China are simulated as engaging in new policies, while the other regions are passive. Simulation
results show highly negative effects of both increased border protection and export restrictions.
This approach has the advantage of using a standard model with an analysis that can easily be
replicated. Furthermore, the methodology allows taking into account repercussions among the
various system variables such as trade diversion or multiplier effects. Thus, it is useful when it
comes to estimating global effects of "big" changes, e.g. fiscal stimulus measures in large
economies or the successful conclusion of multilateral trade rounds, although even for such
developments the estimated welfare gains differ widely among the various studies. For this
objective, a simulation of the world economy broken down into nine regions, nine commodity
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groups, and four production factors may be sufficient. However, this methodology does not seem
adequate for trade impact studies, as these require a more fine-tuned analysis of policy measures
which may be time-bound and be applied at the product level. In particular, in the absence of
large-scale protectionism, it would be nearly impossible to detect any impact of new policy
measures in aggregate trade data.
Methodologically, Henn and McDonald (2011) rely on the use of dummy variables, focusing solely
on whether or not a product category has been affected by a restrictive measure. As a result,
information on the scale or magnitude of a measure, such as the extent of a tariff increase or an
anti-dumping measure, is not used, while on the other hand this is a reliable methodology to
assess the impact of non-tariff measures. Log differences in monthly bilateral 4-digit HS
merchandise trade data from 15 major economies are regressed on 314 restrictive trade measures
taken from a private database. Regression results provide evidence that crisis measures have
significantly decreased trade in the products and bilateral trade pairs to which they apply. The
average trade decline in response to import-restrictive border measures is estimated to be 5%,
while behind-the-border measures were found to decrease trade by 7% on average. At the
aggregate level, import restrictions are estimated to have reduced annual global trade flows by
about US$30-35 billion.
Estimation
We analyze the impact of 536 trade and trade-related policy measures taken by 12 major
economic entities since October 2008. Only verified import-restrictive measures that have been
recorded in previous WTO monitoring reports are analyzed. Policy measures are broken down into
five categories, with absolute numbers in brackets16: (1) tariff increases (83), (2) anti-dumping
measures (273), (3) countervailing measures (45), (4) safeguard measures (9), and (5) other
(licensing requirements, customs measures, import bans, quotas)(126). Trade data used are HS 6digit monthly U.S. dollar values for 2011 and 2012 for merchandise trade between 12 major
economic entities for which data was available on Comtrade. This results in more than 8.4 million
observations of import values in monthly country-pair/product combinations. A wider coverage is
possible in principle, but has, at this stage, been limited by data availability and processing
constraints. There are 254,071 observations of monthly country-pair/product combinations
affected by exactly one restrictive measure (3.02% of the total sample) and 192 observations by
two restrictive measures (less than 0.01%). The remainder of the sample was not affected by any
kind of new import restriction. The distribution of observations among the different measures is as
follows: tariff increase (184,749); anti-dumping (11,410); countervailing (2,312); safeguard
(1,027); and other (54,573).17
Similar to the methodology used by Henn/McDonald (2011), year-on-year log differences in
monthly bilateral merchandise trade data are regressed on new restrictive trade measures.18 The
estimation relies on intervention dummies19, focusing solely on whether or not a product category
has been affected by a restrictive measure. While this excludes information on the magnitude of a
measure (e.g. the extent of a tariff increase), it provides for a reliable methodology to assess the
impact of non-tariff measures. Estimating the effect of restrictive measures on trade flows relies
on the following first difference equation:
Δln (Importsijpt) = TVFE + β[RestDummy] + εijpt
where Δln (Importsijpt) is the 12-month change in the U.S. dollar value of log imports; TVFE is a
time-varying fixed effect variable which controls for country-specific shocks; RestDummy is a set
16
One entry/description recorded in the annex of WTO monitoring reports is counted as one policy
measure, even if several tariff lines or trading partners are affected.
17
A policy measure translates to a higher number of observations (1) the more trading partners are
concerned, (2) the more products are concerned, and (3) the longer this measure is being implemented. Thus,
the dominance in the number of observations of tariff increases over various contingency measures is due to
the fact that the latter usually affect only selected trading partners, whereas tariff increases usually apply to
most or all trading partners.
18
However, in contrast to the methodology used by Henn/McDonald, we use HS 6-digit product
categories and, for policy measures, rely on information verified by the implementing authorities.
19
A dummy variable is a [0;1] variable which signals, in the present context, the absence or the
presence of a policy intervention. When information was available that RTA partners were excluded from a
measure affecting several countries, the dummy took the value of 0 for the excluded, unaffected trading
partner and 1 for the affected ones.
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of dummies denoting individual types of restrictive measures (TAR, AD, SG, CV and OTH); and εijpt
is the error term. Index terms i, j, p, and t stand for importers, exporters, HS 6-digit product
category, and the respective month. The use of first differences in the equation, i.e. the
concentration on changes, effectively controls for various constant long-run determinants of trade
between two countries such as distance or common language. By the same token, the use of 12month changes (unlike adjacent month-to-month changes) effectively addresses product-level
seasonality. It is important to note that this approach only captures the direct impact of policy
measures on the bilateral trade relationship in a particular product, while substitution, diversion or
other repercussion effects are ignored. The approach also assumes that restrictions are
exogenous, thereby abstracting from any possible reverse causalities with changes in trade flows.
Calculation of trade-reducing effects by measure
3,014,674 observations of year-on-year differences in bilateral product-level trade flows were used
for the regression.20 Regression results (Table 1) show average effects of import-restrictions on
these trade flows. As a main outcome, all types of measures are found to be both statistically and
economically significant in reducing trade. Trade-reducing effects are particularly strong for tariffs,
reducing affected trade flows on average by 25.2%, and highly diverse "other measures", which
decrease affected trade by 21.7% on average. Anti-dumping and safeguard measures have a
weaker impact on trade flows on which they are imposed, with 5% and 3.8% respectively, while
the average trade reduction of countervailing measures is 16.6%.
Table 1: Regression results
Variable
Constant
Anti-dumping
Safeguard
Tariff
Countervailing
Other
F
R2

Coefficient
10.075***
(1,503.54)
-.0514***
(-8.43)
-.0388***
(-12.32)
-.2913***
(-62.32)
-.1751***
(-42.64)
-.2442***
(-57.54)
549.21
0.0139b

Resulting relative effecta
-5.01%
-3.81%
-25.27%
-16.6%
-21.67%

***

Denotes significance at the 99%-level. Values in brackets are t-values.

a

It should be noted that in using dummy variables only small coefficient values can be interpreted as
percentage change when multiplied by 100. For the conversion of coefficients into percentages see
Halvorsen/Palmquist.
R2-values are low for a number of reasons. First, the intervention dummy takes the value of “1” only
for a relatively small number of observations (3% of the sample). Thus, even if it explained these
observations perfectly, remaining variations in trade flow data cannot be explained. Second, the
dependent variable is not expressed in levels, but in comparatively volatile differences. Third,
detailed product-level trade flows are also more unstable than aggregate trade flows. Fourth,
monthly data as used here are more volatile than annual data.

b

Trade impact calculation
In order to calculate the aggregate impact of restrictive policy measures (Table 2), we first need to
calculate all trade affected by each measure, i.e. to sum up the trade values of affected country
pair-product combinations. Multiplying the total value of trade affected by each measure (column
4) by its average trade-reducing effect (column 5) then yields the aggregate trade impact in 2011
and 2012 (column 6). Results show that the largest trade impact was caused by tariff increases,
which reduced G-20 imports by more than US$21 billion. Although the absolute number of tariff
20
This number is smaller than the total number of observations of import values in monthly countrypair/product combinations. This is because (1) the regression is specified in first differences, and (2) the panel
is unbalanced (see also explanations in data sources).
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increases since October 2008 has not been particularly high, at 83, the impact of tariff increases
was high as tariffs: (1) had a much stronger trade-reducing effect than other measures and (2)
affect more trading partners than trade remedies - the 83 tariff measures taken since October
2008 translate into 184,749 affected country pair-product combinations, while the 273 antidumping measures resulted in just 11,410 country pair-product combinations. The trade impact of
tariff measures was followed in importance by "other measures", which were found to reduce trade
by about US$5 billion. Trade-reducing effects of contingency measures were lower, amounting to
some US$3.0 billion for countervailing measures, about US$2 billion for anti-dumping measures,
and US$0.2 billion for safeguard measures. Anti-dumping and safeguard measures in particular are
found to have only a moderate trade-reducing effect and usually affect, in the case of antidumping, fewer trading partners. On the other hand, they are also much more "targeted" than
tariffs or other measures and usually apply to country pair-product combinations with high trade
values.
Table 2: Trade impact of measures
Variable

(1)
AD
SG
TAR
CV
OTH
Note:

Number
of
measures

(2)
273
9
83
45
126

Number of
affected
country pairproduct
combinations

(3)
11,410
1,027
184,749
2,312
54,573

Total value of
trade affected by
restrictions in
2011 and 2012
(US$ million)

(4)
33,172.8
4,676.5
86,200.0
18,017.3
22,290.8

Average
tradereducing
effect (%)

Aggregate trade
impact in 2011 and
2012 (US$ million)

(5)
5.0
3.8
25.3
16.6
21.7

(6)
1,691.8
178.2
21,782.7
2,990.9
4,830.4

AD, SG, TAR, CV, OTH represent anti-dumping, safeguard, tariff, countervailing and other measures
respectively.

The aggregate impact of trade measures taken by G-20 economies since October 2008 (excluding
the measures that were already removed) on G-20 trade amounted in total in 2011 and 2012 to
some US$31 billion, i.e. US$15.7 billion of annual trade has been "suppressed" by restrictive
measures in each of these years.21 This amount represents about 0.2% of intra-G-20 merchandise
trade.
It should be noted, however, that for a number of reasons this value is just a rough estimate: first,
import data for four G-20 economies were not available; the impact of restrictive measures taken
by these countries could not be included in the calculation. Second, for countries for which 2011
and 2012 import data were available, we had information only for 22.2 months on average. Third,
only intra-G-20 trade was considered in this estimate, while in fact many of the restrictive
measures taken also applied to imports from economies outside the G-20. Fourth, as EU exports to
other G-20 members had to be proxied by the combined exports of its four major economies, the
aggregate impact of restrictive measures affecting these trade flows is likely to be underestimated.
Fifth, a number of restrictive trade measures lacked HS codes or a clear description of the product
category to which they applied; these measures were not used in the calculation.

21

This is a preliminary result. Further work could be carried out, in particular robustness tests with the
provision of lower and upper bounds.
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Data sources
(1) Trade data
All trade data are from the UN Comtrade monthly trade database created in 2012. Data are HS 6digit monthly U.S. dollar values for 2011 and 2012 for trade between 12 major economic entities,
all members of the G-2022: Argentina (17), Australia (23), Brazil (24), Canada (23), China (21),
the European Union (23), India (23), Japan (22), Mexico (23), South Africa (23), Turkey (21), and
the United States (23). Monthly import data on other G-20 members (Indonesia, the Russian
Federation, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, and the Republic of Korea) were not available on
Comtrade as at April 2013. For the EU, aggregate data were available only on imports, but not on
imports of the other countries from the EU as a whole. Instead, combined imports from the EU's
four largest economies (France, Germany, Italy, United Kingdom) were taken. For reasons of data
storage and processing constraints, imports of the 12 economic entities from the rest of the world
were not considered.
(2) Data on policy measures
Information used for the policy dummies are trade and trade-related policy measures that were
recorded in WTO monitoring reports. Only new restrictive measures verified by the Secretariat and
with a clear description of the product category were used for the calculations. Thus, for each
measure used we had: (1) the implementing country, (2) the HS 6-digit product code, (3) the
month of implementation (and removal if any), and (4) the affected trade partners.

22

Numbers in brackets indicate the number of months for which trade data were available.
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Annex 1
Trade and trade-related measures1
(Mid-October 2012 to mid-May 2013)
Confirmed information2
Country/ Member
State
Argentina

Argentina

Argentina

Argentina

Argentina

Argentina

Argentina

Argentina

Measure
Termination on 21 November 2012 of
anti-dumping duties on imports of cold
or hot rolled flat products of iron or
steel, smooth and without perforations
(NCM 7209.15; 7209.16; 7209.17;
7209.18; 7209.25; 7209.26; 7209.27;
7209.28; 7209.90; 7211.23; 7225.50;
7226.92) from Australia; Korea, Rep.
of; South Africa; and Chinese Taipei
(imposed on 28 May 2003)
Initiation on 4 December 2012 of antidumping investigation on imports of
polymers of vinyl chloride
monofilament profile shapes (NCM
3916.20.00) from China and Germany
Updated list of "reference values" for
exports of cranberries (arándanos)
(NCM 0810.40.00), for certain
specified destinations
Updated list of "criterion values"
(valores criterio de carácter
preventivo) for imports of certain
products, i.e. plywood, veneered
panels and similar laminated wood
(NCM 4412.31.00; 4412.32.00;
4412.39.00), from specific origins
Initiation on 2 January 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
liquid dielectric transformers having a
power handling capacity exceeding
10,000 kVA (NCM 8504.23.00) from
China and Korea, Rep. of
Initiation on 2 January 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
ceramic tiles, cubes and similar articles
(NCM 6802.10.00; 6802.91.00;
6907.10.00; 6907.90.00; 6908.10.00;
6908.90.00; 7016.10.00; 7016.90.00)
from Brazil, China, and Spain
Initiation on 2 January 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
plywood, veneered panels and similar
laminated wood (NCM 4412.32.00)
from Brazil, China, and Uruguay
Amendments introduced in the
legislation regulating imports of used
capital goods (NCM Chapters 84; 85;
86; 87; 88; 89; 90). Import tariffs on
these products fixed at rates ranging

Source/Date

Status

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/ARG, 10
April 2013

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/ARG, 10
April 2013
Administración Federal
de Ingresos Públicos Resolución General No.
3425/2012 (28
December 2012)
Administración Federal
de Ingresos Públicos Resolución General No.
3428/2012 (28
December 2012)
Permanent Delegation of
Argentina to the WTO
(13 May 2013)

Permanent Delegation of
Argentina to the WTO
(13 May 2013)

Permanent Delegation of
Argentina to the WTO
(13 May 2013)
Decreto No. 2646/2012 Ministerio de Economía y
Finanzas Públicas (27
December 2012)

Effective 10
January 2013

1
The inclusion of any measure in this table implies no judgement by the WTO Secretariat on whether or
not such measure, or its intent, is protectionist in nature. Moreover, nothing in the table implies any
judgement, either direct or indirect, on the consistency of any measure referred to with the provisions of any
WTO agreement or such measure's impact on, or relationship with, the global financial crisis.
2
This section includes information which has either been provided by the Member concerned or it has
been confirmed at the request of the Secretariat.
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Country/ Member
State

Argentina

Argentina

Argentina

Argentina

Argentina

Argentina

Argentina,
Brazil,
Paraguay, Uruguay, and
Venezuela
(Bolivarian
Rep. of) (Mercosur)

Measure
from 6% to 28%. Amendments also
include other conditions such as: (i)
used capital goods can only be
imported directly by end user; (ii)
overseas reconditioning allowed only if
made by the original manufacturer;
(iii) import approval by the Secretariat
of Foreign Trade; and (iv) Certificate of
Import of Used Capital Goods
requirement
Temporary increase of import tariffs
(to 35%) on certain products, i.e.
fruits, coffee, seeds, prepared
foodstuffs, beverages, tobacco, organic
chemicals, chemical products, rubber,
wood, articles of wood, cork, footwear,
ceramic products, articles of iron or
steel, articles of base metal, machinery
and mechanical appliances, electrical
equipment, motorcycles, musical
instruments, and miscellaneous
manufactured articles (100 tariff lines
at 8 digits) (NCM Chapters 08; 09; 12;
15; 16; 20; 21; 22; 23; 24; 29; 33;
38; 40; 44; 45; 64; 68; 69; 71; 73;
82; 83; 84; 85; 87; 90; 92; 94; 95;
96), following MERCOSUR Decision No.
39/11 (special authorization to
increase the Mercosur Common Tariff
applied rates on 100 tariff lines)
Elimination of non-automatic import
licensing requirements on 25 January
2013 (originally imposed in March
2011)
Updated list of "reference values"
(valores referenciales de carácter
preventivo) for exports of garlic (NCM
0703.20.90), for certain specified
destinations
Updated list of "criterion values" for
imports of certain products, i.e. travel
sets for personal toilet, sewing or shoe
or clothes cleaning (NCM 9605.00.00);
woven fabrics (NCM 5514.19.10); warp
knit fabrics (NCM 6005.21.00); and
articles of bedding (NCM 9404.90.00),
from specific origins
Updated list of "reference values" for
exports of apples and pears (NCM
0808.10.00; 0808.30.00), for certain
specified destinations
Initiation on 18 April 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
fungicides (NCM 3808.92.91) from
Chile, Peru, the United States, and
Uruguay
Prolongation of temporary
authorization to increase the Mercosur
Common External Tariff, but not above
their bound levels, for imports of 14
tariff lines (certain toys: NCM
9503.00.10; 9503.00.21; 9503.00.22;
9503.00.31; 9503.00.39; 9503.00.40;
9503.00.50; 9503.00.60; 9503.00.70;
9503.00.80; 9503.00.91; 9503.00.97;
9503.00.98; 9503.00.99) (initially

Source/Date

Status

Decreto No. 25/2013 Ministerio de Economía y
Finanzas Públicas (22
January 2013); and WTO
document
WT/TPR/S/277/Add.1,
13 February 2013

Effective 23
January 2013

WTO documents
WT/TPR/S/277/Add.1,
13 February 2013 and
G/LIC/N/2/ARG/26, 31
January 2013
Administración Federal
de Ingresos Públicos Resolución General No.
3443/2013 (26 February
2013)
Administración Federal
de Ingresos Públicos Resoluciones Generales
Nos. 3457/2013,
3458/2013, and
3459/2013 (26 March
2013)

Effective 25
January 2013

Administración Federal
de Ingresos Públicos Resolución General No.
3465/2013 (26 March
2013)
Resolución No. 48/2013
Secretaría de Comercio
Exterior - Ministerio de
Economía y Finanzas
Públicas (11 April 2013)
Decisiones Nos. 37/11
del Consejo del Mercado
Común
(19 December 2011) and
37/12 (6 December
2012)

Effective 10
April 2013

Effective 5
March 2013

Effective 8
April 2013

Effective 1
January 2013
to 31
December
2014
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Country/ Member
State

Australia

Australia

Australia

Australia

Australia

Australia

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Measure
effective from 1 April 2011 to 31
December 2012). Paraguay given a
waiver on this measure
Initiation on 26 November 2012 of
countervailing investigation on imports
of aluminium zinc coated steel (HS
7210.61.00) from China
Initiation on 26 November 2012 of
countervailing investigation on imports
of zinc coated (galvanised) steel (HS
7210.49.00; 7212.30.00) from China
Initiation on 12 February 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
hot rolled plate steel (HS 7208.40.00;
7208.51.00; 7208.52.00; 7225.40.00)
from China; Indonesia; Japan; Korea,
Rep. of; and Chinese Taipei
Initiation on 12 February 2013 of
countervailing investigation on imports
of hot rolled plate steel (HS
7208.40.00; 7208.51.00; 7208.52.00;
7225.40.00) from China
Termination on 2 May 2013 (without
measure) of anti-dumping
investigation on imports of quicklime
"calcium oxide" (HS 2522.10.00) from
Thailand (investigation initiated on 27
October 2011. Terminated on 3 April
2012, but on appeal the TMRO revoked
the termination and the investigation
was resumed on 28 June 2012)
Termination on 2 May 2013 (without
measure) of anti-dumping
investigation on imports of aluminium
zinc coated steel (HS 7210.61.00)
from Chinese Taipei (initiated on
5 September 2012)
Temporary reduction of import tariffs
(to 2%) on certain products, i.e.
sardines (Sardina pilchardus,
Sardinops spp, Sardinella spp), brisling
or sprats (NCM 0303.53.00), under an
import quota of 50,000 tonnes; palm
kernel or babassu oil (palmiste) (NCM
1513.29.10) under an import quota of
223,365 tonnes (for a period of 12
months); and flat-rolled products of
iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of
600 mm or more, hot-rolled, not clad,
plated or coated, of a thickness
exceeding 10 mm (NCM 7208.51.00)
under an import quota of 8,000 tonnes
(for a period of 4 months)
Termination on 23 October 2012
(without measure) of safeguard
investigation on imports of fine or
table wine (NCM 2204.21.00) (initiated
on 15 March 2012)
Initiation on 26 October 2012 of antidumping investigation on imports of
precipitated silicon dioxide (NCM
2811.22.10) from China and India
Temporary reduction of import tariffs
(to 2%) on 539 capital goods and
integrated systems tariff lines (in NCM
Chapters 73; 84; 85; 86; 87; 90) and
4 informatic and telecommunication
equipment tariff lines (NCM

Source/Date

Status

Permanent Delegation of
Australia to the WTO (23
May 2013)
Permanent Delegation of
Australia to the WTO (23
May 2013)
Permanent Delegation of
Australia to the WTO (13
May 2013)

Permanent Delegation of
Australia to the WTO (13
May 2013)
WTO document
G/ADP/N/230/AUS,
10 August 2012 and
Permanent Delegation of
Australia to the WTO (23
May 2013)

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/AUS,
11 March 2013 and
Permanent Delegation of
Australia to the WTO (23
May 2013)
Camex Resolution No.
73/2012 (17 October
2012)

Effective 17
October 2012

WTO documents
G/SG/N/6/BRA/5,
2 April 2012 and
G/SG/N/9/BRA/2,
6 November 2012
WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/BRA,
16 April 2013
Camex Resolutions Nos.
74/2012 and 75/2012
(29 October 2012); and
Nos. 81, 82 (13
November 2012)

Effective until
30 June 2014
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Country/ Member
State

Brazil

Brazil
Brazil
Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Measure
8443.32.99; 8471.60.53; 9030.89.90;
9032.89.30); and temporary
elimination of import tariffs on 7
informatics and telecommunication
equipment tariff lines (NCM
8517.69.00; 8543.70.99), through the
"ex-out" regime (mechanism designed
to temporarily reduce import tariffs on
capital goods and informatics and
telecommunication equipment not
locally produced)
Initiation on 30 October 2012 of antidumping investigation on imports of
reduced indigo blue (NCM 3204.15.90)
from China and Singapore
Elimination of import tariffs on non
pure-breed breeding live bovine
animals (NCM 0102.90.00)
Elimination of the temporary reduction
of import tariffs on parts for lifts, skip
hoists or escalators (NCM 8431.31.10)
Preference in government procurement
favouring local bidders (20%
preference margin) on certain semifinished products of iron, steel or nonalloy steel (disco para moeda) (NCM
7207.19.00; 7326.90.90) locally
produced
Temporary reduction (to 2%) of import
tariffs on 6-Hexanelactam (epsiloncaprolactam) (NCM 2933.71.00),
under an import quota of 26,000
tonnes
Temporary elimination of import tariffs
on certain products, i.e. terephthalic
acid and its salts (NCM 2917.36.00),
under an import quota of 42,000
tonnes (valid for 90 days); antisera
(concentrado de fator VIII) (NCM
3002.10.39), under an import quota of
34,500 flasks (valid for 180 days); and
other antisera (concentrado de fator
IX, concentrado de fator von
Willebrand de alta pureza, and
concentrado de fator VIII da
coagulação recombinante) (NCM
3002.10.39), under various import
quotas (valid for 12 months)
Termination on 6 December 2012
(without measure) of anti-dumping
investigation on imports of flat-rolled
products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a
width of 600 mm or more, hot-rolled,
not clad, plated or coated, of a
thickness of 4.75 mm or more (NCM
7208.51.00; 7208.52.00) from
Australia and Russian Federation
(initiated on 3 May 2012)
Initiation on 13 December 2012 of
anti-dumping investigation on imports
of blenders of power equal to or less
than 800 W (NCM 8509.40.10) from
China
Temporary reduction of import tariffs
(to 2%) on 162 capital goods and
integrated systems tariff lines (in NCM
Chapters 73; 82; 84; 85; 90) and 10
informatic and telecommunication

Source/Date

Status

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/BRA,
16 April 2013
Camex Resolution No.
75/2012 (29 October
2012)
Camex Resolution No.
78/2012 (31 October
2012)
Permanent Delegation of
Brazil to the WTO
(24 May 2013)

Effective 31
October 2012

Camex Resolution No.
85/2012 (30 November
2012)

Effective 3
December
2012 for 180
days

Camex Resolutions Nos.
84/2012, 85/2012 and
86/2012 (30 November
2012)

Effective 3
December
2012

Effective 5
November
2012
Effective 13
November
2012

WTO document
G/ADP/N/230/BRA,
27 August 2012 and
Permanent Delegation of
Brazil to the WTO (24
May 2013)

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/BRA,
16 April 2013
Camex Resolutions Nos.
90/2012, 91/2012 (17
December 2012), and
18/2013 (28 March
2013)

Effective until
30 June 2014
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Country/ Member
State

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Measure
equipment tariff lines (NCM
8443.31.91; 8443.32.99; 8537.10.20;
8543.70.99; 9030.40.90; 9032.89.21;
9032.89.82; 9032.89.89), through the
"ex-out" regime
Temporary elimination of import tariffs
on antisera (soroalbumina humana)
(NCM 3002.10.37), under an import
quota of 360,000 flasks (valid until 2
December 2013), temporary reduction
(to 2%) of import tariffs on casein and
caseinates (NCM 3501.90.11;
3501.90.19), under various import
quotas (valid for 12 months)
Initiation on 26 December 2012 of
anti-dumping investigation on imports
of tableware and kitchenware articles
of porcelain and ceramic (NCM
6911.10.10; 6911.10.90; 6911.90.00;
6912.00.00) from China
Initiation on 27 December 2012 of
countervailing investigation on imports
of yarns predominantly made of acrylic
fibres (NCM 5509.31.00; 5509.32.00;
5509.61.00; 5509.62.00; 5509.69.00)
from Indonesia
Reduction of import tariffs (from 55%
to 35%) on peaches, including
nectarines, otherwise prepared or
preserved, whether or not containing
added sugar or other sweetening
matter or spirit (NCM 2008.70.10;
2008.70.90)
Reduction of import tariffs (from 14%
to 12%) on inorganic or organic
compounds of mercury (NCM
2852.90.00); and (from 18% to 16%)
on sanitary towels and tampons,
napkins and napkin liners for babies
and similar articles, of any material
(NCM 9619.00.00)
Increase of import tariffs (from 14% to
35%) on peaches, including
nectarines, otherwise prepared or
preserved, whether or not containing
added sugar or other sweetening
matter or spirit (NCM 2008.70.20)
Creation of a new tariff line for AC
motors, multi-phase with an output
exceeding 30,000 kW but not
exceeding 50,000 kW (NCM
8501.53.30), resulting in an increase
of the import tariff (from zero to 14%)
Initiation on 3 January 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
epoxide resins (NCM 3907.30.11;
3907.30.19; 3907.30.21; 3907.30.22;
3907.30.29) from China; India; Korea,
Rep. of; Mexico; Saudi Arabia; and
Chinese Taipei
Initiation on 9 January 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
safety glass, consisting of toughened
(tempered) or laminated glass (NCM
7007.19.00) from China
Preference in government procurement
favouring locally produced vehicles and
associated transport equipment, and

Source/Date

Camex Resolution No.
95/2012 (19 December
2012)

Status

Effective 21
December
2012

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/BRA,
16 April 2013

WTO document
G/SCM/N/250/BRA,
10 April 2013

Camex Resolution No.
94/2012 (18 December
2012)

Effective 1
January 2013

Camex Resolution No.
96/2012 (26 December
2012)

Effective 1
January 2013

Camex Resolution No.
94/2012 (18 December
2012)

Effective 1
January 2013

Camex Resolution No.
96/2012 (26 December
2012)

Effective 1
January 2013

Permanent Delegation of
Brazil to the WTO (24
May 2013)

Permanent Delegation of
Brazil to the WTO (24
May 2013)
Permanent Delegation of
Brazil to the WTO
(24 May 2013)

Effective 16
January 2013
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Country/ Member
State

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Measure
engineering/architectural services
under the PAC-Urban Mobility
Programme (Açoes de Mobilidade
Urbana Integrantes do Programa de
Aceleração do Crescimento-PAC)
Temporary reduction (to 2%) of import
tariffs on synthetic filament yarn of
polyester (NCM 5402.46.00), under an
import quota of 88,000 tonnes
Termination on 22 January 2013 of
anti-dumping duties on imports of
steam iron (NCM 8516.40.00) from
China (imposed on 28 June 2007)
Termination on 29 January 2013
(without measure) of anti-dumping
investigation on imports of tubes and
pipes of refined copper (NCM
7411.10.10; 7411.10.90) from China
(initiated on 10 November 2011)
Temporary reduction of import tariffs
(to 2%) on 37 informatic and
telecommunication equipment tariff
lines (NCM 8443; 8471; 8517; 8531;
8532; 8536; 8537; 8543; 8544; 9030;
9032), through the "ex-out" regime
Temporary reduction of import tariffs
(to 2%) on 1,082 capital goods tariff
lines (NCM Chapters 82; 84; 85; 86;
90), elimination of import tariffs on 1
capital good tariff line (NCM
8602.10.00), and reduction of import
tariffs on diesel-electric locomotives
(NCM 8602.10.00), through the "exout" regime
Temporary elimination of import tariffs
on wheat and meslin (NCM
1001.99.00), under an import quota of
2 million tonnes; and cotton not
carded or combed (NCM 5201.00.20;
5201.00.90), under an import quota of
80,000 tonnes
Preference in government procurement
favouring local bidders (up to 25%
preference margin) on information
technology related products
Initiation on 19 March 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
polypropylene resin (NCM 3902.10.20;
3902.30.00) from India; Korea, Rep.
of; and South Africa
Initiation on 26 March 2013 of
countervailing investigation on imports
of polypropylene resin (NCM
3902.10.20; 3902.30.00) from India
and South Africa
Tax exemption (i.e. PIS and COFINS)
on smartphones meeting certain
requirements (e.g. pre-loaded package
of locally developed applications)
Temporary reduction of import tariffs
on certain products, i.e. lactose and
lactose syrup containing by weight
99% or more lactose, expressed as
anhydrous lactose, calculated on the
dry matter (NCM 1702.11.00), under
an import quota of 4,476 tonnes;
silicones in primary forms (NCM

Source/Date

Camex Resolution No.
1/2013 (17 January
2013) and Secex
Portaria No. 2/2013 (31
January 2013)
Secex Circular No.
6/2013 (21 January
2013)
WTO document
G/ADP/N/223/BRA,
26 March 2012 and
Secex Circular No.
8/2013 (28 January
2013)
Camex Resolutions Nos.
9/2013 (5 February
2013) and 15/2013 (27
February 2013)

Status

Effective 18
January 2013
to 17 July
2013

Effective until
31 December
2014

Camex Resolutions Nos.
10/2013 (5 February
2013), 16/2013 (27
February 2013), and
17/2013 (28 March
2013)

Effective until
31 December
2013

Camex Resolution No.
11/2013 (6 February
2013) and Secex
Portaria No. 14/2013 (16
April 2013)

Effective until
31 July 2013

Permanent Delegation of
Brazil to the WTO
(24 May 2013)

Effective until
31 December
2013

Permanent Delegation of
Brazil to the WTO (24
May 2013)
Permanent Delegation of
Brazil to the WTO (24
May 2013)
Permanent Delegation of
Brazil to the WTO
(24 May 2013)
Camex Resolution No.
25/2013 (5 April 2013)
and Secex Portaria No.
15/2013 (19 April 2013)

Effective 8
April 2013 to
7 April 2014
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Country/ Member
State

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Canada

Canada

Canada

Canada

Canada

Canada

Measure
3910.00.90), under an import quota of
132 tonnes; and parts of electrical
capacitors (NCM 8532.90.00), under
an import quota of 19,000 units
Temporary elimination of import tariffs
on methanol (methyl alcohol) (NCM
2905.11.00), under an import quota of
580,000 tonnes
Initiation on 8 April 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
sodium acid pyrophosphate "SAPP-40"
(NCM 2835.39.20) from China
Termination on 9 April 2013 of antidumping duties on imports of SDS plus
drill bits (brocas de encaixe) (NCM
8207.19.00; 8207.50.11; 8207.50.90)
from China (imposed on 21 November
2007)
"Special Tax Regime for the National
Broadband Plan for Implementation of
Telecommunication Networks
(REPNBL-Redes)" stipulating certain
production steps or technology
activities in Brazil
Termination on 9 November 2012 of
anti-dumping duties on imports of
carbon steel welded pipe, commonly
identified as standard pipe, in the
normal size range from 0.5 inch up to
and including 6 inches (12.7 mm to
168.3 mm in outside diameter)
inclusive, in various forms and finishes
(HS 7306) from Turkey (investigation
initiated on 14 May 2012 and
provisional duty imposed on 13 August
2012)
Termination on 9 November 2012 of
countervailing duties on imports of
carbon steel welded pipe, commonly
identified as standard pipe, in the
normal size range from 0.5 inch up to
and including 6 inches (12.7 mm to
168.3 mm in outside diameter)
inclusive, in various forms and finishes
(HS 7306) from Oman and the United
Arab Emirates (investigation initiated
on 14 May 2012 and provisional duty
imposed on 13 August 2012)
Initiation on 21 January 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
galvanized steel wire (HS 7217.20.00;
7217.90.00) from China, Israel, and
Spain
Initiation on 21 January 2013 of
countervailing investigation on imports
of galvanized steel wire (HS
7217.20.00; 7217.90.00) from China
Initiation on 4 March 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
unitized wall modules (HS 4016.93.99;
6802.23.00; 6806.10.90; 7005.29.00;
7008.00.00; 7016.90.00; 7308.30.00;
7318.15.90; 7604.29.20; 7610.10.00;
7610.90.00; 7610.90.10; 7610.90.90)
from China
Initiation on 4 March 2013 of
countervailing investigation on imports
of unitized wall modules (HS

Source/Date

Status

Camex Resolution No.
24/2013 (5 April 2013)
and Secex Portaria No.
15/2013 (19 April 2013)
Permanent Delegation of
Brazil to the WTO (24
May 2013)

Effective 8
April 2013 to
5 October
2013

Secex Circular No.
19/2013 (8 April 2013)

Permanent Delegation of
Brazil to the WTO
(24 May 2013)

Effective 5
May 2013

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/CAN, 21
February 2013

WTO document
G/SCM/N/250/CAN, 22
February 2013

Permanent Delegation of
Canada to the WTO (14
May 2013)

Provisional
duty imposed
on 22 April
2013

Permanent Delegation of
Canada to the WTO (14
May 2013)

Provisional
duty imposed
on 22 April
2013

Permanent Delegation of
Canada to the WTO (14
May 2013)

Permanent Delegation of
Canada to the WTO (14
May 2013)
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Country/ Member
State

Canada

Canada

Canada

Canada

China

China

China

China

China

China
China
China

China

EU

Measure
4016.93.99; 6802.23.00; 6806.10.90;
7005.29.00; 7008.00.00; 7016.90.00;
7308.30.00; 7318.15.90; 7604.29.20;
7610.10.00; 7610.90.00; 7610.90.10;
7610.90.90) from China
Reduction of import tariffs (from 6.5%
to 5%) on non-electric instantaneous
or storage water heaters, and
surveying instruments/appliances (HS
8419.19.00; 9015.80.20)
Elimination of import tariffs on certain
baby clothing, and sport equipment
(except bicycles) (HS Chapters 42; 61;
62; 64; 95)
Initiation on 22 April 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
silicon metal (HS 2804.69.00) from
China
Initiation on 22 April 2013 of
countervailing investigation on imports
of silicon metal (HS 2804.69.00) from
China
Initiation on 1 November 2012 of antidumping investigation on imports of
solar-grade polysilicon (HS
2804.61.90) from the EU
Initiation on 1 November 2012 of
countervailing investigation on imports
of solar-grade polysilicon (HS
2804.61.90) from the EU
Termination on 21 November 2012 of
anti-dumping duties on imports of
methyl ethyl ketone (HS 2914.12.00)
from Singapore (imposed on
22 November 2007)
First batch for 2013 of export quotas
for rare-earth minerals (15,499
tonnes) announced on 27 December
2012. The batch is calculated by
reference to the export volume of each
enterprise from 2010 to JanuaryOctober 2012 (first batch for 2012 was
10,546 tonnes)
Release in December 2012 of the
catalogues of items subject to
automatic import licensing (ARF), and
those under licensing administration
Release in December 2012 of the
catalogue of items subject to export
licensing administration
Reduction (to 17,000 metric tonnes) of
tin (HS Chapters 26; 28; 80) export
quota for 2013
Tariff Implementation Plan for 2013
resulting in the elimination of export
tariffs on 6 minerals (12 tariff lines at
8 digits) (HS Chapters 25; 26; 27; 28;
79; 81)
Initiation on 6 February 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
cellulose pulp native products (HS
4702.00.00; 4706.10.00; 4706.30.00)
from Brazil, Canada, and the United
States
Initiation on 23 October 2012 of antidumping investigation on imports of
aluminium foil of a thickness of not
less than 0.008 mm and not more than

Source/Date

Status

Permanent Delegation of
Canada to the WTO (14
May 2013)

Effective 8
March 2013

Permanent Delegation of
Canada to the WTO (14
May 2013)

Effective 1
April 2013

Permanent Delegation of
Canada to the WTO (14
May 2013)
Permanent Delegation of
Canada to the WTO (14
May 2013)
WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/CHN/Corr.
1, 16 April 2013
WTO document
G/SCM/N/250/CHN,
9 April 2013
WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/CHN, 10
April 2013
Permanent Delegation of
China to the WTO
(23 May 2013)

Effective 1
January 2013

Permanent Delegation of
China to the WTO
(23 May 2013)

Effective 1
January 2013

Permanent Delegation of
China to the WTO
(23 May 2013)
Permanent Delegation of
China to the WTO
(23 May 2013)
Permanent Delegation of
China to the WTO
(23 May 2013)

Effective 1
January 2013

Permanent Delegation of
China to the WTO (13
May 2013)

Commission Regulation
No. 973/2012
(22 October 2012)

Effective 1
January 2013
Effective 1
January 2013
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Country/ Member
State

EU

EU

EU

EU

EU

EU

EU

Measure
0.018 mm, not backed, not further
worked than rolled, in rolls which are
not annealed, of a width exceeding
650 mm and of a weight exceeding 10
kg (HS 7607.11.19) from China
(possible circumvention of antidumping measures of imports from
China imposed in 2009)
Emergency autonomous trade
preferences for Pakistan, temporary
eliminating import tariffs on 49 textiles
and textile articles tariff lines (in HS
5205; 5208; 5209; 5211; 5407; 5513;
6101; 6112; 6116; 6201; 6203; 6204;
6207; 6208; 6211; 6216; 6303; 6304;
6307)
Termination on 7 November 2012 of
anti-dumping duties on imports of
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film
(HS 3920.62.19; 3920.62.90) from
Brazil, Israel (imposed on 18
November 2004), and India (imposed
on 23 August 2001)
Initiation on 8 November 2012 of
countervailing investigation on imports
of crystalline silicon photovoltaic
modules or panels and cells and wafers
of the type used in crystalline silicon
photovoltaic modules or panels. The
cells and wafers have a thickness not
exceeding 400 µm (HS 3818.00.10;
8501.31.00; 8501.32.00; 8501.33.00;
8501.34.00; 8501.61.20; 8501.61.80;
8501.62.00; 8501.63.00; 8501.64.00;
8541.40.90) from China
Initiation on 10 November 2012 of
anti-dumping investigation on imports
of stainless steel tube and pipe buttwelding fittings, whether or not
finished (HS 7307.23.10; 7307.23.90)
from China and Chinese Taipei
Initiation on 10 November 2012 of
countervailing investigation on imports
of biodiesel (fatty-acid mono-alkyl
esters and/or paraffinic gasoils
obtained from synthesis and/or hydrotreatment, of non-fossil origin, in pure
form or as included in a blend) (HS
1516.20.98; 1518.00.91; 1518.00.95;
1518.00.99; 2710.19.43; 2710.19.46;
2710.19.47; 2710.20.11; 2710.20.15;
2710.20.17; 3824.90.97; 3826.00.10;
3826.00.90) from Argentina and
Indonesia
Termination on 5 December 2012 of
anti-dumping duties on imports of
silico-manganese (including ferrosilico-manganese) "SiMn" (HS
7202.30.00; 8111.00.11) from China,
Kazakhstan, and Ukraine (imposed on
5 December 2007)
Termination on 12 December 2012 of
anti-dumping duties on imports of gasfuelled, non-refillable pocket flint
lighters and certain refillable pocket
flint lighters (HS 9613.10.00) from
China (imposed on 4 May 1995) and
Chinese Taipei (imposed on 29 January

Source/Date

EU Regulation No.
1029/2012 (25 October
2012)

Commission Notice
2012/C 336/10 (6
November 2012)

WTO document
G/SCM/N/250/EU, 8 April
2013

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/EU, 8 April
2013

WTO document
G/SCM/N/250/EU, 8 April
2013

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/EU, 8 April
2013 and Commission
Notice 2012/C 375/08 (5
December 2012)
WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/EU, 8 April
2013

Status

Effective until
31 December
2013
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Country/ Member
State
EU

EU

EU

EU

EU

EU

Measure
1999)
Amendments introduced on the trade
remedy legislation increasing the timelimit for determining injury from 3 to 7
months, but in any event not later
than 8 months, after the initiation of
the investigation
Initiation on 20 December 2012 of
anti-dumping investigation on imports
of molybdenum wire, containing by
weight 97% or more but less than
99.95% of molybdenum, of which the
maximum cross-sectional dimension
exceeds 1.35 mm but does not exceed
4 mm (HS 8102.96.00) from China
(possible circumvention of antidumping measures of imports from
China imposed in 2010)
Termination on 21 December 2012
(without measure) of countervailing
investigation on imports of bioethanol,
sometimes referred to as "fuel
ethanol", i.e. ethyl alcohol produced
from agricultural products denatured
or undenatured, excluding products
with a water content of more than
0.3% (m/m) measured according to
the standard EN 15376, as well as
ethyl alcohol produced from
agricultural products contained in
blends with gasoline with an ethyl
alcohol content of more than 10%
(v/v) (HS 2207.10.00; 2207.20.00;
2208.90.99; 2710.11.11; 2710.11.15;
2710.11.21; 2710.11.25; 2710.11.31;
2710.11.41; 2710.11.45; 2710.11.49;
2710.11.51; 2710.11.59; 2710.11.70;
2710.11.90; 3814.00.10; 3814.00.90;
3820.00.00; 3824.90.97) from the
United States (initiated on
25 November 2011)
Temporary suspension of import tariffs
(to zero) on certain cereals, i.e.
common wheat of low and medium
quality and feed barley (HS
1001.99.00; 1003), for all imports
under reduced-duty tariff quotas
(2012-13 marketing year)
Termination on 27 January 2013 of
anti-dumping duties on imports of
dihydromyrcenol (HS 2905.22.90)
from India (imposed on 26 January
2008)
Termination on 14 February 2013
(without measure) of anti-dumping
investigation on imports of "hollow
sections" welded tubes, pipes and
hollow profiles of square or rectangular
cross-section, of iron other than cast
iron or steel other than stainless, but
excluding line pipe of a kind used for
oil or gas pipelines and casing and
tubing of a kind used in drilling for oil
or gas (HS 7306.61.92; 7306.61.99)
from the FYR of Macedonia, Turkey,
and Ukraine (initiated on
31 March 2012)

Source/Date

Status

EU Regulation No.
1168/2012 (12
December 2012)

Commission Regulation
No. 1236/2012
(19 December 2012)

WTO document
G/SCM/N/250/EU, 8 April
2013

Commission
Implementing Regulation
No. 1115/2012 (28
November 2012)

Commission Notice
2013/C 23/07 (25
January 2013)
WTO document
G/ADP/N/230/EU, 4
September 2012 and
Commission Decision No.
(2013/80/EU) (13
February 2013)

Effective 1
January 2013
to 30 June
2013
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Country/ Member
State
EU

EU

EU

EU

EU

EU

EU

EU

EU

EU

Measure

Source/Date

Termination on 14 February 2013
(without measure) of anti-dumping
investigation on imports of white
phosphorus (elemental/yellow
phosphorus) (HS 2804.70.00) from
Kazakhstan (initiated on
17 December 2011)
Initiation on 16 February 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
seamless pipes and tubes of iron or
steel, other than of stainless steel, of
circular cross-section, of an external
diameter exceeding 406.4 mm
(HS 7304.19.90; 7304.29.90;
7304.39.98; 7304.59.99) from China
Initiation on 28 February 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
solar glass (HS 7007.19.80) from
China
Termination on 1 March 2013 of antidumping duties on imports of ferrosilicon (HS 7202.21.00; 7202.29.20;
7202.29.90) from Egypt and
Kazakhstan (imposed on 28 February
2008)
Termination on 12 March 2013
(without measure) of anti-dumping
investigation on imports of certain
stainless steel fasteners and parts
thereof (HS 7318.12.10; 7318.14.10;
7318.15.30; 7318.15.51; 7318.15.61;
7318.15.70) from Malaysia and
Thailand (possible circumvention of
anti-dumping measures of imports
from China imposed in 2012) (initiated
on 14 June 2012)
Termination on 19 March 2013 of antidumping duties on imports of coke of
coal in pieces with a diameter of more
than 80 mm (coke 80+) (HS
2704.00.19) from China (imposed on
18 March 2008)
Termination on 26 March 2013 of antidumping duties on imports of
ethanolamines (HS 2922.11.00;
2922.12.00; 2922.13.10) from the
United States (imposed on 1 February
1994)
Initiation on 10 April 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
open mesh fabrics made of glass
fibres, with a cell size of more than 1.8
mm both in length and in width and
weighing more than 35 g/m2
(HS 7019.51.00; 7019.59.00) from
India and Indonesia (possible
circumvention of anti-dumping
measures of imports from China
imposed in 2011)
Initiation on 27 April 2013 of
countervailing investigation on imports
of solar glass (HS 7007.19.80) from
China
Termination on 14 May 2013 (without
measure) of anti-dumping
investigation on imports of threaded
tube or pipe cast fittings, of malleable
cast iron "MTF" (HS 7307.19.10) from

WTO document
G/ADP/N/223/EU, 18
April 2012 and
Commission Decision No.
(2013/81/EU) (13
February 2013)
Commission Notice No.
2013/C 45/03
(16 February 2013)

Commission Notice No.
2013/C 58/06
(28 February 2013)
Commission Notice
2013/C 58/05 (28
February 2013)

Commission Regulation
No. 502/2012 (13 June
2012) and Council
Implementing Regulation
No. 205/2013 (7 March
2013)

Commission Notice
2013/C 77/05 (15 March
2013)

Council Implementing
Regulation No. 285/2013
(21 March 2013)

Commission Regulation
No. 322/2013 (9 April
2013)

Commission Notice No.
2013/C 122/17 (27 April
2013)
WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/EU, 8 April
2013 and Council
Implementing Regulation
No. 430/2013 (13 May

Status
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Country/ Member
State
India

India

India

India

India

India

India

India

India

India

India

Measure
Indonesia (initiated on
16 February 2012)
Increase of import tariffs (to 15%) on
milk and cream in powder (HS
0402.10; 0402.21.00)
Initiation on 23 November 2012 of
anti-dumping investigation on imports
of solar-cells whether or not assembled
partially or fully in modules or panels
or on glass or some other suitable
substrates (HS 8541.40.11) from
China, Malaysia, Chinese Taipei, and
the United States
Termination on 26 November 2012 of
anti-dumping duties on imports of
caustic soda (HS 2815.11; 2815.12)
from France and Japan (imposed on 26
December 2000)
Termination on 3 December 2012 of
anti-dumping duties on imports of
digital offset printing plates (HS
3701.30.00; 3704.00.90; 3705.10.00;
7606.91.90; 7606.92.90; 8442.50.20)
from Japan (investigation initiated on
13 June 2011 and provisional duty
imposed on 4 June 2012)
Initiation on 10 December 2012 of
anti-dumping investigation on imports
of cast aluminium alloy wheels (HS
8708.70) from China; Korea, Rep. of;
and Thailand
Increase of the import tariff (from 4%
to 6%) on gold bars and platinum.
Increase (from 2% to 4%) of the
"additional duty rate" on gold ores and
concentrates for use in the
manufacture of gold, and gold dore bar
Increase of import tariffs on crude
edible oils (HS 1507.10.00;
1511.10.00; 1511.90.10; 1511.90.20;
1511.90.90)
Exemption from any export
restrictions/ban on 10 processed
and/or value added agricultural
products, i.e. wheat or meslin flour,
cereal flours, cereal groats, milk
products, butter, and cheese (in HS
Chapters 04; 07; 11; 15; 19; 35)
Temporary increase of import tariffs on
certain luxury products, i.e. high-end
motor vehicles (from 75% to 100%);
motorcycles with engine capacity of
800 cc or more (from 60% to 75%);
and yachts and similar vessels (from
10% to 25%) (HS 8703; 8711; 8903)
Extension of the elimination/reduction
of import tariffs on certain parts for
manufacturing electric and hybrid
vehicles
Reduction of import tariffs on certain
products, i.e. (from 30% to 10%)
hazel nuts (HS 08); (from 30% to
15%) de-hulled oat grain (HS 11);
(from 5% to 2%) bituminous coal;
(from 7.5% to 5%) 20 specified
machinery for leather and footwear
industry, and certain machinery and

Source/Date

Status

2013)
Information verified by
the Permanent
Delegation of India to
the WTO (23 May 2013)
WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/IND,
27 March 2013

Effective 21
November
2012

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/IND,
27 March 2013
WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/IND,
27 March 2013 and
Notification No. 51/2012Customs (ADD) Ministry
of Finance - Department
of Revenue
(3 December 2012)
WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/IND,
27 March 2013
Notification No. 1/2013Customs, Ministry of
Finance - Department of
Revenue (21 January
2013)

Effective 21
January 2013

Information verified by
the Permanent
Delegation of India to
the WTO (23 May 2013)
Information verified by
the Permanent
Delegation of India to
the WTO (23 May 2013)

Effective 23
January 2013
Effective 4
February
2013

Information verified by
the Permanent
Delegation of India to
the WTO (23 May 2013)

Information verified by
the Permanent
Delegation of India to
the WTO (23 May 2013)
Information verified by
the Permanent
Delegation of India to
the WTO (23 May 2013)

Extended
until 31
March 2015
Effective 1
March 2013
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Country/ Member
State
India

India

India

India
India

India

India

Indonesia

Indonesia
Indonesia

Measure
parts (HS 8444; 8445; 8446; 8447;
8448; 8449)
Elimination of export tariffs on de-oiled
rice bran oil cake (HS 23)
Initiation on 4 April 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
methylene chloride (dichloromethane
or methylene dichloride "MDC") (HS
2903.12.00) from EU; Korea, Rep. of;
and the United States
Initiation on 11 April 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
clear float glass (HS 7005.10.90) from
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and the United
Arab Emirates
Initiation on 17 April 2013 of safeguard
investigation on imports of sodium
nitrite (HS 2834.10.10)
Elimination of import tariffs and
additional duties on: (i) capital goods
for pre-production, production and
post production; (ii) capital goods in
semi-knocked down (SKD), completely
knocked down (CKD) conditions to be
assembled into capital goods by the
importer; and (iii) spare parts, under
the Export Promotion Capital Goods
(EPCG)
Initiation on 22 April 2013 of safeguard
investigation on imports of tubes,
pipes and hollow profiles, seamless of
iron, alloy or non alloy steel (other
than cast iron and stainless steel)
whether hot finished or cold drawn or
cold rolled, of external diameter not
exceeding 273.1 mm (O.D) (HS
7304.19.10; 7304.19.20; 7304.19.90;
7304.23.10; 7304.23.90; 7304.29.10;
7304.29.90; 7304.31.11; 7304.31.19;
7304.31.21; 7304.31.29; 7304.31.31;
7304.31.39; 7304.39.11; 7304.39.19;
7304.39.21; 7304.39.29; 7304.39.31;
7304.39.39; 7304.51.10; 7304.51.20;
7304.51.30; 7304.59.10; 7304.59.20;
7304.59.30; 7304.90.00)
Initiation on 7 May 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
phenol (HS 2907.11.10) from Chinese
Taipei and the United States
Initiation on 22 October 2012 of
safeguard investigation on imports of
dextrose monohydrate (HS
1702.30.10; 1702.40.00)
Initiation on 28 November 2012 of
safeguard investigation on imports of
sheath contraceptive (HS 4014.10.00)
Initiation on 19 December 2012 of
safeguard investigation on imports of
flat-rolled product of iron or non-alloy
steel, of a width of 600 mm or more,
clad, plated or coated with aluminiumzinc alloys, containing by weight less
than 0.6% of carbon, with a thickness
not exceeding 1.2 mm (HS
7210.61.11)

Source/Date

Information verified by
the Permanent
Delegation of India to
the WTO (23 May 2013)
Information verified by
the Permanent
Delegation of India to
the WTO (23 May 2013)
Information verified by
the Permanent
Delegation of India to
the WTO (23 May 2013)
WTO document
G/SG/N/6/IND/31,
1 May 2013
Notification No. 22/2013Customs Ministry of
Finance - Department of
Revenue (18 April 2013)

WTO document
G/SG/N/6/IND/32,
1 May 2013

Information verified by
the Permanent
Delegation of India to
the WTO (23 May 2013)
Permanent Delegation of
Indonesia to the WTO
(13 May 2013)
WTO document
G/SG/N/6/IDN/20,
30 November 2012
WTO document
G/SG/N/6/IDN/22,
8 January 2013

Status

Effective 1
March 2013
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Country/ Member
State
Indonesia

Indonesia

Indonesia

Indonesia

Indonesia

Indonesia

Indonesia

Korea, Rep. of
Korea, Rep of

Measure
Initiation on 28 December 2012 of
safeguard investigation on imports of
kilowatt hour meters including relevant
parts and accessories (HS 9028.30.10;
9028.90.90)
Revised regulation on exports of tin
(HS 8001.10.00; 8001.20.00;
8003.00.10; 8003.00.90) introducing
stricter requirements
Restrictions on exports of timber (55
products) (HS 4407.10.00; 4407.24;
4407.25; 4407.26; 4407.29; 4407.91;
4407.92; 4407.99.90; 4409.10;
4409.21; 4409.29; 4412.31.00;
4412.32; 4412.39; 4412.94;
4412.99.00; 4418.10.00; 4418.20;
4418.40; 4418.50; 4418.60; 4418.71;
4418.72; 4418.79; 4418.90.00;
9406.00.92)
Revised import licensing requirements
(import permits) on certain products,
i.e. cellular phones included
smartphone exception satellite phones
(HS 8517.12.00); handheld computer
included personal digital assistant
(PDA) and palmtop (HS 8471.30.10),
and computer tablet (HS 8471.30.90)
Extension on 1 January 2013 of import
licensing requirements on certain
products, i.e. food and beverages,
cosmetics, traditional medicine and
food supplements, ready-to-wear
clothes, footwear, electronics, and
toys. This regulation also extended
pre-shipment inspection and port of
entry limitation that had previously
been set to expire on 31 December
2012
Termination on 28 March 2013
(without measure) of safeguard
investigation on imports of D-glusitol
(sorbitol) (HS 2905.44.00;
3824.60.00) (initiated on 13 December
2012)
Amendments in the licensing
procedures for horticultural imports
(HS Chapters 08; 20; 21) introduced
aiming at establishing a one-stop
service delivering import permits and
licences to streamline the overall
import process
Initiation on 9 November 2012 of antidumping investigation on plywood (HS
4412.31; 4412.32) from China
Temporary reduction or elimination of
import tariffs on 69 items, i.e. wheat
for milling (HS 1001.99) (under an
import quota of 1 million tonnes); soya
bean for soya bean oil and oil cake (HS
1201.90) (under an import quota of 1
million tonnes); maize for feeding and
mushroom growing (HS 1005.90)
(under an import quota of 9 million
tonnes for feeding, and 10,000 tonnes
for mushroom growing)

Source/Date

Status

WTO document
G/SG/N/6/IDN/23,
10 January 2013
Permanent Delegation of
Indonesia to the WTO
(23 May 2013)

Effective 1
January 2013

Permanent Delegation of
Indonesia to the WTO
(23 May 2013)

Effective 1
January 2013

WTO document
G/LIC/N/2/IDN/13, 8
February 2013

Effective 1
January 2013

Permanent Delegation of
Indonesia to the WTO
(23 May 2013)

Extended
until 31
December
2015

WTO documents
G/SG/N/6/IDN/21,
19 December 2012 and
G/SG/N/9/IDN/6,
29 April 2013
Permanent Delegation of
Indonesia to the WTO
(23 May 2013)

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/KOR,
4 February 2013
Permanent Delegation of
Korea to the WTO (13
May 2013)

Effective 15
May 2013

Effective 1
January 2013
to 31
December
2013 (the
reduction on
28 items is
applicable
only until 30
June 2013,
while it is
applied to 41
items
throughout
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Country/ Member
State
Korea, Rep. of

Korea, Rep of

Mexico

Mexico

Mexico

Mexico

Mexico
Customs Union between
the Russian Federation,
Belarus,
and
Kazakhstan)
Customs Union between
the Russian Federation,
Belarus,
and
Kazakhstan)
Customs Union between
the Russian Federation,
Belarus,
and
Kazakhstan)
Customs Union between
the Russian Federation,
Belarus,
and
Kazakhstan)
South Africa

Measure

Source/Date

Initiation on 7 January 2013 of antidumping investigation on oriented
polypropylene film (HS 3920.20.00;
3921.90.20) from China, Indonesia,
and Thailand
Amendments to the Liquor Tax Law
eliminating the import-licensing capital
requirement (W 50 million
(US$44,496)) for certain alcoholic
beverages (i.e. wines, beers, and
whiskeys) (HS 2203.00; 22041.0;
2204.21; 2204.29; 2204.30; 2205.10;
2205.90; 2206.00; 2207.10; 2207.20;
2208.20; 2208.30; 2208.40; 2208.50;
2208.60; 2208.70; 2208.90) and
introducing flexibility in warehouse
facility requirements
Initiation on 21 November 2012 of
anti-dumping investigation on imports
of seamless steel pipes (HS
7304.19.01; 7304.19.04; 7304.19.99;
7304.31.01; 7304.31.10; 7304.31.99;
7304.39.01; 7304.39.05; 7304.39.99)
from China
Amendments to the customs tariffs
resulting in decreases of import tariffs
on 488 tariff lines (at 8 digits) (HS
Chapters 1; 2; 3; 4; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11;
12; 15; 17; 18; 19; 21; 22; 23; 25;
27; 28; 29; 30; 32; 34; 35; 38; 39;
40; 44; 62; 64; 68; 82; 84; 85; 96)
Amendments to the customs tariffs
resulting in an increase (from zero to
6%) of import tariffs on 2 items:
certain chemicals (HS 2852.90.01;
2852.90.99)
Termination on 27 November 2012 of
anti-dumping investigation on imports
of amoxicillin trihydrate (HS
2941.10.12) from India (initiated on
12 July 2011)
Initiation on 8 March 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
pencils (HS 9609.10.01) from China
Temporary elimination of import tariffs
on molybdenum oxides and hydroxides
(HS 2825.70.00)

Korea Trade Commission
(2013-1), Korean
Government Gazette17924 (7 January 2013)

Temporary reduction (to 5%) of import
tariffs on paper and paperboard (HS
4810.13.80; 4810.19.90; 4810.22.10;
4810.29.30; 4810.92.10)
Temporary increase of specific import
tariffs (to US$205/tonne) on raw sugar
(HS 1701.13.10; 1701.13.90;
1701.14.10; 1701.91.00)
Temporary increase of import tariffs
(from 10% to 16%) on certain LCD
and plasma televisions with and
without video recording, and GPS
navigation systems (HS 8528.72.20;
8528.72.40)
Creation of a new tariff line for "textile
fabric inter-layered or otherwise
combined with bentonite clay" (HS
5911.10.90) resulting in an increase of

Permanent Delegation of
the Russian Federation
(23 May 2013)

Status
the year)

Permanent Delegation of
Korea to the WTO (23
May 2013)

Effective 15
February
2013

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/MEX, 14
March 2013

Permanent Delegation of
Mexico to the WTO
(24 May 2013)

Effective 24
November
2012

Permanent Delegation of
Mexico to the WTO
(15 May 2013)

Effective 24
November
2012

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/MEX, 14
March 2013
Permanent Delegation of
Mexico to the WTO
(24 May 2013)
Permanent Delegation of
the Russian Federation
(23 May 2013)

Permanent Delegation of
the Russian Federation
(23 May 2013)
Permanent Delegation of
the Russian Federation
(23 May 2013)

International Trade
Administration
Commission Notice 405
of 2012 (1 November

Effective 16
January 2013
to 31
December
2014
Effective 20
April 2013 to
19 January
2014
Effective 1
May 2013 to
31 May 2013
Effective 8
May 2013
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Country/ Member
State

South Africa

South Africa

South Africa

South Africa

South Africa

Turkey

Turkey

Turkey

Turkey

Turkey

Turkey

Measure
the import tariff (from zero to 25%).
Imports from the EU, and the Southern
African Development Community
(SADC) members exempted
Increase of import tariffs (from zero to
15%) on conical steel drums with a
capacity of 235 litres or more (HS
7310.10)
Initiation on 2 November 2012 of antidumping investigation on imports of
unframed mirrors (HS 7009.91) from
China
Increase of import tariffs (from 30% to
40%) on uncooked pasta, not stuffed
or otherwise prepared (HS 1902.19).
Imports from the EU, and the Southern
African Development Community
(SADC) members exempted
Initiation on 25 January 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
coated paper and paperboard (HS
4810.19.90) from China and Korea,
Rep. of
Termination on 8 March 2013 (without
measure) of safeguard investigation on
imports of frozen potato chips (HS
2004.10.90) (initiated on 23 November
2012)
Initiation on 18 October 2012 of antidumping investigation on imports of
yarn of man-made or synthetic or
artificial staple fibres (HS 5508; 5509;
5510; 5511) from Egypt, Malaysia,
Pakistan, Thailand, and Viet Nam
Temporary increase of import tariffs
(from 30% to 40%) on live bovine,
sheep and goats animals (HS 0102;
0104) and (from 70% to 100%) on
fresh, chilled, and frozen meat (HS
0201; 0202; 0204)
Initiation on 27 November 2012 of
anti-dumping investigation on imports
of uncoloured float glass (HS 7005.29)
from Romania
Initiation on 14 December 2012 of
anti-dumping investigation on imports
of fittings (HS 7307.19) from Chinese
Taipei (possible circumvention of antidumping measures of imports from
China imposed on 22 January 2010)
Initiation on 14 December 2012 of
anti-dumping investigation on imports
of aluminium offset printing plates (HS
3701.30.00) from Malaysia (possible
circumvention of anti-dumping
measures)
Initiation on 14 December 2012 of
anti-dumping investigation on imports
of articulated link chain and parts
thereof (HS 7315.11.90; 7315.12.00;
7315.19.00) from Malaysia; Korea,
Rep. of; and Chinese Taipei (possible
circumvention of anti-dumping
measures of imports from China
imposed on 23 May 2010)

Source/Date

Status

2012)

International Trade
Administration
Commission Notice 411
of 2012 (1 November
2012)
WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/ZAF,
1 February 2013
International Trade
Administration
Commission Notice 410
of 2012 (23 November
2012)
Notice No. 32/2013 of
the International Trade
Administration
Commission Government Gazette No.
36082
(25 January 2013)
WTO documents
G/SG/N/6/ZAF/2, 25
January 2013 and
G/SG/N/9/ZAF/1, 13
March 2013
WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/TUR,
28 March 2013

Permanent Delegation of
Turkey to the WTO (23
May 2013)

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/TUR,
28 March 2013
WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/TUR,
28 March 2013

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/TUR,
28 March 2013

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/TUR,
28 March 2013

Effective 30
October 2012
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Country/ Member
State
Turkey

Turkey

Turkey

Turkey
Turkey

United States

United States

United States

Measure

Source/Date

Termination on 29 December 2012 of
safeguard duties on imports of cotton
yarn (other than sewing thread), not
put up for retail sale, containing 85%
or more by weight of cotton (HS 5205)
(imposed on 3 June 2008)
Elimination of import tariffs on certain
products, i.e. wheat starch; pectic
substances, pectinates and pectates;
malt extract; chocolate and other food
preparations containing cocoa; other
food preparation for medical use; and
flat-rolled products of stainless steel
(HS 1108; 1302.20.10; 1302.20.90;
1901.90; 1806.10; 1806.20; 1806.31;
1806.32; 1806.90; 2106.90.98;
7219.12.10; 7219.12.90; 7219.13.10;
7219.13.90; 7219.14.10; 7219.14.90)
Increase of import tariffs (from 5% to
10%) on melon seeds and vegetable
seeds; (from 20% to 31.2%) coconut
oil; (from 20% to 46.8%) coconut oil;
(from zero to 10%) flat-rolled steel
coils; and (from zero to 6%) alloy steel
coils (HS 1207.70; 1209.91.80;
1511.90.19; 1513.19.11; 1513.19.19;
1513.19.99; 1513.29.11; 7211.14.00;
7211.23.30; 7211.23.80; 7225.30.90;
7226.99.70)
Initiation on 8 January 2013 of
safeguard investigation on imports of
terephthalic acid (HS 2917.36.00)
Temporary increase of import tariffs
(from zero to 15%) on live bovine
animals (HS 0102.29.10; 0102.29.29;
0102.29.49)
Initiation on 24 October 2012 of
countervailing investigation on imports
of hardwood and decorative plywood
(HS 4412.10.05; 4412.31.05;
4412.31.25; 4412.31.40; 4412.31.51;
4412.31.60; 4412.31.91; 4412.32.05;
4412.32.25; 4412.32.31; 4412.32.56;
4412.39.10; 4412.39.30; 4412.39.40;
4412.39.50; 4412.94.10; 4412.94.31;
4412.94.41; 4412.94.60; 4412.94.70;
4412.94.80; 4412.94.90; 4412.99.06;
4412.99.10; 4412.99.31; 4412.99.41;
4412.99.57; 4412.99.60; 4412.99.70;
4412.99.80; 4412.99.90) from China
Initiation on 25 October 2012 of antidumping investigation on imports of
hardwood and decorative plywood (HS
4412.10.05; 4412.31.05; 4412.31.25;
4412.31.40; 4412.31.51; 4412.31.60;
4412.31.91; 4412.32.05; 4412.32.25;
4412.32.31; 4412.32.56; 4412.39.10;
4412.39.30; 4412.39.40; 4412.39.50;
4412.94.10; 4412.94.31; 4412.94.41;
4412.94.60; 4412.94.70; 4412.94.80;
4412.94.90; 4412.99.06; 4412.99.10;
4412.99.31; 4412.99.41; 4412.99.57;
4412.99.60; 4412.99.70; 4412.99.80;
4412.99.90) from China
Termination on 7 November 2012 of
anti-dumping duties on imports of
silicomanganese (HS 7202.30;
7202.99) from Brazil (imposed on 22

WTO document
G/SG/N/10/TUR/11/Sup
pl.1, 8 January 2013

Status

Permanent Delegation of
Turkey to the WTO (7
May 2013)

Effective 1
January 2013

Permanent Delegation of
Turkey to the WTO (7
May 2013)

Effective 1
January 2013

WTO document
G/SG/N/6/TUR/17,
15 January 2013
Permanent Delegation of
Turkey to the WTO (7
May 2013)
WTO document
G/SCM/N/250/USA, 15
March 2013

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/USA, 13
March 2013

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/USA, 13
March 2013

Effective 1
March 2013
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Country/ Member
State
United States

United States

United States

United States

United States

United States

United States

United States

Measure
December 1994)
Termination on 29 November 2012 of
anti-dumping duties on imports of
folding metal tables and chairs (HS
9401.71; 9401.79; 9403.20; 9403.60;
9403.70) from China (imposed on 27
June 2002)
Termination on 11 December 2012 of
anti-dumping duties on imports of
circular welded carbon-quality steel
pipe (HS 7306.19.10; 7306.19.51;
7306.30.10; 7306.30.50; 7306.50.10;
7306.50.50) from India, Oman, United
Arab Emirates, and Viet Nam
(investigation initiated on 22
November 2011 and provisional duty
imposed on 1 June 2012)
Termination on 11 December 2012 of
countervailing duties on imports of
circular welded carbon-quality steel
pipe (HS 7306.19.10; 7306.19.51;
7306.30.10; 7306.30.50; 7306.50.10;
7306.50.50) from India, Oman, United
Arab Emirates, and Viet Nam
(investigation initiated on 22
November 2011. Provisional duty
imposed on 30 March 2012 for imports
from India, United Arab Emirates and
Viet Nam, and on 2 April 2012 for
imports from Oman)
Initiation on 12 December 2012 of
anti-dumping investigation on imports
of silica bricks and shapes (HS
6901.00.00; 6902.20.10; 6902.20.50)
from China
Initiation on 25 January 2013 of
countervailing investigation on imports
of frozen warmwater shrimp (HS
0306.17.00; 1605.21.10; 1605.29.10)
from China, Ecuador, India, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Thailand, and Viet Nam
Termination on 19 March 2013 of antidumping duties on imports of
corrosion-resistant carbon steel flat
products (HS 7210.30; 7210.41;
7210.49; 7210.61; 7210.69; 7210.70;
7210.90; 7212.20; 7212.30; 7212.40;
7212.50; 7212.60; 7215.90; 7217.20;
7217.30; 7217.90) from Germany and
Korea, Rep. of (imposed on 19 August
1993)
Termination on 19 March 2013 of
countervailing duties on imports of
corrosion-resistant carbon steel flat
products (HS 7210.30; 7210.41;
7210.49; 7210.61; 7210.69; 7210.70;
7210.90; 7212.20; 7212.30; 7212.40;
7212.50; 7212.60; 7215.90; 7217.20;
7217.30; 7217.90) from Korea, Rep. of
(imposed on 17 August 1993)
Initiation on 23 April 2013 of antidumping investigation on imports of
diffusion-annealed, nickel-plated flatrolled steel products (HS 7225.99;
7226.99) from Japan

Source/Date

Status

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/USA, 13
March 2013

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/USA, 13
March 2013

WTO document
G/SCM/N/250/USA, 15
March 2013

WTO document
G/ADP/N/237/USA, 13
March 2013
Permanent Delegation of
the United States to the
WTO (24 May 2013)

Permanent Delegation of
the United States to the
WTO (24 May 2013)

Permanent Delegation of
the United States to the
WTO (24 May 2013)

Permanent Delegation of
the United States to the
WTO (24 May 2013)

Terminated
on 22
October 2012
for imports
from Viet
Nam
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Recorded but not confirmed information
Country/ Member
State
Brazil

South Africa

South Africa
South Africa

South Africa

Measure

Source/Date

New guidelines from the National
Development Bank (BNDES) for the
wind energy projects granting financial
aid provided certain domestic content
requirements are met (e.g. at least
70% of steel and reinforced concrete
used to be locally produced)
Termination in March 2013 of antidumping duties on imports of frozen
chicken meat, whole bird and boneless
cuts and offal "species Gallus
Domesticus" (HS 0207.12.90;
0207.14.10) from Brazil (investigation
initiated on 24 June 2011 and
provisional duty imposed on 10
February 2012)
Increase of import tariffs (from 15% to
30%) on vehicle windscreen
Increase of import tariffs (from 15% to
20%) on hose or bibcocks, pillar cocks,
water mixing taps, thermostatically
controlled mixing valves (bath,
washbasin, bidet, shower or sink type),
shower units, water-tank locking taps,
cooking range taps or tapping ferrules
for off-take pipes of an outside
diameter not exceeding 32 mm (HS
8481.80.79). Imports from the EU,
and the Southern African Development
Community (SADC) members
exempted
Increase of import tariffs (from 10% to
20%) on strip of
polytetrafluoroethylene, suitable for
use as thread-sealing tape (HS
3920.99.25). Imports from the EU,
and the Southern African Development
Community (SADC) members
exempted

Press reports referring to
BNDES Directive 1380
(11 December 2012)

Status

WTO document
G/ADP/N/230/ZAF,
2 August 2012 and
AgraEurope referring to
ITAC Notice No.
173/2013 (2 January
2013)
BusinessDay (27
February 2013)
Government Gazette No.
36338 - No. R. 269 (4
April 2013)

Government Gazette No.
36433 - No. R. 338 (10
May 2013)

Effective 12
April 2013

Effective 10
May 2013
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Annex 2
General Economic Support Measures1
(Mid-October 2012 - mid-May 2013)
Confirmed information2
Country/
Member State
Brazil

Brazil

Brazil

Measure
"Special Tax Regime for the National
Broadband Plan for Implementation of
Telecommunication Networks
(REPNBL-Redes)" granting financial aid
(tax benefits) to local companies,
under certain conditions (deadline for
companies to apply for benefit 30 June
2013)
Special Incentive Regime for the
Development of the Fertilizer Industry
(Regime Especial de Incentivo ao
Desenvolvimento da Infraestrutura da
Indústria de Fertilizantes) granting tax
benefits on imported inputs for
fertilizer producers, under certain
requirements
Incentive package through tax breaks
and preferential credit lines for ethanol
producers

Canada

Extension of the "Automotive
Innovation Fund" (Can$250 million
(US$242 million)) benefiting the autoindustry for the period 2013-18

China

Financial aid (Y 149 million (US$24.1
million)) to support rare-earths
producers for adaptation existing
facilities to environmental
requirements
Termination at the end of January
2013 of the "Home appliance going to
countryside" scheme (originally
implemented on a pilot basis in 2007
and extended nationwide in 2009)
European Globalisation Adjustment
Fund Budget allocated to certain
Member States (i.e. Austria, Denmark,
Finland, Italy, Netherlands, Romania,
Spain, and Sweden) benefiting sectors
such as telecom equipment,
machinery, aluminium, and auto
manufacturers
Prolongation of an aid scheme (overall
budget €6 million (US$ 7.8 million)),
through guarantee for
Konsolidierungsmaßnahmen im
Rahmen der Bürgschaftsrichtlinien der
Oberösterreichischen

China

EU

Austria

Source/Date

Status

Permanent
Delegation of
Brazil to the
WTO (24 May
2013)

Effective 12
March 2013

Law No. 12.794
(2 April 2013)

Implementing
legislation not
yet adopted

Permanent
Delegation of
Brazil to the
WTO (24 May
2013)
Permanent
Delegation of
Canada to the
WTO (24 May
2013)
Permanent
Delegation of
China to the
WTO (23 May
2013)
Permanent
Delegation of
China to the
WTO (23 May
2013)
Various Decision
of the European
Parliament and
of the Council
(December
2012)

Effective 20 May
2013 to 31
December 2014

Public
information
available on the
European
Commission's
website

Effective 10
October 2012 to
31 December
2013

Extended on 4
January 2013

Effective
November 2012

1
The inclusion of any measure in this table implies no judgement by the WTO Secretariat on whether or
not such measure, or its intent, is protectionist in nature. Moreover, nothing in the table implies any
judgement, either direct or indirect, on the consistency of any measure referred to with the provisions of any
WTO agreement or such measure's impact on, or relationship with, the global financial crisis.
2
This section includes information which has either been provided by the Member concerned or it has
been confirmed at the request of the Secretariat.
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Country/
Member State

Measure
Kreditgarantiegesellschaft m. b. H.
(OÖ KGC) for all sectors (originally
approved on 2 July 2008)

Austria

Prolongation of the aid scheme (overall
budget €3 million (US$ 3.9 million))
for Verlängerung der staatlichen
Beihilfe for all sectors (originally
approved on April 2009)

Czech Republic

Aid scheme (overall budget CZK 900
million (US$ 44.8 million)) for SMEs
(all sectors)

Finland

Aid scheme (overall budget €36 million
(US$ 46.6 million) and annual budget
€12 million (US$15.5 million)) for
SMEs (all sectors)

Finland

Further extension of the short-term
export-credit insurance scheme
(originally extended until 31 December
2012)

France

Budget for the European Globalisation
Adjustment Fund for the financial year
2012 set at €11,949,666 (US$15.5
million) in commitment and payment
appropriations for PSA Peugeot-Citroën
group (application EGF/2010/015
FR/Peugeot)
State aid in the form of loan
guarantees (overall budget €7 billion
(US$9.1 billion)) through Banque PSA
Finance, for car industry group PSA
Peugeot-Citroën

France

Source/Date
transmitted by
the EU
Delegation. EU
State Aid SA.
35527 (12/N) (5
November
2012)
Public
information
available on the
European
Commission's
website
transmitted by
the EU
Delegation. EU
State Aid SA.
36051 (13/N) (4
February 2013)
EU State Aid
SA. 35247
(12/N) (14
December
2012)
Public
information
available on the
European
Commission's
website
transmitted by
the EU
Delegation. EU
State Aid SA.
35401 (13/N) (1
March 2013)
Public
information
available on the
European
Commission's
website
transmitted by
the EU
Delegation. EU
State Aid SA.
35701 (12/N) (6
March 2013)
and WTO
document
WT/TPR/OV/15,
26 November
2012
Decision of the
European
Parliament and
of the Council
2012/680/EU
(25 October
2012)
Public
information
available on the
European
Commission's
website
transmitted by

Status

Effective 10
October 2012 to
31 December
2013

Effective 14
December 2012
to 31 December
2024
Effective until 31
December 2015

Effective until 31
December 2015

Emission of
bonds covered
by the French
State on 4 March
2013. The EU
Commission
opened an
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Country/
Member State

Measure

Germany

Ad-hoc rescue aid (overall budget
€152.4 million (US$197.2 million)) for
building of ships and floating
structures manufacturing industry
Rettungsbeihilfe zugunsten der P+S
Werften GmbH (possible liquidation aid
to be granted)

Germany

Prolongation of rescue and
restructuring scheme for SMEs in
Bremen (overall budget €30 million
(US$38.8 million)), through a
guarantee by Bremer Aufbau-Bank
GmbH (all sectors)

Germany

Niedersachsen (Lower Saxony)
guarantee for participation in SMEs
(overall budget €100 million
(US$129.4 million)) by
Niedersächsisches Finanzministerium
(all sectors)

Greece

Aid scheme (overall budget €147.6
million (US$191 million)), through a
direct grant for air transport sector

Lithuania

Prolongation of the scheme for
restructuring aid for SMEs (originally
approved on 17 February 2011)

Source/Date

Status

the EU
Delegation (24
May 2013)
Public
information
available on the
European
Commission's
website
transmitted by
the EU
Delegation. EU
State Aid SA.
34920 (12/NN)
(11 July 2012)
Public
information
available on the
European
Commission's
website
transmitted by
the EU
Delegation. EU
State Aid SA.
35561 (12/N)
(19 November
2012)
Public
information
available on the
European
Commission's
website
transmitted by
the EU
Delegation. EU
State Aid SA.
35280 (12/N)
(14 December
2012)
Public
information
available on the
European
Commission's
website
transmitted by
the EU
Delegation. EU
State Aid SA.
35220 (12/N)
(19 December
2012)
Public
information
available on the
European
Commission's
website
transmitted by
the EU
Delegation (24
May 2013)

inquiry on 2 May
2013
Effective 4 June
2012 to 31
December 2012

Effective 1
January 2013 to
31 December
2014

Effective until 31
December 2013

Effective until 31
December 2013

Effective until 31
December 2015
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Country/
Member State
Poland

Poland

Poland

Poland

Measure
Aid scheme (overall budget Zl 1.44
million (US$444,444)), through a
direct grant for manufacturing of other
parts and accessories for motor
vehicles by Boshoku Automotive
Poland Sp. Z o.o.
Aid scheme (overall budget Zl 2.24
million (US$691,358)), through a
direct grant for Nokia Siemens
Networks Sp. Z o.o. (wireless
telecommunications activities)
Aid scheme (overall budget Zl 2.16
million (US$666,666)), through a
direct grant for Atos IT Services Sp. Z
o.o. (other information technology and
computer service activities)
Aid scheme (overall budget Zl 11
million (US$3.4 million)), through soft
loan for Pomoc na ratowanie dla
Classen-Pol SA (manufacture of other
builders' carpentry and joinery)

Sweden

Budget for the European Globalisation
Adjustment Fund for the financial year
2012 set at €5,454,560 (US$7.1
million) in commitment and payment
appropriations for Saab Automobile SA
(application EGF/2012/005 SE/Saab)

United Kingdom

Provision of public funds (£600 million
(US$906.5 million)) to one special
purpose vehicle (SPV) in support of the
UK Government's Green Deal Policy
Extension of the Export Promotion
Capital Good (EPCG) scheme beyond
March 2013, allowing exporters to
import capital goods duty free (all
sectors)

India

Japan

Japan

Russian Federation

Second stimulus package for SMEs
providing, e.g. improved access to
capital (¥95 billion (US$928.6 million))
and loans (¥24 billion (US$234.6
million))
"Emergency Economic Measures for
the Revitalization of the Japanese
Economy" (¥10.3 trillion (US$100.7
billion)) with around 400 specific
programmes
Financial aid (Rub 1,728 million
(US$55.2 million)) to support regional
agriculture development programmes
(i.e. non-recurring aid to purchase
agricultural equipment and animals,
home appliances, transport vehicles)
and reconstruction of roads

Source/Date

Status

EU State Aid
SA. 35202
(12/N) (23
October 2012)

Effective 31
December 2012
to 31 December
2014

EU State Aid
SA. 35197
(12/N) (26
October 2012)

Effective 31
December 2012
to 31 December
2013

EU State Aid
SA. 35250
(12/N) (26
October 2012)

Effective 31
December 2012
to 31 December
2014

Public
information
available on the
European
Commission's
website
transmitted by
the EU
Delegation (24
May 2013). EU
State Aid SA.
35487 (12/N)
(11 December
2012)
Decision of the
European
Parliament and
of the Council
2013/18/EU (12
December
2012)
EU State Aid
SA. 34611
(12/N) (5
February 2013)
Information
verified by the
permanent
Delegation of
India to the
WTO
(23 May 2013)
Permanent
Delegation of
Japan to the
WTO (24 May
2013)
Permanent
Delegation of
Japan to the
WTO (24 May
2013)
Permanent
Delegation of
the Russian
Federation (23
May 2013)

Effective 11
December 2012

Effective 28
January 2013 to
27 January 2018

Effective 30
November 2012

Scheme
established on
11 January 2013
Effective 18
March 2013
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Recorded but not confirmed information
Country/
Member State
Brazil
EU

Indonesia

United States
United States
United States

Measure
Exemption of the 25% IPI (Imposto
sobre Produtos Industrializados)
internal industrial tax on electric cars
"CARS 2020" action/scheme aimed at
promoting investment in new
technologies and clean vehicles,
streamlining regulation, supporting
skills and training, and helping
manufacturers to compete globally.
Scheme includes research grants,
loans from the European Investment
Bank, and financial incentives
Livestock Farmers Empowerment
scheme granting specific incentives for
livestock farmers to promote domestic
beef industry
Extension of the Farm Bill for one year
(renewing existing agriculture support
programmes)
Extension of tax credit for wind power
industry
"US Global Business Solutions" scheme
granting through 6 Federal Agencies
export finance for SMEs

Source/Date

Status

Press reports
(various dates)
Financial Times,
Bloomber BNA,
and
EuropeanVoice.
Com (8
November
2012)
Press reports
referring to
Government
Regulation No.
6/2013 (January
2013)
Agra Europe (2
January 2013)
IHT (10 January
2013)
Inside US
Trade's (4 April
2013)

Effective 1
January 2013
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17 June 2013

Ninth Report on G20 Investment Measures1
At their Summits in London, Pittsburgh, Toronto, Seoul, Cannes and Los Cabos, G20 Leaders
committed to resisting protectionism in all its forms and asked the WTO, OECD, and UNCTAD to
continue to monitor trade and investment policy measures. The present document is the ninth report
on investment and investment-related measures made in response to this mandate.2 It has been
prepared jointly by the OECD and UNCTAD Secretariats and covers investment policy and
investment-related measures taken between 6 October 2012 and 15 May 2013.3
I.

Investment developments

Global foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows declined by an estimated 14-18% in 2012 from 2011,
to around USD 1.4 trillion.4 This figure corresponds approximately to global FDI inflows recorded in
2010.
II.

Investment policy measures

During the reporting period, twelve G20 members took some sort of investment-specific measures or
concluded international investment agreements (Table 1).5
1
2

Information provided by OECD and UNCTAD Secretariats.
Earlier reports by WTO, OECD and UNCTAD to G20 Leaders are available on the websites of the OECD

and UNCTAD.
3

Annex 2 of the present report contains a summary of investment measures that G20 members have taken
between November 2008 and 15 May 2013 as well as a list of investment agreements that G20 members have concluded in
this period.
4
For further information and analysis on recent trends, see UNCTAD's “Global Investment Trends Monitor”,
Issue No.11, (January 2012), the forthcoming World Investment Report 2013, OECD Data, Analysis and Forecasts on
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) Statistics, “FDI in Figures”, April 2013, and the OECD Investment News, Issue 16,
October 2012.
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Table 1. Investment and investment-related measures taken or implemented between 6 October 2012
and 15 May 2013
Investment-specific measures

Investment measures related to
national security

International Investment
Agreements (IIAs)

Argentina
Australia
Brazil
Canada
China









France
Germany



India
Indonesia
Italy
Japan
Republic of Korea






Mexico
Russian Federation




Saudi Arabia
South Africa




Turkey
United Kingdom
United States



European Union

(1)

Investment-specific measures

Nine countries – Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, India, Korea, the Russian Federation, South Africa
and the United States – amended their investment-specific policies during the reporting period. The
vast majority of measures show continued moves towards eliminating restrictions to international
investment and improving clarity for investors. Overall, these findings echo those of earlier
investment reports to the G20.
(2)

Investment measures related to national security

None of the G20 members amended their investment policies related to national security in the
reporting period.
(3)

International investment agreements

During the reporting period, six G20 members concluded four bilateral investment treaties (BITs)6
and two “other IIAs”7 (Table 2). On 1 March 2013, the Protocol on Investment to the Australia-New
Zealand Closer Economic Relations Trade Agreement (ANZCERTA), which had been reported
earlier, entered into force. As of 15 May 2013, there existed globally 2,862 BITs and approximately
341 "other IIAs".8

5

Annex 1 contains detailed information on the coverage, definitions and sources of the information in this report.
BITs between Benin and Canada (9 January 2013); Mauritius and Turkey (7 February 2013); Gambia and Turkey
(12 March 2013); and Japan and Saudi Arabia (30 April 2013). The conclusion of a treaty does not mean that it has entered into force.
7
These are the Free Trade Agreement between Colombia and the Republic of Korea (21 February 2013) and the Free Trade
Agreement between China and Iceland (15 April 2013). The conclusion of an FTA does not mean that it has entered into force.
8
This includes treaties that have been concluded, regardless of whether they have entered into force. It does not include
treaties that have ceased to be in effect.
6
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Table 2: G20 members’ International Investment Agreements*
Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs)
Concluded
6 October 2012 15 May 2013

Total as of 15 May
2013

Other IIAs
Concluded
6 October 2012 15 May 2013

Total as of 15 May
2013

Total IIAs as of
15 May 2013

Argentina

58

16

74

Australia

23

18

41

Brazil

14

17

31

Canada

1

32

21

53

17

145

102

65

167

136

65

201

India

83

14

97

Indonesia

63

17

80

Italy

93

65

158

20

21

41

China

128

France
Germany

Japan

1

1

Korea, Republic of

90

17

107

Mexico

28

20

48

Russian Federation

71

4

75

23

14

37

46

9

55

86

21

107

United Kingdom

104

65

169

United States

46

65

111

59

59

Saudi Arabia

1

South Africa
Turkey

2

European Union

1

* UNCTAD’s IIA database is constantly updated, including through retro-active adjustments based on a refinement of the
methodology for counting IIAs.

III.

Overall policy implications

On the whole, G20 members have continued to honour their pledge not to introduce new restrictive
policies for international investment. Almost all new investment policy measures that G20 members
adopted during the reporting period tended to eliminate investment restrictions and to facilitate inward
or outward investment.
However, formal policy changes through the adoption of laws and regulations are not the only way in
which governments influence – and at times discourage – international capital flows, including
foreign direct investment. Individual administrative decisions with regard to specific foreign
investment projects (for instance, economic benefits tests or national security-related investment
reviews) also influence capital flows. In addition – as witnessed during this reporting period –
governments may send public signals that they have unfavourable views of certain foreign investment
projects. Such forms of intervention are not captured by this report, as a consistent and complete
reporting on these measures is not possible.9 Nonetheless, such action may have a chilling effect on
specific investment projects and, more generally, on trust in fair and transparent treatment of foreign
investors.
G20 Leaders should therefore bear in mind that the rather encouraging findings in this report on the
development of their formal investment-related policies of general application do not present a
complete picture of broad policy measures regarding international capital flows and that their
commitment to resist protectionism in all its forms also covers individual administrative decisions that
involve significant discretion in reviewing foreign investment projects and informal means for stifling
international investment.
9
Investment limitations, including disguised discrimination and their policy implications are discussed in the Freedom of
Investment Roundtables hosted at the OECD, in which 50 G20 and non-G20 members participate. UNCTAD provides a discussion platform
for its 194 members through its Trade and Development Board, its Investment, Enterprise and Development Commission and its World
Investment Forum
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Reports on individual economies:
Recent investment measures (6 October 2012 – 15 May 2013)
Description of Measure

Date

Source

1 March 2013

“Milestone in Investment
Ties with New Zealand”,
Joint media release,
1 March 2013.

Effective 5 December 2012, Brazil modified the scope of
application of its 6% financial transaction tax (IOF) on
overseas loans; henceforth, the tax only applies to overseas
loans maturing within one year. The scope had been changed
repeatedly since the initial introduction in April 2011:
Initially, it covered loans with maturities of up to two years,
and included, from 1 March 2012 on, loans maturing within
up to three years. Effective 12 March 2012, loans with
maturities of up to five years, were taxed at the 6% rate. On
14 June 2012, Brazil reduced the application of the IOF tax to
overseas loans with a maturity of up to two years.

5 December 2012

Presidential Decree 7.683
of 29 February 2012;

On 1 April 2013, Brazil exempted from the financial
transaction tax (IOF) tax certain operations by financial
institutions contracted as of 2 April 2013 that concern the
acquisition, production or lease of capital goods as well as
working capital related to: the production of consumer goods
for export, electric energy, export structures for bulk liquids,
engineering, technological innovation, and to investment
projects to increase technological and productive capacity in
areas of high knowledge intensity as well as engineering and
logistics infrastructure projects.

1 April 2013

Presidential Decree 7.975
of 1 April 2013.

7 December 2012

“Statement Regarding
Investment by Foreign
State-Owned Enterprises”,
Industry Canada

Argentina
Investment policy
measures

None during reporting period.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

Australia
Investment policy
measures

On 1 March 2013, the Protocol on Investment to the AustraliaNew Zealand Closer Economic Relations Trade Agreement
(ANZCERTA) entered into effect.
Among other provisions, the Protocol increases the threshold
that triggers inward investment screening procedures: New
Zealand private investors undertaking business acquisitions
henceforth benefit from the higher screening threshold of
AUD 1,078 million (indexed annually), up from
AUD 248 million. In exchange, the screening threshold for
Australian private investors in New Zealand is now
NZD 477 million (around AUD 390 million, and indexed
annually), up from NZD 100 million (around
AUD 80 million).

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

Brazil
Investment policy
measures

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

Presidential Decree 7.698
of 9 March 2012;
Presidential Decree 7.751
of 13 June 2012;
Presidential Decree 7.853
of 4 December 2012.

None during reporting period.

Canada
Investment policy
measures

On 7 December 2012, Canada announced several
clarifications to the foreign investment review process and
expanded the definition of SOEs, which henceforth includes
foreign companies that are “influenced” by a foreign state.
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Description of Measure

Date

The changes include a clarification regarding reviews of
proposed investments by foreign SOEs. When reviewing SOE
transactions, the Minister will examine: the degree of control
or influence a state-owned enterprise would likely exert on the
Canadian business that is being acquired; the degree of control
or influence a state-owned enterprise would likely exert on the
industry in which the Canadian business operates; and the
extent to which a foreign state is likely to exercise control or
influence over the state-owned enterprise acquiring the
Canadian business. As a general rule, non-controlling minority
interests in Canadian businesses proposed by foreign SOEs,
including joint ventures, will continue to be welcome, while
investments by foreign SOEs to acquire control of a Canadian
oil sands business will be found to be of net benefit on an
exceptional basis only.
Investment
measures relating
to national
security

Source
announcement,
7 December 2012.

None during reporting period.

P.R. China
Investment policy
measures

On 11 October 2012, the China Securities Regulatory
Commission allowed foreign investors to hold stakes in the
country's securities firms up to 49%, up from one third. In
addition, securities firms, including joint ventures, can apply
for permission to expand their businesses two years after
going into operation in China (CSRC Decree No.86).

11 October 2012

"CSRC Decree No.86:
Decision on Amending the
Rules for the Establishment
of Foreign-shared
Securities Companies",
China Securities
Regulatory Commission,
11 October 2012.

On 16 December 2012 China further raised the ceiling of its
RMB qualified foreign institutional investor (RQFII) program
by RMB 50 billion to now RMB 270 billion. The programme
had initially been announced in August 2011, and similar to
the Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors (QFII)
programme, allows foreign investors to invest in mainland
securities through Hong Kong, China-based financial firms.

16 December
2012

“RQFII Investment Quota
to be Increased by 50
Billion RMB Yuan”, China
Securities Regulatory
Commission News
Release, 4 April 2012;
“PBC Announcement on
Implementation of RQFII
Pilot Program”, People’s
Bank of China release,
9 February 2012;

In preparation of the launch, the Ministry of Commerce had
released, on 22 August 2011, the “Circular on Issues Related
to Cross-border RMB FDI (Draft for Opinions)” for public
comment until 20 September 2011.
On 9 February 2012, the People’s Bank of China released an
Announcement on the Implementation of the RQFII Pilot
Program, as a further step in the preparation of the launch of
the RQFII programme, followed on 15 February 2012 by a
circular by the State Administration of Foreign Exchange
(SAFE).

“Measures for the Pilot
Program on Domestic
Securities Investments by
Fund Management
Companies and Securities
Companies as RMB
Qualified Foreign
Institutional Investors”,
Decree No. 76 of the China
Securities Regulatory
Commission, the People's
Bank of China, and the
State Administration of
Foreign Exchange;

In the first phase of the programme, qualified brokerages were
allowed to invest an aggregate of RMB 20 billion in mainland
securities, and on 4 April 2012, the expansion of the Renminbi
Qualified Foreign Institutional Investor (RQFII) scheme to
RMB 70 billion was announced.

“Circular of the SAFE on
Relevant Issues
Concerning the Pilot
Program on Domestic
Securities Investments by
Fund Management
Companies and Securities
Companies as RMB QFII”,
15 February 2012.
On 15 November 2012, the Renminbi Qualified Foreign
Limited Partner Program (RQFLP) was incepted in Shanghai.
This programme allows QFIIs to set up private equity funds in
China to make equity investments in unlisted enterprises.

15 November
2012

Effective 17 December 2012, parts of the review process

17 December

“Notice on Further
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Description of Measure

Date

Source

related to capital flows and currency exchange quotas of
foreign enterprises were waived or simplified by China’s State
Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE). This concerns
for instance approvals to open bank accounts, remit profits,
and transfer money between different domestic accounts.

2012

Improvement and
Adjustment of Policies on
Foreign Exchange
Administration of Foreign
Direct Investments”, State
Administration of Foreign
Exchange, 21 November
2012.

On 1 January 2013, the Regulatory Guidelines in relation to
the Document Submission and Review Procedure for Stocks
Issuance and Overseas Listing by Joint Stock Companies
came into effect. The Guidelines, which were issued by the
China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) on
20 December 2012, loosen restrictions for Chinese companies
that seek listing overseas.

1 January 2013

None during reporting period.

France
Investment policy
measures

None during reporting period.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

Germany
Investment policy
measures

None during reporting period.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

India
Investment policy
measures

On 12 October 2012, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
abolished restrictions on the possibility to provide loans
against security of funds held in Non Resident (External)
Rupee Accounts or Foreign Currency Non Resident (Bank)
Accounts deposits to the depositors or third parties. On
28 April 2009, the cap for these loans had already been
increased from IDR 2 million to IDR 10 million.

12 October
2012

“Foreign Exchange
Management (Deposit)
Regulations, 2000 –-Loans
to Non Residents / third
parties against security of
Non Resident (External)
Rupee Accounts [NR (E)
RA] / Foreign Currency
Non Resident (Bank)
Accounts [FCNR (B)]
Deposits”, RBI/201213/247, A. P. (DIR Series)
Circular No. 44.

On 21 December 2012, the Indian government announced an
increase in the ceiling for foreign direct investment in Assets
Reconstruction Companies to 74%, up from 49%. However,
no individual sponsor may hold more than 50% of the
shareholding in an ARC either by way of FDI or by routing
through an FII. The foreign investment in ARCs need to
comply with the FDI policy in terms of entry route
conditionality and sectoral caps. The liberalisation was
published in the Consolidated FDI Policy Circular, which
became effective on 5 April 2013.

21 December
2012;
5 April 2013

“Government Reviews
Foreign investment Policy
for Assets
Reconstruction Sector;
Ceiling for FDI in ARCs
increased from 49% to
74%”, Ministry of Finance
press release nr. 91117,
21 December 2012.

On 10 January 2013, the Reserve Bank of India amended the
rules on issuing of shares of an Indian company to nonresidents under the FDI scheme. Since the liberalisation in this
area on 30 June 2011, shares could notably be offered under
the Government route by conversion of import of capital

10 January
2013

“Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) in India
– Issue of equity shares
under the FDI Scheme
allowed under the
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Date

goods including machineries and equipment, including
second-hand machineries. The amendment of 10 January 2013
excluded the possibility to issue shares for the import of
second-hand machineries under this mechanism.

Source
Government route”,
Reserve Bank of India
Circular RBI/2010-11/586
A.P. (DIR Series) Circular
No. 74;
“FDI in India - Issue of
equity shares under the
FDI scheme allowed under
the Government route”,
RBI/2012-13/375 A. P.
(DIR Series) Circular
No. 74.

A circular dated 20 November 2012 extended until 31 March
2013 a facility under which the period of realization and
repatriation to India of the amount representing the full export
value of exported goods or software was extended from six to
12 months from the date of export. This relaxation was
introduced on 1 November 2011 and was initially available up
to 30 September 2012.

20 November
2012

“Export of Goods and
Software – Realisation and
Repatriation of export
proceeds – Liberalisation”,
RBI/2011-12/241, A.P.
(DIR Series) Circular
No.40
“Export of Goods and
Software – Realisation and
Repatriation of export
proceeds – Liberalisation”,
RBI/2012-13/298, A.P.
(DIR Series) Circular No.
52

On 22 January 2013, the Reserve Bank of India abolished a
conversion requirement which it had initially introduced on
10 May 2012 and which required foreign exchange earners to
convert 50% of their foreign currency earnings into rupees;
previously, foreign exchange earners were allowed to keep
foreign currencies. These rules were also applicable to
Diamond Dollar Account and Resident Foreign Currency
(RFC) Accounts. Moreover, foreign exchange earners were no
longer allowed to use foreign currencies in their accounts to
maintain assets in foreign currency; hence before exchanging
rupees into foreign currencies, they need to use their foreign
currencies for their transactions. A Circular dated 16 May
2012 clarified the method to calculate the amounts that need
to be converted. A further circular dated 18 July 2012
exempted resident foreign currency accounts from the
conversion requirement. On 31 July 2012, the conversion
requirement were relaxed; henceforth, only the sum total of
the accruals in the account during a calendar month had to be
converted into Rupees on or before the last day of the
succeeding calendar month after adjusting for utilization of
the balances for approved purposes or forward commitments.

22 January
2013

“Exchange Earner's
Foreign Currency (EEFC)
Account”, Reserve Bank of
India, RBI/2011-12/547 A.
P. (DIR Series) Circular
No. 124.
“Exchange Earner’s
Foreign Currency (EEFC)
Account”, Reserve Bank of
India, RBI/2011-12/564
A.P. (DIR Series) Circular
No. 128.
“Exchange Earner's
Foreign Currency
Account”, Reserve Bank of
India, RBI/2012-13/135 A.
P. (DIR Series) Circular
No. 8.
“EEFC Account, Diamond
Dollar Account and
Resident Foreign Currency
Account - Review of
Guidelines”, RBI/201213/151, A. P. (DIR Series)
Circular No. 12.
“Exchange Earner's
Foreign Currency Account,
Diamond Dollar Account
& Resident Foreign
Currency Domestic
Account”, RBI/201213/390, A.P.(DIR Series)
Circular No. 79.

On 24 January 2013, the Reserve Bank of India relaxed
restrictions on Foreign Institutional Investors’ (FII)
investment in Indian Government securities and nonconvertible debentures and bonds issued by Indian companies.
The changes increase the ceilings for such investments and
shorten lock-in periods.
India also made some adjustments to the policies on external
commercial borrowing (ECB). The policy changes are
contained in a series of circulars and include the following:

24 January
2013

“Foreign investment in
India by SEBI registered
FIIs in Government
securities and corporate
debt”, RBI/2012-13/391,
A. P. (DIR Series) Circular
No.80.
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Description of Measure
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– On 26 November 2012, the Reserve Bank of India ordered
a one-time relaxation of the Bank’s External Commercial
Borrowings policy for the financing of the payment for 2G
spectrum allocation. The temporary relaxation seeks to
enable successful bidders for the spectrum to pay for the
spectrum allocation. A similar one-time relaxation from the
Bank’s External Commercial Borrowings policy had
already been accorded on 25 January 2010 in light of an
auction of 3G frequency spectrum.

26 November
2012

Reserve Bank of India,
RBI/2009-10/252 A.P.
(DIR Series) Circular
No.19, 9 December 2009.

– On 7 January 2013, the share of ECBs that Infrastructure
Finance Companies (IFCs) could take out under the
automatic route was increased to 75%. On 11 May 2010
already, the RBI had relaxed conditions for ECBs taken out
by IFCs, when they were allowed to avail of ECBs for onlending to the infrastructure sector under the automatic
route, rather than the approval route, for up to 50% of their
owned funds.

7 January
2013

– On 17 December 2012, the Reserve Bank of India allowed
ECB for low cost affordable housing projects as a
permissible end-use under the approval route.

17 December
2012

“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) for the
low cost affordable
housing projects”,
RBI/2012-13/339, A.P.
(DIR Series) Circular
No. 61.

– On 21 January 2013, Indian companies in the hotel sector
were added to the list of companies that were eligible to
participate in the ECB scheme.

21 January 2013

“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) Policy
– Repayment of Rupee
loans and/or fresh Rupee
capital expenditure – USD
10 billion scheme”,
RBI/2012-13/387, A.P.
(DIR Series) Circular
No. 78.

On 1 April 2013, the Reserve Bank of India simplified foreign
investment by registered FIIs in Government Securities and
Corporate Debt. On 24 January 2013, Circular No.80 had
increased the limit for investments by FIIs and long term
investors in government securities to USD 25 billion and for
corporate debt to USD 51 billion.

24 January 2013;
1 April 2013.

“Foreign investment in
India by SEBI registered
FIIs in Government
Securities and Corporate
Debt”, RBI/2012-13/465,
A.P. (DIR Series) Circular
No.94.

On 23 April 2013, India relaxed conditions for outward
investment by the Navratna Public Sector Undertakings
(PSUs) and ONGC Videsh Ltd (OVL) and Oil India Ltd (OIL)
in entities in the oil sector. Henceforth, these companies are
allowed to invest in overseas incorporated entities in the oil
sector under the automatic route, while the authorisation had
previously only covered investments in unincorporated
entities in this sector.

23 April 2013

“Investment by Navratna
Public Sector
Undertakings (PSUs), OVL
and OIL in unincorporated
entities in oil sector
abroad”, RBI/201213/480, A.P. (DIR Series)
Circular No. 99.

None during reporting period.

Indonesia
Investment policy
measures

None during reporting period.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) Policy
for 2G spectrum
allocation”, RBI/201213/310, A.P. (DIR Series)
Circular No. 54.
“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) Policy”,
RBI/2009-10/456, A. P.
(DIR Series) Circular No.
51;
“External Commercial
Borrowings Policy – NonBanking Financial
Company – Infrastructure
Finance Companies”,
RBI/2012-13/367, A.P.
(DIR Series) Circular No.
69.
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1 December 2013

“Korean Government to
Lower the Ratio of Banks'
Foreign Exchange
Derivative Position”,
Ministry of Strategy and
Finance press release, 27
Nov. 2012

On 14 March 2013, the Russian Federation passed
amendments to certain federal laws in order to ban the
opening of branches of foreign banks in the territory of
Russia. The changes do not concern Russian subsidiaries of
foreign banks and of representative offices of foreign banks.

14 March 2013

Federal Law of 14 March
2013 No.29-FZ

On 12 April 2013, the Russian Federation amended the law
“On Banks and Banking Operations”. The amendment
prohibits the Central Bank to impose restrictions on banking
operations for foreign banks with participation of investors
from OECD countries. Hitherto, the Central Bank was
allowed to limit operations of those foreign banks, whose
countries of domiciliation impose restrictions on local

12 April 2013

Italy
Investment policy
measures

None during reporting period.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

Japan
Investment policy
measures

None during reporting period.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

Republic of Korea
Investment policy
measures

Effective 1 December 2012, the Republic of Korea further
lowered the ratio of banks’ foreign exchange derivatives
positions to equity. Henceforth, local banks’ foreign exchange
derivatives positions (including FX forward, FX swap, cross
currency interest rate swap, non-deliverable forward, etc.) are
limited to 30% of equity, and foreign bank branches’ positions
may not exceed 150% of their equity.
The Republic of Korea has first introduced this type of
measure on 13 June 2010 as a means to mitigate volatility of
capital flows. In a statement released on19 May 2011, the
Ministry of Strategy and Finance, the Financial Supervisory
Commission, the Bank of Korea and the Financial Supervisory
Service had further lowered the ratio of banks’ foreign
exchange derivatives positions to equity by 20%, effective on
1 June 2011. At the same time, the ratio of foreign exchange
derivatives positions for local branches of foreign banks was
cut to 200%, down from 250%; the ratio for domestic banks
was lowered from 50% to 40%.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

Mexico
Investment policy
measures

None during reporting period.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

Russian Federation
Investment policy
measures
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On 12 December 2012, the South African Reserve Bank
issued updates to certain sections of the Exchange Control
Manual.

12 December
2012

Exchange Control Manual

On 27 February 2013, the South African Reserve Bank
published changes to its foreign exchange control policies,
which had initially been announced as part of the 2013
Budget. Henceforth, as part of the “Gateway to Africa” policy,
each company listed at the Johannesburg Stock Exchange
(JSE) may establish one subsidiary holding company for
holding African and offshore operations without it being
subject to foreign exchange restrictions. The purpose is to
incentivise companies to manage their African and offshore
operations from South Africa, maximising the benefits to
South Africa’s economy. To benefit from the exemption, the
Holding companies will be subject to the following
conditions: They must be South African tax residents and be
incorporated and effectively managed and controlled in South
Africa; transfer from the parent company to the subsidiary will
be allowed up to ZAR 750 million per year; subsidiaries may
freely raise and deploy capital offshore, provided these funds
are without South African guarantees; subsidiaries will be
allowed to operate as cash management centres for South
African multinationals; local income generated from cash
management will be freely transferrable; subsidiaries may
choose their functional currency or currencies, and operate
foreign currency accounts and a rand-denominated account for
operational expenses; appropriate governance and
transparency arrangements will be required.

27 February 2013

Exchange Control Circular
5 of 2013

branches of Russian banks.
Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

Saudi Arabia
Investment policy
measures

None during reporting period.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

South Africa
Investment policy
measures

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

Turkey
Investment policy
measures

None during reporting period.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

United Kingdom
Investment policy
measures

None during reporting period.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.
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Investment policy
measures

On 18 April 2013, the Federal Communications Commission
adopted and released an order that provides greater investment
flexibility by streamlining the policies and procedures that
apply to foreign ownership of common carrier and certain
aeronautical radio station licensees, that is, companies that
provide fixed or mobile telecommunications service over
networks that employ spectrum-based technologies.

18 April 2013

“Federal Communications
Commission – Second
Report and Order”,
Federal Communications
Commission, FCC 13-50,
18 April 2013

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

United States

European Union
Investment policy
measures

None during reporting period.
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ANNEX 1: Methodology—Coverage, Definitions and Sources
Reporting period. The reporting period of the present document is from 6 October 2012 to 15 May
2013. An investment measure is counted as falling within the reporting period if new policies were
prepared, announced, adopted, entered into force or applied during the period.
Definition of investment. For the purpose of this report, international investment is understood to
include all international capital movements, including foreign direct investment.
Definition of investment measure. For the purpose of this report, investment measures by recipient
countries consist of those measures that impose or remove differential treatment of foreign or nonresident investors compared to domestic investors. Investment measures by home countries are those
that impose or remove restrictions on investments to other countries (e.g. attaching restrictions on
outward investments).
National security. International investment law, including the OECD investment instruments,
recognises that governments may need to take investment measures to safeguard essential security
interests and public order. The investment policy community at the OECD and UNCTAD monitors
these measures to help governments adopt policies that are effective in safeguarding security and to
ensure that they are not disguised protectionism.
Measures not included. Several types of measures are not included in this inventory:
 Fiscal stimulus. Fiscal stimulus measures were not accounted for unless these contained
provisions that may differentiate between domestic and foreign or non-resident investors.
 Local production requirements were not included unless they apply de jure only to foreign
firms.
 Visas and residence permits. The report does not cover measures that affect visa and
residence permits as business visa and residency policy is not deemed likely to be a major
issue in subsequent political and economic discussions.
 Companies in financial difficulties for other reasons than the crisis. A number of countries
provided support to companies in financial difficulties – in the form of capital injections or
guarantees – in particular to state-owned airlines. Where there was evidence that these
companies had been in substantive financial difficulties for other reasons than the crisis,
these measures are not included as "emergency measures".
 Central Bank measures. Many central banks adopted practices to enhance the functioning of
credit markets and the stability of the financial system. These measures influence
international capital movements in complex ways. In order to focus on measures that are of
most relevance for investment policies, measures taken by Central Banks are not included
unless they involved negotiations with specific companies or provided for different
treatment of non-resident or foreign-controlled enterprises.
Sources of information and verification. The sources of the information presented in this report are:
 official notifications made by governments to various OECD processes (e.g. the Freedom of
Investment Roundtable or as required under the OECD investment instruments);
 information contained in other international organisations’ reports or otherwise made
available to the OECD and UNCTAD Secretariats;
 other publicly available sources: specialised web sites, press clippings etc.
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ANNEX 2: Summary of Investment Measures Taken between November 2008 and
15 May 2013
Description of Measure

Date

Source

In May, June and July 2009, Argentina issued norms that
exempt certain operations from the temporary requirement
to place 30% of fund-inflow purchases of Argentine pesos
in a noninterest bearing account in a commercial bank for a
365-day period.

21 May 2009;
26 June 2009;
6 July 2009

Resolución MECON 263/2009
21-5-09; Resolución MECON
332/2009 26-6-09; Resolución
MECON 354/2009 6-7-09.

According to Decree 1722/2011, which entered into force
on 26 October 2011, companies producing crude petroleum
or its derivatives, natural and liquefied gas must repatriate
their foreign exchange export earnings to Argentina. The
decree is based on Argentina’s Law No. 25561 on Public
Emergency of January 2002.

26 October 2011

Decreto 1722/2011 of 25 October
2011, Official Gazette No. 32.263
of 26 October 2011, p.1.

Resolution 36.162/2011 of 26 October 2011, which entered
into effect on 27 October 2011, requires reinsurance
companies operating in Argentina to report by sworn
statement their foreign assets within ten days since the entry
into force and require them, within 50 days since the entry
into force – i.e. 15 December 2011 –, to repatriate such
assets to Argentina. However, the Argentine
Superintendence of Insurance Companies may grant
exceptions to this rule and authorise reinsurers to
provisionally hold their investments abroad under
exceptional circumstances to the extent that sufficient
justifications have been furnished, in cases where the local
market does not provide any instrument that reasonably
corresponds to the commitments to be met, or when there is
evidence of the inconvenience to abide by this resolution.

27 October 2011

Reglamento General de la
Actividad Aseguradora,
Resolución 36.162/2011, Official
Gazette No. 32.264 of 27 October
2011, p.8.

On 28 October 2011, Central Bank Circular CAMEX 1-675
entered into effect. The circular establishes new restrictions
on foreign exchange holdings by residents.

28 October 2011

Comunicación “A” 5236, Central
Bank of Argentina, 27 October
2011.

On 31 October 2011, Resolution 3210 – “Consultation
Programme for Foreign Currency Operations” – of the
Public Income Administration bureau (AFIP) came into
effect. The Resolution requires that entities, which have
been authorised to carry out sale and purchase of foreign
currency, shall have to register electronically all foreign
currency purchasing operations of corporations or
individuals.

31 October 2011

Resolución General 3210
Programa de Consulta de
Operaciones Cambiarias.
Creación, Administración Federal
de Ingresos Públicos, Official
Gazette Nº 32.266, p. 38.

On 29 December2011, Argentina promulgated the law on
the “Protección al Dominio Nacional sobre la Propriedad,
Posesión o Tenecia de las Tierras Rurales”. The law
restricts the extent to which foreigners are allowed to
acquire farmland. It limits the overall foreign holdings of
farmland in Argentina to 15% of the total surface, and
individual foreigners would not be allowed to own more
than 1,000 hectares. The law also defines future acquisitions
of land as acquisition of a non-renewable resource rather
than an investment.

27 December 2011

“Ley 26.737, Régimen de
Protección al Dominio Nacional
sobre la Propiedad, Posesión o
Tenencia de las Tierras Rurales”,
27 December 2011.

On 3 May 2012, the National Congress of Argentina
adopted a law declaring that the achievement of selfsufficiency in the provision of hydrocarbons (including
exploration, exploitation, industrialization, transport and
commercialization) is of national public interest and a
priority goal of Argentina. To guarantee the fulfilment of
this goal, the law declares to be in the public interest and
subject to expropriation the 51% of the share capital
(patrimonio) of YPF S.A. owned by Repsol YPF S.A. and
the 51% of the share capital (patrimonio) of Repsol YPF
Gas S.A. owned by Repsol Butano S.A. (represented by
60% of the Class A shares of Repsol YPF Gas S.A.). It
establishes that among the principles of hydrocarbons policy
is the integration of public and private, national and
international capital in strategic alliances as well as the

3 May 2012

Reports on G20 Trade and
Investment Measures, OECD,
WTO, UNCTAD, 31 May 2012;

Argentina
Investment policy
measures

Law No. 26.741, Boletin Oficial,
7 May 2012;
“Yacimientos Petroliferos
Fiscales. Declárase de Interés
Público Nacional el logro del
autoabastecimiento de
hidrocarburos. Créase el Consejo
Federal de Hidrocarburos.
Declárase de Utilidad Pública y
sujeto a expropiación el 51% del
patrimonio de YPF S.A.”
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In March 2009, Australia relaxed reviews of foreign
investment in residential real estate. Henceforth, temporary
residents are no longer required to notify proposed
acquisitions. The relaxation only applied until 24 April
2010, when the liberalisation was reverted (see below).

31 March 2009

Foreign Acquisitions and
Takeovers Legislation Amendment
Regulations 2009 (No. 1)

On 22 September 2009, reforms to Australia's foreign
investment screening framework came into effect for
business proposals. The four lowest monetary thresholds for
private business investment were replaced with a single
indexed monetary threshold of AUD 219 million (the
previous lowest threshold was AUD 100 million). The new
threshold is indexed on 1 January each year to keep pace
with inflation. The reforms also removed the need for
private foreign investors to notify the Treasurer when they
establish a new business in Australia. Other notification
requirements and the indexed monetary threshold for
investors from the United States in non-sensitive sectors
(AUD 953 million in 2009) are unchanged.

22 September 2009

“Reforming Australia’s foreign
investment framework”, Treasurer
media release No. 089 of 2009,
4 August 2009; and Policy and
Supporting Documents, Foreign
Investment Review Board (FIRB)
website.

On 16 December 2009, the Australian Transport Minister
announced that while the Government would maintain the
cap of 49% on foreign ownership of Australian international
airlines (Air Navigation Act 1920), it would remove the
secondary restrictions of 25% for foreign individual
shareholdings and 35% for total foreign airlines
shareholdings in Qantas (Qantas Sale Act 1992). The
Government also announced that it will continue to allow
100% foreign ownership of domestic airlines.

16 December 2009

“National Aviation Policy – White
Paper”, Commonwealth of
Australia, December 2009;
“National Aviation Policy
Statement Released”, Minister for
Infrastructure, Transport,
Regional Development and Local
Government media release
AA539/2009, 16 December 2009;
and “Launch of the Aviation
White Paper - National Press
Club”, Minister for Infrastructure,
Transport, Regional Development
and Local Government speech
AS25/2009, 16 December 2009.

On 12 February 2010, regulations supporting the Foreign
Acquisitions and Takeovers Amendment Act 2010 were
given Royal Assent. The Amendment Act clarifies the
operation of the Foreign Acquisitions and Takeovers Act
1975 to ensure that it applies equally to all foreign
investments irrespective of the way they are structured. The
amendments are intended to capture complex investment
structures which may provide avenues of control beyond
that provided through traditional shares or voting power.
The regulations ensure that Australian companies are not
inadvertently treated as foreign companies under the
compulsory notification provisions of the 1975 Act. The
amendments and the supporting regulations apply
retrospectively from the date of the Treasurer's
announcement (12 February 2009).

12 February 2010

Foreign Acquisitions and
Takeovers Amendment
Regulations 2010 (No. 1).

On 26 May 2010, changes to the Australian Government’s
foreign investment policy on residential real estate came
into effect. The new rules, which were first announced on
24 April 2010 and operate from that date: require temporary
residents to notify the Government and receive approval
before buying residential real estate in Australia, prevent
foreign non-residents from investing in Australian real
estate if that investment does not add to the housing stock;
ensure that investments by temporary residents in
established properties are only for their use whilst they live

24 April 2010

Foreign Acquisitions and
Takeovers Amendment
Regulations 2010 (No. 2);

maximization of investment and resources. In order to fulfil
its objectives, the law declares that YPF S.A. will turn to
international and domestic financial resources, and to any
type of agreement of association and strategic alliances with
other public, private, national, foreign or mixed companies.
Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

Australia
Investment policy
measures

"Government Tightens Foreign
Investment Rules for Residential
Housing", Treasurer media
release No. 074 of 2010, 24 April
2010.
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On 30 June 2010, Treasury issued a new Foreign Investment
Policy document. The document sets out the Foreign
Investment Review Framework, which provides details on
how the policy is applied to individual cases.

30 June 2010

Australia's Foreign Investment
Policy – June 2010.

On 1 March 2013, the Protocol on Investment to the
Australia-New Zealand Closer Economic Relations Trade
Agreement (ANZCERTA) entered into effect. It had been
signed on 16 February 2011.

1 March 2013;
16 February 2011

“Milestone in Investment Ties
with New Zealand”, Joint media
release, 1 March 2013.

in Australia; and if the investment concerns vacant land,
foreigners are required to build within 24 months or resell
the property. Among other changes, the new policy reverts
the liberalisation that had become effective on 31 March
2009.

Protocol on Investment to the
Australia - New Zealand Closer
Economic Relations Trade
Agreement

Among other provisions, the Protocol increases the
threshold that triggers inward investment screening
procedures: New Zealand private investors undertaking
business acquisitions henceforth benefit from the higher
screening threshold of AUD 1,078 million (indexed
annually), up from AUD 248 million. In exchange, the
screening threshold for Australian private investors in New
Zealand is now NZD 477 million (around AUD 390 million,
and indexed annually), up from NZD 100 million (around
AUD 80 million).
Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

Brazil
Investment policy
measures

A presidential decree of 16 September 2009 raised the limit
of foreign participation in the capital of Banco do Brasil, a
state-owned bank, from 12.5% to 20%.

16 September 2009

Presidential Decree of 16 September 2009.

On 23 August 2010 Brazil reinstated restrictions on rural
land-ownership for foreigners. The measure results from the
publication of a Presidential Order, approving a Government
Legal Opinion (Parecer CGU/AGU No. 01/2008) on the
application of Law 5709 of 7 October 1971 to foreign
owned Brazilian companies. The reinterpreted law
establishes that, on rural land-ownership, Brazilian
companies which are majority owned by foreigners are
subject to the legal regime applicable to foreign companies.
The Law permits resident foreigners to acquire up to three
‘rural modules’ modules without seeking approval and
limits foreign acquisition to fifty modules. Acquisitions of
between three and fifty modules require approval by the
Ministry of Agricultural Development. Foreign companies
can only acquire rural land for agricultural, cattle-raising,
industrial or development projects. No more than 25% of the
rural areas of any municipality may be owned by foreigners,
and no more than 10% may be owned by foreigners of the
same nationality. The policy change does not affect
transactions made by Brazilian companies controlled by
foreigners closed before its publication on 23 August 2010.

23 August 2010

“Presidential Order approving
Parecer CGU/AGU No. 01/2008RVJ”, 23 August 2010;

With the entry into force of Law No. 12485 on
13 September 2011 the 49% cap on foreign ownership on
telecoms network operators providing pay-TV, including
cable TV services, was lifted.

13 September 2011

Lei Nº 12.485, 12 September
2011.

19 October 2009;
5 October 2010;
18 October 2010

Decree No. 6.983 of 19 October
2009 amended by Decree No.
6.984 of 20 October 2009;

Law 5709, 7 October 1971.

Throughout the reporting period, Brazil made a series of
adjustments to its Tax on Financial Transactions (Imposto
sobre Operaçoes Financieras, IOF). They included the
following measures:
– On 19 October 2009, Brazil imposed a 2% levy on shortterm portfolio investments by non-residents in local fixed
income instruments and stocks. The levy seeks, according
to the Ministry of Finance, to prevent strong capital
inflows that could lead to asset price bubbles and to ease
upward pressure on the Real.

Decree No. 7.412, of
30 December 2010, Decree No.
7.330, of 18 October 2010;
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Decree No. 7.323 of 4 October
2010.

On 18 October 2010, Brazil further increased the rate of
the IOF levied on non-residents’ investment in fixedincome securities to 6%, up from 4%. The increase was
applied in two steps: to 4% on 5 October 2010, and to 6%
on 18 October 2010. The initial levy at a rate of 2% had
been introduced on 19 October 2009 (see above). The 2%
levy on investments in the capital markets remained
unchanged.
– On 19 November 2009, a 1.5% levy was imposed on the
creation of depositary receipts by companies or investors
converting local shares. According to the Ministry of
Finance, the levy seeks to alleviate distortions caused by
the abovementioned 2% levy on short-term portfolio
investments.

19 November 2009

– On 28 April 2011, Government Decree No. 7,456
subjects short-term overseas loans and bond issues to the
6% IOF, with effect for transactions carried out from
28 April 2011 onwards. The tax concerns foreign
exchange transactions on the inflow of funds for external
loans with a maturity of less than 360 days.

28 April 2011

Decree No. 7.456 of 28 March
2011.

– On 5 April 2011, the Brazilian central bank
Resolution 3967/2011 of 4 April 2011 extended the
application of the IOF tax at a rate of 6% to renewed,
renegotiated, or transferred loans of companies. Hitherto,
the tax only applied to new loans. Brazilian government
Decree No. 7,457, which entered into effect on 7 April
2011, extends the scope of what are deemed short-term
overseas loans and bond issues under the aforementioned
Resolution. They now include loans and bonds for up to
two years (720 days), up from one year (360 days)
previously.

5 April 2011;
7 April 2011

Resolucao 3.967/2011, 4 April
2011.

– On 27 July 2011 and 16 September 2011, Brazil extended
its 1% financial operations tax on transactions that raise
short-dollar positions and on transactions that reduce
long-dollar positions, respectively.

27 July 2011,
16 September 2011

Decree 7,536/2011 of 26 July
2011; Decree 7,563/2011 of
15 September 2011.

– On 1 December 2011, Brazil abolished the IOF on certain
transactions.

1 December 2011

Presidential Decree 7.632, of
1 December 2011

– On 1 March 2012, Brazil extended a 6% financial
transactions tax on overseas loans maturing within up to
three years, up from two years since April 2011. On
12 March 2012, the application of the tax was further
extended to loans with maturities of up to five years.

1 March 2012;
12 March 2012;
14 June 2012;
5 December 2012

Presidential Decree 7.683 of
29 February 2012;

“CMN determina obrigatoriedade
de câmbio simultâneo nas
renovações, repactuações e
assunções de empréstimos
externos”, Banco Central do
Brasil release, 4 April 2011.
Decree No. 7.457 of 6 April 2011.

Presidential Decree 7.698, of
9 March 2012;
Presidential Decree 7.751, of
13 June 2012;

On 14 June 2012, Brazil reduced the application of the
IOF tax again to overseas loans with a maturity of up to
two years, and with effect from 5 December 2012, the tax
was only levied on loans with a maturity of 1 year.
Investment
measures relating
to national
security

Source

Presidential Decree 7.853 of
4 December 2012

None during reporting period.

Canada
Investment policy
measures

During the reporting period, Canada modified in several
stages the Investment Canada Act (ICA) and related
provisions, the country’s framework for the review of
inward investment projects. The changes began with a
change of the ICA itself on 12 March 2009. Later related
changes include the following:

12 March 2009

Budget Implementation Act,
2009.

– Three years after the change of the law, on 25 May 2012,
the Canadian Government announced plans to change the
basis for the general review threshold from the book
value of the gross assets to enterprise value and to
eliminate the application of the lower review threshold in
identified sectors (i.e., transportation services, financial
services and uranium production sectors). The regulations
would be amended to progressively raise the review
threshold from CAD 330 million in asset value to

25 May 2012;
7 December 2012

“Minister Paradis Announces
Additional Improvements to the
Foreign Investment Review
Process”, Canada News Center
release, 25 May 2012;
“Statement Regarding Investment
by Foreign State-Owned
Enterprises”, Industry Canada
release, 7 December 2012.
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– Also in May 2012, Canada announced to improve
transparency in the administration of the ICA.
Amendments to the ICA would require the Minister to
justify any decisions to disallow an investment; will allow
the Minister to disclose administrative information on the
review process; and require the publication of an annual
report on the operations of the Act. As a first related step,
Canada released the annual report 2009-2010 on the
implementation of the Act on 25 May 2012. The report,
the first of its kind since 1992, explains features of the
review mechanisms and informs about the administration
of the Act.

25 May 2012

Investment Canada Act–Annual
Report 2009–2010.

– On 7 December 2012, Canada announced several
clarifications to the foreign investment review process
and expanded the definition of SOEs, which henceforth
includes foreign companies that are “influenced” by a
foreign state. The changes include a clarification
regarding reviews of proposed investments by foreign
SOEs. When reviewing SOE transactions, the Minister
will examine: the degree of control or influence a stateowned enterprise would likely exert on the Canadian
business that is being acquired; the degree of control or
influence a state-owned enterprise would likely exert on
the industry in which the Canadian business operates; and
the extent to which a foreign state is likely to exercise
control or influence over the state-owned enterprise
acquiring the Canadian business. As a general rule, noncontrolling minority interests in Canadian businesses
proposed by foreign SOEs, including joint ventures, will
continue to be welcome, while investments by foreign
SOEs to acquire control of a Canadian oil sands business
will be found to be of net benefit on an exceptional basis
only.

7 December 2012

“Statement Regarding Investment
by Foreign State-Owned
Enterprises”, Industry Canada
announcement, 7 December 2012.

On 25 May 2012, the government announced further plans
to amend the Investment Canada Act to increase the ability
to publicly communicate certain information on the review
process, while preserving commercial confidences; and
promote investor compliance with undertakings by
authorising the Minister of Industry and the Minister of
Canadian Heritage to accept security from an investor for
any penalties that may be ordered by a court in the event of
a contravention of the Act.

25 May 2012

“Minister Paradis Announces
Additional Improvements to the
Foreign Investment Review
Process”, Canada News Center
release, 25 May 2012.

At the same time of the change of the ICA in 2009, an
amendment of the Canada Transportation Act, authorised
the Governor in Council to increases the foreign ownership
limit of Canadian air carriers to up to 49%, up from 25%.

12 March 2009

Budget Implementation Act,
2009;

CAD 1 billion in enterprise value. However, on
7 December 2012, Canada announced that the change of
the threshold to CAD 1 billion in enterprise value over
four years would only apply to private sector investors,
while the review threshold for foreign SOEs would
remain at CAD 330 million in asset value.

– The changes also include an authorization of the
government to review investments on national security
grounds (see below).

Canada Transportation Act,
Section 55.1;

Steps towards a first use of this authority came when the
Canada–EU Air Transport Agreement was signed on
18 December 2009. The agreement foresees that EU
investors will be able to acquire up to 49% of Canadian
airline companies, up from 25% and ultimately be allowed
to set up and control new airlines in each others' markets. At
the end of the reporting period in March 2013, the
Agreement had not been ratified.

“The EU-Canada aviation
agreements – Q&A”, EU press
release MEMO/09/218, 6 May
2009;
“Canada will sign its most
comprehensive air agreement
ever”, Transport Canada press
release, 17 December 2009;
“EU and Canada sign Air
Transport Agreement”, EU press
release IP/09/1963, 17 December
2009.

On 25 May 2012, the Canadian Government released a
Mediation Guideline to make formal mediation procedures

25 May 2012

“Minister Paradis Announces
Additional Improvements to the
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available under the Investment Canada Act. This mediation
procedure provides a voluntary means of resolving disputes
when the Minister believes an investor has failed to comply
with a written undertaking given as part of an investment
agreement. Mediation does not necessarily replace litigation
in such cases but may be chosen as a less costly and quicker
option.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

Source
Foreign Investment Review
Process”, Canada News Center
release, 25 May 2012.

On 29 June 2012, changes to the Telecommunications Act
received Royal Assent. The changes, which were introduced
through Bill C-38, Part 4, Division 41, liberalise foreign
investment in the telecom sector. Foreign investors are now
allowed to invest in telecom companies that have a market
share of no more than 10%. A liberalisation in this sector
had been announced in the Throne speech on 3 March 2010
and a public consultation on the subject was held in June
2010.

29 June 2012

Bill C-38, Part 4, Division 41.

The amendment of the ICA passed on 12 March 2009
authorised the government to review investments that impair
or threaten to impair national security and, if necessary, take
appropriate action. Under these amendments, if national
security threats associated with investments in Canada by
non-Canadians are identified, they will be brought to the
attention of the Minister of Industry. Once identified, the
Minister of Industry, after consultation with the Minister of
Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness, will be
responsible for referring these investments to the Governor
in Council (GIC), which will determine whether a review
should be ordered. Once the GIC orders a review, the
Minister of Industry after consultation with the Minister of
Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness will conduct the
review and, if required, submit a report to the GIC with
recommendations. The GIC will have the authority to take
any measures in respect of the investment that it considers
advisable to protect national security. National security
reviews of investments will be administered separately from
net benefit reviews to ensure the focus is on national
security and that it is consistent with international
obligations.

12 March 2009
17 September 2009
7 December 2012

Canada Gazette, Part I, Vol. 143,
No. 28.

On 29 April 2009 the State Council announced that foreign
companies will be allowed to list on the Shanghai Stock
Exchange at an unspecified date as part of the opening up
and internationalisation of the exchange.

29 April 2009

State Council announcement
related on government website.

On 1 June 2009, Decree No. 7 of the State Council
Information Office, the Ministry of Commerce, and the
State Administration for Industry and Commerce entered
into force. The Decree introduces new provisions on the
Administration of Provision of Financial Information

1 June 2009

“Opening Canada’s Doors to
Foreign Investment in
Telecommunications: Options for
Reform”, Consultation Paper,
Industry Canada, June 2010;
“Canada’s Foreign Ownership
Rules And Regulations In The
Telecommunications Sector”,
Report of the Standing Committee
on Industry, Science and
Technology, House of Commons,
June 2010.

“Investment Canada Act—
National Security Review of
Investments Regulations”, P.C.
2009-1596, 17 September 2009,
Canada Gazette Vol. 143, No. 20
of 30 September 2009.

On 17 September 2009, the National Security Review of
Investments Regulations, which apply to national security
reviews under the Investment Canada Act (ICA), came into
force. The new Regulations prescribe the various time
periods within which action must be taken to trigger a
national security review, to conduct the review, and, after
the review, to order measures in respect of the reviewed
investment to protect national security. The Regulations also
provide a list of investigative bodies with which confidential
information can be shared and which may use that
information for the purposes of their own investigations.
On 7 December 2012, Canada announced that timelines for
national security reviews would be extended at a later date
to allow for thorough reviews of complex proposed
investments.

P.R. China
Investment policy
measures
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5 March 2009;
6 March 2009

Circular on Further Improving
the Examination and Approval of
Foreign Investment (5 March
2009); Circular of the Ministry of
Commerce on Issues Concerning
Examination and Verification of
Foreign-Invested Venture
Investment Enterprises or
Foreign-Invested Venture
Investment Management
Enterprises (5 March 2009);

Services in China by Foreign Institutions. These ease
restrictions on provision of financial information services by
foreign institutions.
The Ministry of Commerce, which is responsible for
reviews of investment proposals from foreigners, announced
in March 2009 that it would further delegate authority for
these reviews to provincial and quasi-provincial authorities.
The measures follow earlier delegation of authority in this
matter to lower levels of government.

Circular on Delegating to Lowerlevel authorities the Authority to
Examine and Approve the
Investment in, and Establishment
of, Companies with an Investment
Nature by Foreign Investors
(6 March 2009)
Circular of the MOFCOM on
Delegating Matters Concerning
the Examination and Approval of
Foreign-Invested Commercial
Enterprises (12 September 2008)
A similar step of delegation of authority, this time related to
outbound investments by Chinese companies, came into
effect on 1 May 2009, when the MOFCOM Measures for
the Administration of Outbound Investments became
effective. The measures simplify the approval regime of
outward investment by a domestic Chinese enterprise.
MOFCOM expects that 85% of outbound investment
projects will be reviewed by the agency's provincial
counterparts, rather than MOFCOM.

1 May 2009

Measures for the Administration
of Outbound Investments

In May 2009, two foreign banks were authorised by official
notice from the Chinese government to issue bonds in China
in Chinese yuan. Apart from “panda bonds” issued in 2005
by the International Finance Corporation (an offshoot of the
World Bank), foreign institutions have hitherto in practice
been excluded from issuing bonds in China, though the
government is not opposed to such issues in principle.

May 2009

“China loosens yuan-bond
market—Beijing approves
international issues by two foreign
banks”, Asia Wall Street Journal,
20 May 2009.

The Circular of the State Administration of Foreign
Exchange on Issues Concerning Foreign Exchange
Administration of Overseas Lending Granted by Domestic
Enterprises became effective on 1 August 2009. Issued by
the State Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE), the
new rules broaden the sources for financing of overseas
subsidiaries of Chinese companies and thus to invest abroad.
They allow Chinese companies to lend up to 30% of their
equity to their overseas subsidiaries for use as debt capital.

1 August 2009

Circular of the State
Administration of Foreign
Exchange on Issues Concerning
Foreign Exchange Administration
of Overseas Lending Granted by
Domestic Enterprises.

In August 2009, the Shanghai municipal government
extended the scope of inbound foreign investments that can
be cleared by district authorities. The delegation of the
power to clear foreign investment projects now includes
investments of up to USD 100 million, up from
USD 30 million previously.

August 2009

Shanghai Municipal Commission
of Commerce website.

On 4 January 2010, the State Administration for Industry &
Commerce and the Ministry of Public Security jointly issued
the Notice on Further Administration of Registration of
Foreign Companies’ Resident Representative Offices that
introduces new regulations for the administration of
representative offices of foreign enterprises. Detailed
measures include the strengthened screening of registration
materials, the registration form of one-year duration, and a
requirement of no more than four representatives under
normal circumstances.

4 January 2010

MOFCOM Laws and regulations
site (in Chinese).

On 1 October 2009, the Decision on Revising the Measures
for the Administration of Associations Formed by Hong

1 October 2009

Decision on Revising the
Measures for the Administration
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Kong SAR-based Law Firms or Macao SAR-based Law
Firms and Mainland Law Firms by the Ministry of Justice
came into effect. This decision specifies the conditions
under which mainland law firms and law firms from Hong
Kong, China or Macao, China may apply for association.

Source
of Associations Formed by Hong
Kong SAR-based Law Firms or
Macao SAR-based Law Firms and
Mainland Law Firms

Decree No. 45 [2009] of GAPP and MOFCOM, which came
into effect on 1 October 2009, clarifies which regulations
apply to enterprises from Hong Kong, China and Macao,
China investing in the mainland that are engaged in the
distribution of books, newspapers and periodicals.
Requirements for minimum registered capital are the same
as applied to enterprises in the mainland.

1 October 2009

“Decree on the Supplementary
Provisions to the Measures for
Administration of Foreign
Invested Enterprises Engaged in
Distribution of Books,
Newspapers and Periodicals (II)”,
General Administration of Press
and Publication and the Ministry
of Commerce.

On 1 March 2010, the Decree of the State Council of the
People’s Republic of China No. 567 on Measures for the
Administration on the Establishment of Partnership
Business by Foreign Enterprises or Individuals in China
entered into force. The decree, which was promulgated on
25 November 2009, allows foreign investors to use the
partnership structure for investments in China. The Decree
of the State Administration for Industry and Commerce
No. 47, promulgated on 29 January 2010 contains
administrative provisions on the registration of foreignfunded partnership enterprises.

1 March 2010

Decree of the State Council of the
People’s Republic of China No.
567 on Measures for the
Administration on the
Establishment of Partnership
Business by Foreign Enterprises
or Individuals in China;

On 10 June 2010, the threshold that triggers central level
approval for foreign-invested projects in the “encouraged”
or “permitted” categories was increased to
USD 300 million, up from USD 100 million, by a
MOFCOM Circular. This Circular implements a policy
change announced in the Opinions on Foreign Investment
that the State Council had released on 6 April 2010 and that
reaffirms China’s policy to encourage foreign investment.
Other elements of the opinions are expected to guide more
specific regulatory action in the future, including a revision
of the Catalogue for the Guidance of Foreign Investment
Industries with a view to expand the domains open to
foreign investment. A Plan for the Division of Labor of
Departments on Implementing Several Opinions of the State
Council on Futher Handling Well the Utilization of Foreign
Investment, published on 18 August 2010 specifies the
internal responsibilities and further steps in the
implementation of the opinions.

10 June 2010

On 19 August 2010, the Ministry of Commerce released a
circular that extends existing business permits of foreigninvested companies for retail distribution to online sales
over the internet.

19 August 2010

Circular of the General Office of
the Ministry of Commerce on
Issues Concerning Examination
and Approval of Foreign-Invested
Projects of Selling Goods via the
Internet and Automat, No.
272/2010.

On 15 November 2010, China restricted the extent to which
foreign investors may acquire residential or commercial real
estate. The new rules issued by the Ministry of Housing and
Urban-Rural Development (MHURD) limit such
acquisitions by foreign nationals who have been living and
working in China to one home in mainland China. Overseas
institutions can only buy non-residential properties in cities
where they were registered. Unlike the past regional
regulations, this new policy is implemented nationwide.

15 November 2010

Notice NO. (186) on Further
Regulating on Housing
Purchasing by Overseas
Organizations and Individuals (in
Chinese)

A circular dated 26 November 2010 further opens China’s
medical institutions sector for foreign capital. Henceforth,
foreign investors may establish fully owned hospitals –
foreign medical service providers were only authorised to
participate in joint ventures up to 70%. The circular suggests
that the full liberalisation will first apply in designated pilot
cities before being extended countrywide. The circular
further states that joint venture approval authority be
devolved to the local level; and that minimum investment
requirements be lowered.

26 November 2010

“Circular on Further
Encouraging and Guiding Social
Capital to Investing in the
Foundation of Medical
Organizations”, State Council
Gazette, No. 58, 26 November
2010.

Decree of the State
Administration for Industry and
Commerce No. 47, 29 January
2010.
Circular of the Ministry of
Commerce on Delegating
Approval Authority over Foreign
Investment to Local Counterparts,
No. 209/2010;
Several Opinions of the State
Council on Further Utilizing
Foreign Capital, Guo Fa [2010]
No. 9;
Plan for the Division of Labor of
Departments on Implementing
Several Opinions of the State
Council on Futher Handling Well
the Utilization of Foreign
Investment, 18 August 2010.
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In July 2009, China launched a pilot programme of crossborder trade settlement in RMB in Shanghai and four cities
in Guangdong province. The PBOC and the State
Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE) administer the
measure. In June 2010, the programme was extended to
cover twenty provinces, and on 23 August 2011, the
People’s Bank of China announced the recent release of a
Notice on Extending Geographical Coverage of Use of RMB
in Cross-border Trade Settlement, which extends the
geographical coverage of the cross-border trade settlement
in RMB to the entire nation. On 3 June 2011, the People’s
Bank of China had released a circular to clarify operational
issues for cross-border RMB settlement operations.

July 2009; June
2010; 3 June 2011;
23 August 2011

“China Extends Geographical
Coverage of Cross-border Trade
Settlement in RMB to Entire
Nation”, Peoples Bank of China
press release, 23 August 2011;

In July 2010, China authorised RMB trading in Hong Kong,
China, and Bank of China obtained the authorisation to trade
in RMB in the United States beginning on 12 January 2011.

July 2010;
12 January 2011

On 18 January 2011, the State Administration of Foreign
Exchange (SAFE) and the People’s Bank of China
announced a series of further measures towards capital
account convertibility. China endeavours to establish full
capital account convertibility during the 12th Five-Year Plan
for China's Economic and Social Development (2011-2015).
Planned steps include:

18 January 2011

“Promote Financial Reform and
Innovation, and Support Balanced
and Sustainable Development of
National Economy”, POB
Assistant Governor speech,
14 January 2011.

6 January 2011;
23 August 2011

“Administrative Rules on pilot
program of RMB settlement of
Outward Direct Investment”,
People’s Bank of China
Announcement 1/2011, 6 January
2011;

“Circular to Clarify Issues
Related to Cross-border RMB
Settlement Business” (yinfa
[2011] No.145).

– the development of the foreign exchange market to
include exchange rate hedging instruments;
– the establishment of currency swaps and settlement
arrangements with foreign monetary authorities;
– the issuance by domestic financial institutions of RMB
bonds in Hong Kong, China;
– expanding the settlement of outward direct investment by
individuals;
– and by broadening the range of institutions that qualify as
domestic institutional investors.
Among the policy changes in this context figure the
following measures:
– On 6 January 2011, the People’s Bank of China (PBOC)
issued the “Administrative Measures for the Pilot RMB
Settlement of Outward Direct Investment” that entered
into effect on the same day. The measure seeks to
facilitate settling outward direct investment and to expand
the use of RMB in cross-border investment and financing.

“Promote Financial Reform and
Innovation, and Support Balanced
and Sustainable Development of
National Economy”, POB
Assistant Governor speech,
14 January 2011.
– On 23 June 2011, the People’s Bank of China announced
the conclusion of a bilateral trade settlement agreement
with the Russian Federation; the agreement allows
Chinese and Russian economic entities to settle payments
for the trade of goods and services in a currency of their
choice, including RMB.

23 June 2011

“China and Russia Signed New
Bilateral Local Currency
Settlement Agreement”, Peoples
Bank of China press release,
23 June 2011

A circular dated 25 February 2011 clarifies the application
of the Decision concerning Items (V) with respect to Which
Administrative Examination and Approval Are Cancelled or
Adjusted (Guo Fa [2010] No.21) and Some Opinions on
Better Utilization of Foreign Investment (Guo Fa [2010]
No.9) promulgated by the State Council.

25 February 2011

“Circular of the Ministry of
Commerce on Issues concerning
Foreign Investment
Administration”, Shang Zi Han
[2011] No.72.

On 1 March 2011, the Regulations on Administration of
Registration of Resident Offices of Foreign Enterprises.
entered into effect. The Regulations, which replace rules
dating back to 1983, govern a broad range of subjects,
including the allowable scope of business activities,
registration requirements and liability. The regulation also
does away with the requirement to renew registrations
annually.

1 March 2011

Regulations on Administration of
Registration of Resident Offices of
Foreign Enterprises, Decree of
the State Council of the People’s
Republic of China no. 584,
19 November 2010.
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On 30 January 2012, a revised “Catalogue for Guidance for
Foreign Investment” came into effect. The Catalogue,
published by the National Development and Reform
Commission (NDRC) in late December 2011, expresses the
Chinese government’s receptiveness of foreign investment
in specific sectors as “encouraged”, ”restricted”, or
“prohibited”. The new edition of the Catalogue has moved
products and technologies in the textile, chemical and
mechanical manufacturing industries to the category
“encouraged”; the new edition of the catalogue also reduces
the Chinese share in joint ventures in certain areas where
foreigners can only invest through joint ventures.

30 January 2012

“Catalogue for the Guidance of
Foreign Investment Industries
(Amended in 2011) Jointly
Promulgated by the National
Development and Reform
Commission and the Ministry of
Commerce of the People's
Republic of China”, Decree of the
National Development and
Reform Commission, the Ministry
of Commerce of the People's
Republic of China, No. 12.

On 28 March 2012, the State Council executive meeting
approved the General Scheme for the Financial Reform
Pilot Zone in Wenzhou Zhejiang. The experimental scheme
would allow the city's residents to make direct outbound
investment and to explore the establishment of a regular
outbound investment channel.

28 March 2012

“Private lending reform”,
Wenzhou government website
carrying China Daily Article of
30 March 2012;

China developed and expanded its programme for inward
investment by Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors
(QFII) in several steps:

29 September 2009;
4 April 2012;
27 July 2012

“PBC governor visits pilot
financial reform zone”, News
reported on Chinese
Government’s official web site,
10 April 2012.

– On 29 September 2009, the State Administration of
Foreign Exchange (SAFE) promulgated the Regulations
on Foreign Exchange Administration of Domestic
Securities Investments by Qualified Foreign Institutional
Investors (QFII). The Regulations, which replace earlier
provisional procedures, increase the quotas for individual
QFII investments to USD 1 billion, up from
USD 800 million; shorten frozen periods; and clarify the
administrative matters related to the investments.

“QFII investment quota to be
increased by $50 Billion”, China
Securities Regulatory
Commission News Release,
4 April 2012.
“The CSRC Promulgates
Provisions on Relevant Matters
Concerning the Implementation of
Measures for the Administration
of Securities Investment within the
Borders of China by Qualified
Foreign Institutional Investors
(QFIIs)”, China Securities
Regulatory Commission News
Release, 27 July 2012.

– On 4 April 2012, China Securities Regulatory
Commission (CSRC) announced the increase of the quota
that Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors (QFII) are
allowed to invest in China’s offshore capital market to an
aggregate of USD 80 billion, up from USD 30 billion.
– On 27 July 2012, the CSRC promulgated Provisions on
Relevant Matters Concerning the Implementation of
Measures for the Administration of Securities Investment
within the Borders of China by Qualified Foreign
Institutional Investors (QFIIs). The Provisions aim to
reduce eligibility requirements for QFIIs; allow QFIIs to
select multiple brokers and to invest in inter-bank bond
market and private placement bonds issued by small and
medium enterprises (SMEs). Moreover, the shareholding
ratio limit of all overseas investors was increased from
20% to 30%.
– On 14 December 2012, the USD 1 billion -ceiling on
investments by overseas sovereign wealth funds and
central banks under the QFII programme was abolished
by a revision of the relevant regulation. Other changes
introduced by the same regulation relax the conditions for
repatriation of assets by these funds.
China also launched the new “RMB qualified foreign
institutional investor (RQFII) program”, which was initially
announced in August 2011. The RQFII programme, similar
to the Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors (QFII)
programme, allows foreign investors to invest in mainland
securities through Hong Kong, China-based financial firms.
In preparation of the launch, the Ministry of Commerce
released on 22 August 2011 the “Circular on Issues Related
to Cross-border RMB FDI (Draft for Opinions)” for public
comment until 20 September 2011.
On 9 February 2012, the People’s Bank of China released an
Announcement on the Implementation of the RQFII Pilot
Program, as a further step in the preparation of the launch of
the RQFII programme, followed on 15 February 2012 by a

22 August 2011;
9 February 2012;
15 February 2012;
4 April 2012;
14 November 2012;
16 December 2012.

“PBC Announcement on
Implementation of RQFII Pilot
Program”, People’s Bank of
China release, 9 February 2012;
“Measures for the Pilot Program
on Domestic Securities
Investments by Fund Management
Companies and Securities
Companies as RMB Qualified
Foreign Institutional Investors”,
Decree No. 76 of the China
Securities Regulatory
Commission, the People's Bank of
China, and the State
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circular by the State Administration of Foreign Exchange
(SAFE).

Administration of Foreign
Exchange;

In the first phase of the programme, qualified brokerages
were allowed to invest an aggregate of RMB 20 billion in
mainland securities, and on 4 April 2012, the expansion of
the Renminbi Qualified Foreign Institutional Investor
(RQFII) scheme to RMB 70 billion was announced. On
16 December 2012 China further raised the ceiling of its
RMB qualified foreign institutional investor (RQFII)
program by RMB 50 billion to now RMB 270 billion.

“Circular of the SAFE on
Relevant Issues Concerning the
Pilot Program on Domestic
Securities Investments by Fund
Management Companies and
Securities Companies as RMB
QFII”, 15 February 2012;
“RQFII Investment Quota to be
Increased by 50 Billion RMB
Yuan”, China Securities
Regulatory Commission News
Release, 4 April 2012.

On 15 November 2012, the Renminbi Qualified Foreign
Limited Partner Program (RQFLP) was incepted in
Shanghai. This programme allows QFIIs to set up private
equity funds in China to make equity investments in unlisted
enterprises.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

Source

“Notice on Further Improvement
and Adjustment of Policies on
Foreign Exchange Administration
of Foreign Direct Investments”,
State Administration of Foreign
Exchange, 21 November 2012.

Effective 17 December 2012, parts of the review process
related to capital flows and currency exchange quotas of
foreign enterprises were waived or simplified by China’s
State Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE). This
concerns for instance approvals to open bank accounts,
remit profits, and transfer money between different domestic
accounts.

17 December 2012

On 1 January 2013, the Regulatory Guidelines in relation to
the Document Submission and Review Procedure for Stocks
Issuance and Overseas Listing by Joint Stock Companies
came into effect. The Guidelines, which were issued by the
China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) on 20
December 2012, loosen restrictions for Chinese companies
that seek listing overseas.

1 January 2013

On 3 March 2011, a State Council General Office circular
dated 3 February 2011 entered into effect. The circular
establishes a joint ministerial committee to review foreign
acquisitions or mergers with domestic firms. The committee,
co-chaired by the National Development and Reform
Commission (NDRC) and the Ministry of Commerce
(MOFCOM) with the participation of other competent
authorities and overseen by the State Council, will carry out
national security reviews of foreign acquisitions of or
mergers with domestic firms to assess the impact of the
acquisition or merger on national defence, national economic
stability, basic order in social life, and research and
development capacities in key technologies related to
national security.

3 March 2011

“Circular of the General Office of
the State Council on Launching
the Security Review System for
Mergers and Acquisitions of
Domestic Enterprises by Foreign
Investors”, Guo Ban Fa [2011]
No. 6

1 September 2011

Regulations on the
Implementation of the Security
Review System for M&As of
Domestic Enterprises by Foreign
Investors, MOFCOM
Announcement No.53/2011.

In terms of scope, the review covers mergers and acquisitions
of domestic military and affiliate enterprises, facilities
located near major and sensitive military facilities, as well as
other entities related to national security. Also subject to the
review are foreign mergers and acquisitions of enterprises in
sectors such as major agricultural products, major energy and
resources, key infrastructure, major transportation services,
key technologies and equipment manufacturing where actual
control may be assumed by foreign investors.
If the merger or acquisition has or may have substantial
impact on national security, MOFCOM may, according to
the decision made by the joint ministerial committee,
suspend the transaction or take other measures including
transfer of equity or assets, to eliminate the impact on
national security.
The Several Opinions of the State Council on Further
Utilizing Foreign Capital issued on 6 April 2010 preceded
the introduction of the review mechanism.
On 25 August 2011, China’s Ministry of Commerce
(MOFCOM) released new “Regulations on the
Implementation of the Security Review System for M&As of
Domestic Enterprises by Foreign Investors” that set out the
procedure of security reviews. Effective 1 September 2011,
the regulations replace the “Interim Provisions on Issues
Related to the Implementation of the Security Review System
for M&As of Domestic Enterprises by Foreign Investors”.
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9 May 2012

Decree n°2012-691 du 7 mai 2012
relatif aux investissements
étrangers soumis à autorisation
préalable.

24 April 2009

“Dreizehntes Gesetz zur
Änderung des
Außenwirtschaftsgesetzes und der
Außenwirtschaftsverordnung.”
The amendment entered into force
on 24 April 2009.

1 April 2010;
10 April 2012;
2 July 2012

“Consolidated FDI Policy”,
Circular 1 of 2010, Department of
Industrial Policy and Promotion,
Ministry of Commerce and
Industry;

France
Investment policy
measures

None during reporting period.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

On 9 May 2012, the decree n°2012-691 of 7 May 2012 on
foreign investments subject to prior authorisation entered
into effect. The decree further specifies the scope of the
sectors in which foreign investment is subject to prior
authorisation and abolishes all reference to the notion of
indirect control by an investor.

Germany
Investment policy
measures

None during reporting period.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

On 24 April 2009, the amendment of the German Foreign
Trade and Payments Act (Außenwirtschaftsgesetz) entered
into force. The amendment establishes a review procedure,
administered by the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs
and Technology, for investments that threaten “public
policy” or public security (In the sense of Article 46 para 1
and Article 58 para 1 of the EC Treaty). The Ministry may
prohibit acquisitions or subject them to mitigation measures.
Reviews may be performed for investments by non-EU/nonEFTA investors that lead to a 25% or greater equity
ownership. The procedure complements an existing review
procedure that addresses only investments in certain military
goods and cryptographic equipment; the new procedure is
not limited to specific industries.

India
Investment policy
measures

India took a large number of policy measures related to
international investment in the reporting period. They
include efforts to strengthen transparency of the applicable
rules and policy changes related to FDI and other inward or
outward capital flows.
To increase transparency of its complex rules on foreign
investment, India released Consolidated policy documents
that compile the applicable rules in one single document.
The first Consolidated FDI Policy was issued on 1 April
2010; since then and until early 2012, India has re-issued
updated and amended versions each semester. The most
recent Circular in this series, effective on 10 April 2012,
reduced the frequency of publication to one per year.
The documents compile in one circular all prior regulations
on FDI, including those contained in the Foreign Exchange
Management Act (1999) and RBI Regulations issued under
FEMA, as well as Press Notes issued by the Department of
Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP). Beyond the
consolidation, some policy changes are introduced directly
by the Consolidated FDI Policy circulars.
The Consolidated FDI Policy circular issued on
30 September 2011, for instance, introduced the exemption
of construction-development activities in the education
sector and in old-age homes, from the general
conditionalities in the construction-development sector;
included ‘apiculture’, under controlled conditions, under the
agricultural activities permitted for FDI.
The current Consolidated FDI policy circular – “Circular 1
of 2012 – Consolidated FDI policy document” – effective on
10 April 2012, also included a number of policy changes,
including on:
– the abolition of the requirement of government approval
for investments in commodity exchanges by Foreign
Institutional Investors (FII);

“Master Circular on Foreign
Investment in India”, Reserve
Bank of India, RBI/2012-13/15
Master Circular No.15/2012-13;
“Master Circular on Direct
Investment by Residents in Joint
Venture (JV)/ Wholly Owned
Subsidiary (WOS) Abroad”,
Reserve Bank of India, RBI/201213/11, Master Circular No.
11/2012-13
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– the possibility for Foreign Venture Capital Investors to
invest in eligible securities through private arrangement
or purchase from a third party;
– the requirement for Indian companies to inform the
Reserve Bank of India if the Board of Directors and their
General Body wish to accept foreign ownership by
Foreign Institutional Investors under the Portfolio
Investment Scheme of an aggregate of more than 24% of
their capital.
The Reserve Bank of India also issues Master Circulars that
consolidate the regulatory framework applicable to
international investment. The circulars are issued on or
around 1 July of each year and expire a year later. The list of
circulars include:

1 July 2010;
1 July 2011;
2 July 2012.

– the Master Circular on External Commercial Borrowings
and Trade Credits;
– the Master Circular on Foreign Investment in India;
– the Master Circular on Establishment of Liaison/Branch /
Project Offices in India by Foreign Entities;
– the Master Circular on Acquisition and Transfer of
Immovable Property in India by NRIs/PIOs/Foreign
Nationals of Non-Indian Origin;
– the Master Circular on External Commercial Borrowings
and Trade Credits;
– the Master Circular on Direct Investment by Residents in
Joint Venture (JV)/Wholly Owned Subsidiary (WOS)
Abroad;
– the Master Circular on Non-Resident Ordinary Rupee
(NRO) Account;
– the Master Circular on Remittance Facilities for NonResident Indians/Persons of Indian Origin/Foreign
Nationals;
– the Master Circular on Miscellaneous Remittances from
India – Facilities for Residents; and
– the Master Circular on Money Transfer Service Scheme.
The most recent series of RBI Master Circulars were issued
on 2 July 2012 and carry a sunset date of 1 July 2013.
On 13 February 2009, India introduced new guidelines to
calculate total foreign investments in Indian companies,
effectively facilitating more foreign investments into
restricted sectors.

13 February 2009

Press Note No. 2 (13 February
2009).

On 14 February 2009, India allowed 100% foreign equity
ownership in publication of facsimile edition of foreign
newspapers. Previously, the foreign equity ownership cap
was 26% in print media dealing with news and current
affairs.

14 February 2009

Press Note No. 1 (14 February
2009).

On 25 February 2009, India issued guidelines to clarify
requirements for downstream investments by foreign-owned
companies. In particular, the guidelines remove a
requirement of prior government approval on downstream
investments by foreign-owned Indian companies except
certain cases for foreign-owned Indian holding companies.

25 February 2009

Press Note No. 4 (25 February
2009).

On 14 February 2009, new guidelines were issued to clarify
what is meant by transfer of ownership or control in sectors
with caps from resident Indian citizens to non-resident
entities. As a result of these guidelines, sectors where
investments under the “cap” (ownership ceiling) were
automatically approved are now subject to prior approval.
These sectors include: air transport services, banking,
insurance and telecommunications.

14 February 2009

Press Note No. 3 (14 February
2009).

On 28 April 2009, the RBI relaxed restrictions on the
possibility to provide loans against security of funds held in
Non Resident (External) Rupee Accounts or Foreign
Currency Non Resident (Bank) Accounts deposits to the
depositors or third parties. The cap for these loans was
increased from IDR 2 million to IDR 10 million. On

28 April 2009;
12 October 2012

“Foreign Exchange Management
(Deposit) Regulations, 2000 –Loans to Non Residents / third
parties against security of Non
Resident (External) Rupee
Accounts [NR (E) RA] / Foreign
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12 October 2012, the cap was abolished altogether.

Source
Currency Non Resident (Bank)
Accounts [FCNR (B)] Deposits”,
RBI/2012-13/247, A. P. (DIR
Series) Circular No. 44.

On 19 June 2009, the Securities and Exchange Board of
India (SEBI) notified an amendment regarding the
facilitation of issuance of Indian depository receipts. It
allows foreign institutional investors and mutual funds to
invest in Indian Depository Receipts.

19 June 2009

Gazette of India Extraordinary
Part–III–section 4 of 19 June
2009

On 30 December 2009, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
issued guidelines on the implementation of India’s foreign
exchange control regime. The Guidelines liberalise the
establishment of foreign branch and liaison offices in India,
and delegated respective powers concerning the
administration of their establishment. On the same day, the
RBI also provided eligibility criteria and procedural
guidelines for the establishment of such offices.

30 December 2009

Reserve Bank of India, RBI/20092010/279 A.P. (DIR Series)
Circular No.24, dated
30 December 2009.

On 25 March 2010, India increased the thresholds that
trigger certain approval procedures for inward investments.
The new rules foresee that inward investment proposals
worth up to INR 12 billion, up from INR 6 billion, would be
considered by the Minister of Finance. Only proposals
exceeding this threshold need to be approved by the Cabinet
Committee on Economic Affairs. The amendment also
abolishes the requirement for prior approval for additional
foreign investment into the same entity under certain
conditions. These changes, which were initially announced
in a press note, have been integrated into the new
Consolidated FDI Policy, section 4.9.

25 March 2010

Press Note No.1 (2010 Series),
Department of Industrial Policy
and Promotion, Ministry of
Commerce and Industry,
25 March 2010; “Consolidated
FDI Policy”, Circular 1 of 2010,
Department of Industrial Policy
and Promotion, Ministry of
Commerce and Industry.

On 1 April 2010, the Reserve Bank of India allowed Indian
companies to participate in a consortium with international
operators to construct and maintain submarine cable systems
on a co-ownership basis under the automatic route.

1 April 2010

Reserve Bank of India, RBI/200910/376 A.P. (DIR Series) Circular
No.45, dated 1 April 2010.

On 4 May 2010, the Reserve Bank of India modified the
pricing guidelines for the transactions of shares, preference
shares and convertible debentures between residents and
non-residents. For the sale of listed shares by a non-resident
to a resident, the change sets minimum prices that take into
consideration medium term past performance rather than the
current market price; the minimum price of unlisted shares
is to be determined according to fair value. Where a nonresident sells shares in an Indian company to a resident
buyer, the price may not exceed the so determined price.

4 May 2010

Reserve Bank of India, RBI/200910/445 A. P. (DIR Series)
Circular No.49, dated 4 May
2010.

On 10 May 2010, the Indian Government prohibited FDI in
manufacturing of cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos as well as
tobacco and tobacco substitutes for both domestic
consumption and export; the measure also concerns
production in tax-free special economic zones. Previously,
foreign ownership of up to 100% was allowed in this area.

10 May 2010

Press Note No.2 (2010 Series),
Department of Industrial Policy
and Promotion, Ministry of
Commerce and Industry, 10 May
2010.

On 1 April 2011, the entry into force of a new Consolidated
FDI Policy brought some further steps of liberalisation.

1 April 2011

Reserve Bank of India, RBI/20092010/278 A. P. (DIR Series)
Circular No.23, dated
30 December 2009.

– Henceforth, foreign companies operating through existing
joint ventures or technical agreements are allowed to set
up new units in the same business without prior
government approval. Also, foreign companies that have
an existing joint venture in India no longer needed the
permission of the local partner if they want to set up a
wholly-owned subsidiary in the same field of business.
– India also allowed the conversion of non-cash items such
as the import of capital goods, machinery and preoperative or pre-incorporation expenses into equity with
approval from the government.
– Foreign direct investment in the development and
production of seeds and planting materials, which were
only allowed under ‘controlled conditions’, has also been
allowed.
On 11 May 2011, the Cabinet committee on economic
affairs (CCEA) decided that LLPs with FDI will be allowed

11 May 2011

“Government Permits FDI in LLP
Firms”, press release, Ministry of
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through the government approval route, in sectors or
activities where 100% FDI is allowed through the automatic
route and there are no FDI-linked performance related
conditions.

Source
Commerce and Industry, 20 May
2011;
“Approval for FDI in Limited
Liability Partnership firms”, DIPP
Circular, 11 May 2011.

On 7 July 2011, the Union Cabinet approved the ‘Policy
Guidelines on Expansion of FM radio broadcasting services
through private agencies (Phase-III)’.These new policy
guidelines raised the ceiling of FDI in FM radio
broadcasting to 26%, up from 20%.

7 July 2011

“Policy Guidelines for expansion
of FM Radio Broadcasting
services through private agencies
(Phase III)”, press release,
Government of India, 7 July 2011.

On 27 May 2011 and 29 June 2011, the Reserve Bank of
India released two circulars that consolidate and liberalise
policies regarding the rules applicable for divestment of
Indian outward FDI.

27 May 2011;
29 June 2011

“Overseas Direct Investment –
Liberalisation/ Rationalisation”,
Reserve Bank of India Circulars
RBI/2010-11/548 A.P. (DIR
Series) Circular No. 69 and
RBI/2010-11/584 A.P. (DIR
Series) Circular No. 73.

On 30 June 2011, the Reserve Bank of India liberalised the
issue of shares of an Indian company to non-residents under
the FDI scheme. Initially, shares could notably be offered
under the Government route by conversion of import of
capital goods including machineries and equipments,
including second-hand machineries. On 10 January 2013, an
amendment to these rules excluded the possibility to issue
shares for the import of second-hand machineries under this
mechanism.

30 June 2011;
10 January 2013

“Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
in India – Issue of equity shares
under the FDI Scheme allowed
under the Government route”,
Reserve Bank of India Circular
RBI/2010-11/586 A.P. (DIR
Series) Circular No. 74;

On 21 July 2011, RBI Circular No. 3 allows non-resident
importers and exporters to hedge their currency risk in
respect of exports from and imports to India with certain
banks in India.

21 July 2011

“Facilitating Rupee Trade –
hedging facilities for non-resident
entities”, Reserve Bank of India
Circular RBI/2011-12/115 A.P.
(DIR Series) Circular No. 3.

On 9 August 2011, the Reserve Bank of India extended the
possibilities for Foreign Institutional Investors (FII)
registered with the Securities and Exchange Board of India
(SEBI) and Non Resident Indian (NRI) to purchase, on
repatriation basis, units of domestic Mutual Funds (MFs).
Henceforth, Qualified Foreign Investors may purchase up to
USD 10 billion in rupee-denominated units of equity
schemes of domestic MFs issued by SEBI registered
domestic MFs.

9 August 2011

“Investment in the units of
Domestic Mutual funds”, Reserve
Bank of India Circular, 9 August
2011.

On 1 November 2011, the RBI extended the period of
realization and repatriation to India of the amount
representing the full export value of exported goods or
software from six to 12 months from the date of export. This
relaxation was initially available up to 30 September 2012,
and was extended until 31 March 2013 by a circular dated
20 November 2012.

1 November 2011;
20 November 2012

“Export of Goods and Software –
Realisation and Repatriation of
export proceeds – Liberalisation”,
RBI/2011-12/241, A.P. (DIR
Series) Circular No.40

On 3 November 2011, the RBI introduced several
relaxations of the conditions and restrictions under which
foreign institutional investors (FIIs) may invest in debt
issued by Indian companies.

3 November 2011

“Foreign investment in India by
SEBI registered FIIs in other
securities”, Reserve Bank of
India, A.P. (DIR Series) Circular
No. 42.

On 4 November 2011, the RBI relaxed the conditions under
which shares could be transferred from residents to nonresidents outside the parameters set by the pricing guidelines
applicable for such transfers.

4 November 2011

“Foreign Direct Investment –
Transfer of Shares”, Reserve
Bank of India, A.P. (DIR Series)
Circular No. 43.

On 22 November 2011, the RBI allowed certain investments
by non-resident investors in bonds issued by infrastructure
debt funds.

22 November 2011

“Foreign Investments in
Infrastructure Debt Funds”,
Reserve Bank of India, A.P. (DIR
Series) Circular No. 49.

On 23 November 2011, Guidelines on OTC Foreign

23 November 2011

“Comprehensive Guidelines on

“FDI in India - Issue of equity
shares under the FDI scheme
allowed under the Government
route”, RBI/2012-13/375 A. P.
(DIR Series) Circular No. 74.

“Export of Goods and Software –
Realisation and Repatriation of
export proceeds – Liberalisation”,
RBI/2012-13/298, A.P. (DIR
Series) Circular No. 52
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Exchange Derivatives were modified to the effect that the
USD 100 million cap on swap transactions for net supply of
foreign exchange in the market has been removed.

Source
Over the Counter (OTC) Foreign
Exchange Derivatives – Foreign
Currency – INR swaps”, Reserve
Bank of India, A.P. (DIR Series)
Circular No.50.

On 9 December 2011, the RBI modified conditions of an
FDI scheme that allows the issuance of equity shares of
Indian companies to non-residents for the import of capital
goods, machineries or equipment; the scheme had last been
modified on 30 June 2011.

9 December 2011

“FDI in India - Issue of equity
shares under the FDI scheme
allowed under the Government”,
Reserve Bank of India, A.P. (DIR
Series) Circular No. 55.

On 15 December 2011, the RBI issued a circular that limits,
with immediate effect, residents’ and Foreign Institutional
Investors’ abilities to rebook certain cancelled forward
contracts involving the Indian Rupee as one of the
currencies. The RBI also limited residents’ possibility to
hedge expected currency risk.

15 December 2011

“Risk Management and Inter
Bank Dealings”, Reserve Bank of
India, A.P. (DIR Series) Circular
No. 58.

On 8 November 2011, the Indian Government amended
rules applicable to foreign investment in the
pharmaceuticals sector with immediate effect. While
hitherto 100% foreign ownership in the pharmaceuticals
sector was permitted through the automatic route, foreign
investments in existing companies henceforth need to be
passed through the government route, but 100% foreign
ownership remains permitted in this sector. Greenfield
investment in this sector is exempt from the change and
here, 100% foreign ownership remains allowed through the
automatic route.

8 November 2011

Press Note No.3 (2011 Series),
Government of India, Ministry of
Commerce & Industry,
Department of Industrial Policy &
Promotion, dated 8 November
2011.

On 25 November 2011, the Indian Cabinet announced the
liberalisation of foreign direct investment in multi-brand
retail; according to the announcement, foreigners would be
allowed to hold 51% shares in multi-brand retailers in cities
with a population of over 1 million inhabitants and under the
condition that they sourced at least 30% of their items from
“small industries”. However, on 8 December 2011, this
decision was suspended.

25 November 2011;
8 December 2011;
20 September 2012

Press Note No. 1 (2012 Series),
Government of India, Ministry of
Commerce & Industry,
Department of Industrial Policy &
Promotion, dated 10 January
2012.
“Review of the policy on Foreign
Direct Investment – allowing FDI
in Multi-Brand Retail Trading”,
Press Note No. 5 (2012 Series),
Department of Industry Policy
and Promotion, Ministry of
Commerce and Industry.

On 20 September 2012, the liberalisation of FDI in multibrand retailing entered into effect. However, it only applies
in in States that agree to allow FDI in this sector and only in
or around cities with a population of more than 1 million.
Also, at least 50% of the investment has to be made in
backend infrastructure.
On 25 November 2011, the Cabinet also announced the
liberalisation of foreign investment in single-brand retail.
The change came into effect on 10 January 2012 and was
announced in Press Note 1 (2012 Series). Henceforth, 100%
foreign ownership is allowed in single-brand retailing under
the government approval route subject to certain conditions,
up from 51% previously. These conditions include that the
products to be sold should be of a single brand, the products
should be sold under the same brand internationally, the
products should have been branded during manufacture and
that the foreign investor should be the owner of the brand.
Where investments exceed the 51% threshold, there should
be mandatory sourcing of at least 30% of the value of
products sold from Indian small industries (industries
having a total investment in plant and machinery not
exceeding USD 1 million), village and cottage industries,
artisans and craftsmen.
Effective 20 September 2012, India eased the conditions for
foreign investment in single brand retailing. While 100%
FDI in single-brand retailing has been allowed since January
2012, specific conditions had to be met, among others that
the foreign investor must be the owner of the brand and that,
for FDI beyond 51%, local sourcing was required to be at
least 30%. Henceforth, the foreign investor does not need to
be the brand owner – to accommodate franchising and
licensing arrangements –, and the local sourcing
requirement has been softened to adapt it to the feasibility,
for instance for high-tech and similar products where local
sourcing is impractical.

25 November 2011:
10 January 2012;
20 September 2012

Press Note No. 1 (2012 Series),
Government of India, Ministry of
Commerce & Industry,
Department of Industrial Policy &
Promotion, dated 10 January
2012.
“Amendment of the existing policy
on Foreign Direct Investment in
Single-Brand Product Retail
Trading”, Press Note No. 4 (2012
Series), Department of Industrial
Policy and Promotion, Ministry of
Commerce and Industry.
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On 15 January 2012, India's SEBI and RBI released
circulars that allowed qualified foreign investors (QFIs) to
invest directly in the Indian equity market, a liberalisation
that the federal Government had announced on 1 January
2012. QFIs include individuals, groups or associations,
resident in a foreign country which is compliant with FATF.
The individual and aggregate investment limits for QFIs are
set to 5% and 10%, respectively, of the paid up capital of an
Indian company.

15 January 2012

“Qualified Foreign Investors
(QFIs) Allowed to Directly Invest
in Indian Equity Market; Scheme
to Help Increase the Depth of the
Indian Market and in Combating
Volatility Beside Increasing
Foreign Inflows into the
Country”, Ministry of Finance
press release, 1 January 2012.

On 19 March 2012, the Reserve Bank of India extended the
scope of instruments in which Foreign Venture Capital
Investors can invest.

19 March 2012

“Investment in Indian Venture
Capital Undertakings and /or
domestic Venture – Capital Funds
by SEBI registered Foreign
Venture Capital Investors”,
Reserve Bank of India circular
RBI/2011-12/452 A.P. (DIR
Series) Circular No. 93.

On 28 March 2012, the Reserve Bank of India made a series
of amendments to the rules that govern outward foreign
investments by Indian parties to grant more flexibility for
such operations.

28 March 2012

“Overseas Direct Investments by
Indian Party – Rationalisation”,
Reserve Bank of India, RBI/201112/473 A.P. (DIR Series) Circular
No. 96.

On 5 May 2012, a liberalisation of the interest rate for
export credit in foreign currency came into effect.
Henceforth, banks are allowed to determine their interest
rates for export credit in foreign currency.

5 May 2012

“Deregulation of Interest Rates
on Export Credit in Foreign
Currency”, Reserve Bank of
India, RBI/2011-12/534
DBOD.DIR.No.100/04.02.001/20
11-12.

On 8 May 2012, the Reserve Bank of India restricted the
application of the permission to issue equity shares for
imports of capital goods. Second-hand machinery is
henceforth excluded from the scope of the authorisation.

8 May 2012

“FDI in India - Issue of equity
shares under the FDI scheme
allowed under the Government
route”, Reserve Bank of India,
RBI/2011-12/541 A. P. (DIR
Series) Circular No.120.

On 8 May 2012, the Reserve Bank of India modified the
rules governing foreign investment in commodity exchanges
and non-banking financial companies. An aggregate limit of
foreign ownership of 49% used to apply for FDI and
portfolio investment by Foreign Institutional Investors (FII);
the modification abolishes the requirement of government
approval for portfolio investments.

8 May 2012;
15 May 2012

“Foreign investment in
Commodity Exchanges and NBFC
Sector – Amendment to the FDI
Scheme”, Reserve Bank of India,
RBI/2011-12/542 A. P. (DIR
Series) Circular No.121;
“Foreign investment in NBFC
Sector under the FDI Scheme –
Clarification”, Reserve Bank of
India, RBI/2011-12/562 A.P.
(DIR Series) Circular No. 127.

Modifications were also introduced for foreign investment
in non-banking financial companies. These changes, which
were further clarified on 15 May 2012, restrict the
possibility for foreigners to invest up to 100% in certain
leasing operations.
On 10 May 2012, the Reserve Bank of India introduced an
obligation for foreign exchange earners to convert 50% of
their foreign currency earnings into rupees; previously,
foreign exchange earners were allowed to keep foreign
currencies. These rules were also applicable to Diamond
Dollar Account and Resident Foreign Currency (RFC)
Accounts. Moreover, foreign exchange earners are not
allowed to use foreign currencies in their accounts to
maintain assets in foreign currency; hence before
exchanging rupees into foreign currencies, they need to use
their foreign currencies for their transactions. A Circular
dated 16 May 2012 clarified the method to calculate the
amounts that need to be converted. A further circular dated
18 July 2012 exempted resident foreign currency accounts
from the conversion requirement. On 31 July 2012, the
conversion requirement were relaxed; henceforth, only the
sum total of the accruals in the account during a calendar
month had to be converted into Rupees on or before the last
day of the succeeding calendar month after adjusting for
utilization of the balances for approved purposes or forward
commitments. On 22 January 2013, the RBI abolished the
conversion requirement introduced on 10 May 2012
entirely.

10 May 2012;
16 May 2012;
18 July 2012;
31 July 2012;
22 January 2013

“Exchange Earner's Foreign
Currency (EEFC) Account”,
Reserve Bank of India, RBI/201112/547 A. P. (DIR Series)
Circular No. 124.
“Exchange Earner’s Foreign
Currency (EEFC) Account”,
Reserve Bank of India, RBI/201112/564 A.P. (DIR Series) Circular
No. 128.
“Exchange Earner's Foreign
Currency Account”, Reserve
Bank of India, RBI/2012-13/135
A. P. (DIR Series) Circular No. 8.
“EEFC Account, Diamond Dollar
Account and Resident Foreign
Currency Account - Review of
Guidelines”, RBI/2012-13/151, A.
P. (DIR Series) Circular No. 12.
“Exchange Earner's Foreign
Currency Account, Diamond
Dollar Account & Resident
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Foreign Currency Domestic
Account”, RBI/2012-13/390,
A.P.(DIR Series) Circular No. 79.

On 16 July 2012, the Reserve Bank of India authorised
Qualified Foreign Investors to invest under certain
conditions in Indian corporate debt securities.

16 July 2012

“Scheme for Investment by QFIs
in Indian corporate debt
securities”, RBI/2012-13/134 A.
P. (DIR Series) Circular No. 7.

On 1 August 2012, India allowed citizens of Pakistan or
entities incorporated in Pakistan to make investments in
India, under the Government route; defence, space and
atomic energy remain excluded from this liberalisation.

1 August 2012
7 September 2012

Press Note No.3 (2012 Series),
Department of Industry Policy
and Promotion, Ministry of
Commerce and Industry, 1 August
2012;

On 7 September 2012, India also allowed outward
investment by Indian parties in Pakistan.

“Overseas Investment by Indian
Parties in Pakistan”, Reserve
Bank of India, RBI/2012-13/198,
A. P. (DIR Series) Circular No.
25.

Foreign airlines are henceforth allowed to own up to 49% in
scheduled and non-scheduled air transport services.
Hitherto, foreign investment in airlines was allowed, but
only by foreigners that were not themselves airlines.
Restrictions remain beyond the ownership ceiling; a
scheduled operator’s permit will only be granted to a
company: that is registered and has its principle place of
business within India; the Chairperson and at least two
thirds of Directors must be Indian nationals and the
substantial ownership and control must be vested in Indian
nationals.

20 September 2012

“Review of the policy on Foreign
Direct Investment in the Civil
Aviation Sector”, Press Note
No. 6 (2012 Series), Department
of Industry Policy and Promotion,
Ministry of Commerce and
Industry.

Foreign investment in companies in the broadcasting sector
was liberalised; the ceilings for foreign investment in
teleports and mobile TV were lifted to 74%, up from 49%.

20 September 2012

“Review of the policy of Foreign
Investment (FI) in companies
operating in the Broadcasting
Sector”, Press Note No. 7 (2012
Series), Department of Industry
Policy and Promotion, Ministry of
Commerce and Industry.

Since 20 September 2012, foreign investment is allowed up
to 49% in Power Trading Exchanges; FDI is allowed up to a
limit of 26% under the government approval route, and the
remainder under the automatic route for Foreign
Institutional Investors (FII). Any single FII may not hold
more than 5% of equity in such companies, and these
investors may only acquire shares on the secondary market.

20 September 2012

“Policy on foreign investment in
Power Exchanges”, Press Note
No. 8 (2012 Series), Department
of Industry Policy and Promotion,
Ministry of Commerce and
Industry.

On 3 October 2012, the Government of India allowed nonbanking financial corporations (NBFCs) to set up step-down
subsidiaries for specific NBFC activities, without any
restriction on the number of operating subsidiaries and
without bringing in additional capital, provided these
NFBCs have foreign investment between 75% and 100%
and have a minimum capitalisation of USD 50 million.

3 October 2012

“Setting up of step down
(operating) subsidiaries by
NBFCs having foreign investment
above 75% and below 100% and
with a minimum capitalisation of
US$ 50 million - amendment of
paragraph 6.2.24.2 (1) (iv) of
'Circular 1 of 2012- Consolidated
FDI Policy”, Press Note No. 9
(2012 Series), Department of
Industry Policy and Promotion,
Ministry of Commerce and
Industry.

On 21 December 2012, the Indian government announced
an increase in the ceiling for foreign direct investment in
Assets Reconstruction Companies to 74%, up from 49%.
However, no individual sponsor may hold more than 50% of
the shareholding in an ARC either by way of FDI or by
routing through an FII. The foreign investment in ARCs
need to comply with the FDI policy in terms of entry route
conditionality and sectoral caps. The liberalisation was
published in the Consolidated FDI Policy Circular, which
became effective on 5 April 2013.

21 December 2012;
5 April 2013

“Government Reviews Foreign
investment Policy for Assets
Reconstruction Sector; Ceiling for
FDI in ARCs increased from 49%
to 74%”, Ministry of Finance
press release nr. 91117,
21 December 2012.

On 24 January 2013, the Reserve Bank of India relaxed
restrictions on Foreign Institutional Investors’ (FII)
investment in Indian Government securities and nonconvertible debentures and bonds issued by Indian

24 January 2013

“Foreign investment in India by
SEBI registered FIIs in
Government securities and
corporate debt”, RBI/2012-
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companies. The changes increase the ceilings for such
investments and shorten lock-in periods.

Source
13/391, A. P. (DIR Series)
Circular No.80.

Throughout the reporting period, India also made a large
number of adjustments to the policies on external
commercial borrowing (ECB). The policy changes are
contained in a series of circulars and include the following:
– Effective 1 January 2010, the Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) withdrew some of the temporary relaxations of the
Bank’s External Commercial Borrowings policy. An
additional one-time relaxation from the Bank’s External
Commercial Borrowings policy was made on 25 January
2010 in light of an auction of 3G frequency spectrum.
The temporary relaxation seeks to enable successful
bidders for the spectrum to pay for the spectrum
allocation. A similar one-time relaxation was introduced
on 26 November 2012 for the financing of the payment
for 2G spectrum allocation.

1 January 2010;
26 November 2012

– On 11 May 2010, the RBI relaxed conditions for ECBs
taken out by Infrastructure Finance Companies (IFCs);
henceforth, IFCs are permitted to avail of ECBs for onlending to the infrastructure sector under the automatic
route, rather than the approval route, for up to 50% of
their owned funds. On 7 January 2013, the share of ECBs
permitted under the automatic route was increased to
75%.

11 May 2010;
7 January 2013

– A liberalisation of the end-use of ECB for companies
operating in the infrastructure sector, which are
henceforth allowed to utilise 25% of newly raised funds
to refinance existing loans (RBI circular No. 25,
23 September 2011)

23 September 2011;
26 September 2011;
27 September 2011

– A liberalisation of the end-use of ECB so that 25% of
freshly raised funds may be used for refinancing IDR
loans interest by companies in the infrastructure sector
(RBI circular No. 26, 23 September 2011).
– The enhancement of the ECB limit under the automatic
route to USD 750 million per year, up from
USD 500 million in the real, industrial and infrastructure
sectors, and up to USD 200 million, up from
USD 100 million, in specified service sectors. The same
RBI circular Nr. 27 of 23 September 2011 expands the
permissible end-use of ECB for interest during
construction by companies in the infrastructure sector.
– The liberalisation of the policy relating to structured
obligations to permit direct foreign equity holders and
indirect foreign equity holders, holding at least 51% of
the paid-up capital, to provide credit enhancement to
Indian companies engaged exclusively in the
development of infrastructure (26 September 2011, RBI
circular Nr. 28).
– a clarification of the application of existing rules on ECB
from foreign equity holders (RBI Circular No. 29,
26 September 2011).
– allowing companies in the infrastructure sector to borrow
up to USD 1 billion per year in Renminbi under the
approval route (RBI Circular No. 30, 27 September
2011).

Reserve Bank of India, RBI/200910/252 A.P. (DIR Series) Circular
No.19, 9 December 2009.
“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) Policy for 2G
spectrum allocation”, RBI/201213/310, A.P. (DIR Series)
Circular No. 54.

“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) Policy”,
RBI/2009-10/456, A. P. (DIR
Series) Circular No. 51;
“External Commercial
Borrowings Policy – NonBanking Financial Company –
Infrastructure Finance
Companies”, RBI/2012-13/367,
A.P. (DIR Series) Circular No.
69.
“External Commercial Borrowing
(ECB) Policy – Rationalisation
and Liberalization”, Reserve
Bank of India press release,
25 September 2011.
“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) for the
Infrastructure Sector–
Liberalisation”, Reserve Bank of
India Circular RBI/2011-12/199
A.P. (DIR Series) Circular
No. 25.
“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) – Bridge
Finance for Infrastructure
Sector”, Reserve Bank of India
Circular RBI/2011-12/200 A.P.
(DIR Series) Circular No. 26.
“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) –
Rationalisation and
Liberalisation”, Reserve Bank of
India Circular RBI/2011-12/201
A.P. (DIR Series) Circular
No. 27.
“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) Policy –
Structured Obligations for
infrastructure sector”, Reserve
Bank of India Circular RBI/201112/203 A.P. (DIR Series) Circular
No. 28.
“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) from the
foreign equity holders”, Reserve
Bank of India Circular RBI/201112/204 A.P. (DIR Series) Circular
No. 29.
“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) in Renminbi
(RMB)”, Reserve Bank of India
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Circular RBI/2011-12/205 A.P.
(DIR Series) Circular No. 30.

– On 23 November 2011, the RBI slightly increased the allin-cost ceiling for external commercial borrowings for
shorter maturities.

23 November 2011

“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) Policy”,
Reserve Bank of India, A.P. (DIR
Series) Circular No. 51

– On 15 December 2011, the RBI permitted microfinance
institutions to borrow up to USD 10 million or equivalent
during a financial year abroad under the automatic route
under certain conditions.

15 December 2011

“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) for Micro
Finance Institutions (MFIs) and
Non-Government Organisations
(NGOs)-engaged in micro finance
activities under Automatic Route”,
Reserve Bank of India, A.P. (DIR
Series) Circular No. 59,
15 December 2011.

– On 29 December 2011, the RBI allowed non-resident
entities to hedge Rupee-denominated external
commercial borrowings under certain conditions.

29 December 2011

“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) denominated
in Indian Rupees (INR) - hedging
facilities for non-resident
entities”, Reserve Bank of India,
A.P. (DIR Series) Circular No.
63, 29 December 2011.

– On 23 November 2011, the RBI limited the possibilities
of intermediary use of external commercial borrowing
proceeds abroad and required the proceeds of ECB raised
abroad for rupee expenditure in India to be immediately
brought for credit to rupee accounts with Indian banks;
prior to the change, rupee funds could be used for
investment in capital markets, real estate or for intercorporate lending.

23 November 2011

“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) Policy –
Parking of ECB proceeds”,
Reserve Bank of India, A.P. (DIR
Series) Circular No. 52.

– On 20 April 2012, the RBI increased the ceiling for
External Commercial Borrowings (ECB) for companies
that develop energy and road infrastructure. Power
companies may now use up to 40% of the ECBs for
refinancing of their rupee debt (up from 25%); the
remainder must be used for investment in a new project.
ECBs are also allowed for capital expenditure under the
automatic route for the purpose of maintenance and
operations of toll systems for roads and highways.

20 April 2012

“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) Policy –
Liberalisation and
Rationalisation”, Reserve Bank of
India, RBI/2011-12/519 A. P.
(DIR Series) Circular No. 111.

– On 20 April 2012, the RBI allowed companies that had
taken out ECBs to refinance them through new ECBs
under the approval route even when the new ECB had
higher costs; previously, refinancing was only possible if
the refinancing would have reduced the cost.

20 April 2012

“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) Policy –
Refinancing/Rescheduling of
ECB”, Reserve Bank of India,
RBI/2011-12/520 A. P. (DIR
Series) Circular No. 112.

– On 24 April 2012, the RBI raised the limit for ECB for
the Civil Aviation Sector. The overall ECB ceiling for the
entire civil aviation sector was set to USD 1 billion and
an individual airline company may borrow up to
USD 300 million. Those amounts can be used as working
capital or for the refinancing of outstanding working
capital Rupee loans extended by domestic lenders.

24 April 2012

“External Commercial
Borrowings for Civil Aviation
Sector”, Reserve Bank of India,
RBI/2011-12/523, A.P. (DIR
Series) Circular No. 113.

– On 25 June 2012, the Reserve Bank broadened
possibilities for foreign institutional investors to invest in
debt of Indian infrastructure companies: it raised the
overall limits for bond emissions from USD 15 billion to
USD 20 billion, allowed additional types on investors to
invest in these bonds, and shortened the maturity of half
of the bonds – i.e. to an overall limit of up to
USD 10 billion – from 5 to 3 years. Finally, conditions
for investment in infrastructure debt by qualified foreign
investors were relaxed.

25 June 2012
11 September 2012

“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) – Repayment
of Rupee loans”, Reserve Bank of
India, RBI/2011-12/617 A. P.
(DIR Series) Circular No. 134.

– Also on 25 June 2012, the RBI further relaxed the rules
on ECB for companies in the manufacturing and
infrastructure sectors. Companies operating in these
sectors may borrow up to an aggregate of USD 10 billion
to repay outstanding Rupee loans or for fresh Rupee
capital expenditure. The cap for individual companies is
set at 50% of their average annual export earnings

“ECB Policy – Repayment of
Rupee loans and/or fresh Rupee
capital expenditure – USD 10
billion scheme”, Reserve Bank of
India, RBI/2012-13/200 A.P.
(DIR Series) Circular No. 26.
“Foreign investment in India by
SEBI registered FIIs in
Government securities and SEBI
registered FIIs and QFIs in
infrastructure debt”, Reserve
Bank of India, RBI/2011-12/618
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realised during the past three financial years. On
11 September 2012, the RBI slightly modified the
formula that determines the borrowing limit.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

Source
A. P. (DIR Series) Circular
No. 135.

– On 11 September 2012, the Reserve Bank of India
modified the conditions for short-term credit taken out by
companies in the infrastructure sector to import capital
goods.

11 September 2012

“ECB Policy – Bridge Finance for
Infrastructure Sector”, RBI/201213/201 A.P. (DIR Series) Circular
No. 27.

– On 17 December 2012, the RBI allowed ECB for low
cost affordable housing projects as a permissible end-use
under the approval route.

17 December 2012

“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) for the low
cost affordable housing projects”,
RBI/2012-13/339, A.P. (DIR
Series) Circular No. 61.

– On 21 January 2013, Indian companies in the hotel sector
were added to the list of companies that were eligible to
participate in the ECB scheme.

21 January 2013

“External Commercial
Borrowings (ECB) Policy –
Repayment of Rupee loans and/or
fresh Rupee capital expenditure –
USD 10 billion scheme”,
RBI/2012-13/387, A.P. (DIR
Series) Circular No. 78.

On 1 April 2013, the Reserve Bank of India simplified
foreign investment by registered FIIs in Government
Securities and Corporate Debt. On 24 January 2013,
Circular No.80 had increased the limit for investments by
FIIs and long term investors in government securities to
USD 25 billion and for corporate debt to USD 51 billion.

24 January 2013;
1 April 2013.

“Foreign investment in India by
SEBI registered FIIs in
Government Securities and
Corporate Debt”, RBI/201213/465, A.P. (DIR Series)
Circular No.94.

On 23 April 2013, India relaxed conditions for outward
investment by the Navratna Public Sector Undertakings
(PSUs) and ONGC Videsh Ltd (OVL) and Oil India Ltd
(OIL) in entities in the oil sector. Henceforth, these
companies are allowed to invest in overseas incorporated
entities in the oil sector under the automatic route, while the
authorisation had previously only covered investments in
unincorporated entities in this sector.

23 April 2013

“Investment by Navratna Public
Sector Undertakings (PSUs), OVL
and OIL in unincorporated
entities in oil sector abroad”,
RBI/2012-13/480, A.P. (DIR
Series) Circular No. 99.

12 January 2009;
1 February 2010;
7 March 2012

Government Regulation No.
23/2010 on Mining Activities.

None during reporting period.

Indonesia
Investment
policy
measures

On 12 January 2009, Indonesia’s President approved the
new Mining Law (4/2009). The new law alters Indonesia’s
approach to the management of its mineral resources and
replaces the Mining Law 11/1967. It contains, in its article
112, a provision on divestment obligations of concessions.
On 1 February 2010, Indonesia issued Government
Regulation No. 23/2010 on Mining Activities in relation to
the Mining Law (Law No. 4/2009), which specifies the
scope of the obligation for foreign investors to divest mining
concessions. Specifically, Regulation 23/2010 requires that
within five years of commencement of production, 20% of
the foreign capital must be sold to local parties, including
central, provincial or regional governments, regency, stateowned companies, regional-owned companies, or private
national entities.
Government Regulation 24/2012, signed by the President on
21 February 2012 and released on 7 March 2012, requires
that foreign-owned mining companies operating in coal,
minerals and metals progressively divest their holdings to
Indonesian entities or individuals – including the central
government, regional government, state enterprise or other
domestic investors – to reach the maximum authorised
ceiling of 49% share ownership ten years after production
has begun. Hitherto, the authorised foreign ownership
ceiling was 80%. According to the new Regulation, the
divestment should reach 20% in the sixth year of
production, 30% in seventh year, 37% in the eighth year,
44% in the ninth year and 51% in the tenth year.

“Peraturan pemerintah Republik
Indonesia nomor 24 tahun 2012
tentang perubahan atas peraturan
pemerintah nomor 23 tahun 2010
tentang pelaksanaan kegiatan
usaha pertambangan mineral dan
batubara”, Presidential Decree
24/2012, 21 February 2012.
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On 16 June 2010, the Central Bank of Indonesia introduced
measures to slow down short-term capital flows. These
include:

16 June 2010

Source

– a one-month minimum holding period on Sertifikat Bank
Indonesia (SBIs), a debt instrument, with effect from
7 July 2010; and
– regulations on banks’ net foreign exchange positions.
“Bank Indonesia Regulation
Number: 13/20/PBI/2011
concerning Receipt of Export
Proceeds and Withdrawal of
Foreign Exchange from External
Debt”, 30 September 2011;

On 2 January 2012, Bank Indonesia Regulation (PBI)
No.13/20/PBI/2011 dated 30 September 2011 concerning
Export Proceeds and Foreign Debt Withdrawal Policy
entered into effect. The regulation requires exporters to
receive export proceeds through domestic banks, and that
debtors withdraw their foreign borrowing through domestic
banks. The policy does not impose any holding periods or
the conversion into rupiah.

2 January 2012

On 12 July 2012, Indonesia’s parliament adopted the Higher
Education Law, which allows foreign universities to acquire
accreditation to operate in Indonesia. According to the Law,
foreign providers must be non-profit and can only set up
campuses in cooperation with an Indonesian university. The
Law also regulates how universities are run and courses are
accredited.

13 July 2012

“Higher Education Bill”,
Indonesian Parliament website (in
Bahasa).

15 May 2012

Law of 11 May 2012, n. 56,
Gazzetta Ufficiale della
Repubblica italiana n. 111 del
14 maggio 2012;

“Bank Indonesia Published a
New Policy on Export Proceeds
and Foreign Debt Withdrawal”,
Bank Indonesia press release No.
13/32/PSHM/Humas, 3 October
2011.

Ministerial regulations will define where foreign universities
will be allowed to set up, which programmes they are
allowed to offer; priority would be given to disciplines
uncommon at Indonesian universities because they require
significant investment or skills.
Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

Italy
Investment policy
measures

None during reporting period.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

On 15 May 2012, the Law of 11 May 2012, No 56 entered
into effect. It converted in law, with modifications, the
Decree-Law of 15 March 2012 and establishes a mechanism
for government review of transactions regarding assets of
companies operating in the sectors of defence or national
security, as well as in strategic activities in the energy,
transport and communications sectors. The law also
abolishes the former Italian Golden Share Law.
The new law accords special powers to the government in
cases where an acquisition or other form or transaction
triggers a threat of severe prejudice to essential interests of
the State. Special powers can be exercised both towards
national or foreign investors or investments, except in case
of veto to majority takeovers by buyers from outside the EU
in the energy, transport and telecommunications sectors (see
below).
In the defence and national security sectors, the Government
may act through the exercise of special powers as follows:
the imposition of specific conditions on acquisitions of
participations in companies engaged in strategic activities;
the veto on decisions regarding those companies or
ownership structure; the opposition to the acquisition of
ownership in such companies by subjects other than the
Italian State, Italian public entities or entities under their
control, in cases where these acquisitions would lead to
voting rights that may compromise interests of defence or
national security.
In the sectors of energy, transport and communications the

Notification to the OECD,
DAF/INV/RD(2013)4
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23 June 2009

Ministry of Finance Press release,
3 June 2009.

On 2 June 2009, the Korean government amended the
Presidential Decree of the Urban Development Act to allow
foreign-invested companies in Korea to make non-bid
contracts with local governments for the use of lands
included in urban development projects. Korean companies
are still subject to open bid contracts. This measure was
effective for two years, beginning on 1 July 2009.

2 June 2009

“The Government Takes a
Sweeping Regulatory Reform to
Overcome Economic Crisis”,
Invest Korea investment news
no. 4007, 2 June 2009.

On 13 June 2010, Korea announced macro-prudential
measures to mitigate volatility of capital flows, including:

13 June 2010;
19 May 2011;
1 June 2011;
1 December 2012

“Government to Tighten Caps on
FX Forward Position”, Ministry
of Strategy and Finance press
release, 19 May 2011.

1 August 2011

“Macro-Prudential Stability Levy
to Be Imposed from August”,
Ministry of Strategy and Finance
press release, 31 July 2011.

government’s special powers consist in: the veto on or the
authorisation of, under specific conditions, decisions, acts or
operations concerning strategic assets; the imposition of
specific conditions to make affective acquisitions by non EU
investors of companies owning strategic assets. In
exceptional cases and when the above-mentioned
acquisition determines control rights, the Government has
the right of opposition to the entire acquisition by buyers
from outside the EU (in compliance with article 49 of the
Treaty of the Functioning of the European Union).
The law further sets out which authorities carry out the risk
assessment and the criteria to follow and define timeframes
and obligations on companies to provide information to the
government about the investment project.

Japan
Investment policy
measures

On 23 June 2009 amendments to the Cabinet Order on
Inward Direct Investment and the Ministerial Order on
Inward Direct Investment relating to the Foreign Exchange
and Foreign Trade Law entered into force. The amendments
introduce leaner notification and reporting procedures for
inward foreign direct investment.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

Republic of Korea
Investment policy
measures

– Limits on banks’ foreign exchange derivatives positions
of banks (including FX forward, FX swap, cross currency
interest rate swap, non-deliverable forward, etc.): 50% of
domestic banks’ capital; 250% of foreign bank branches’
capital;
– Foreign currency loans granted by financial institutions to
residents can only be used for overseas purposes;
– Tighter regulations on banks’ FX liquidity ratio and midto long-term financing ratio in foreign loan portfolios.
In a statement released on19 May 2011, the Ministry of
Strategy and Finance, the Financial Supervisory
Commission, the Bank of Korea and the Financial
Supervisory Service further lowered the ceiling on banks’
foreign exchange derivatives positions by 20%, effective on
1 June 2011. The ceiling on the foreign exchange
derivatives positions by local branches of foreign banks was
be cut to 200% of their capital, down from 250% ; the
ceiling for domestic banks was lowered from 50% to 40%.
Effective 1 December 2012, the ceilings on currency
derivatives holdings were further reduced to 30% of equity
for local banks and to 150% for foreign bank branches.
On 31 July 2011, the Korean Ministry of Strategy and
Finance announced the introduction of a macro-prudential
stability levy on banks’ non-deposit foreign-currency
liabilities starting on 1 August 2011. The rate of the levy
depends on the maturity: 0.2% for maturities of up to one
year, 0.1% for those between one and three years, 0.05% for
three to five year debts, and 0.02% for debt with maturities
of over 5 years. Liabilities taken out by domestic regional
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An amendment of the regulations on foreign investment of
4 May 2009 eases the conditions for foreign investors to
apply for trusts on real estate in restricted areas.

4 May 2009

Diario Oficial de la Federación el
8 de septiembre de 1998 as
amended 4 May 2009

On 9 August 2012 a General Resolution by the Federal
Government became effective. It facilitates the
establishment of foreign legal persons in Mexico by
establishing new criteria for the application of Article 17 of
the Foreign Investment Law. This resolution replaces the
prior authorisation requirement for the establishment of a
branch of a foreign legal entity in Mexico with a mere
notice to be submitted to the Directorate-General of Foreign
Investment of the Ministry of Economy. Legal persons
created under the laws of Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa
Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Japan, Nicaragua,
Peru, the United States and Uruguay may benefit from this
facility.

9 August 2012

“Resolucion general por la que se
establece el criterio para la
aplicacion del articulo 17 de la
ley de inversion extranjera
relativo al establecimiento de
personas morales extranjeras en
Mexico”, Diario Oficial de la
Federación, 8 August 2012.

On 16 May 2009, Federal Law No. 74-FZ came into force.
It provides for simplified rules on access of foreign
securities to the Russian securities. Previously, securities
issued by foreign entities could be placed for circulation on
the Russian market on the basis of either an international
treaty or a cooperation agreement between the Federal
Service for the Securities Market (FSFM) and the respective
authority of the country of the foreign issuer.

16 May 2009

Federal Law No.74-FZ of
28.04.2009 "On amending the
Federal Law "On the securities
market" and Article 5 of the
Federal Law "On protection of the
rights and legitimate interests of
investors in the securities market".

On 10 November 2011, changes to foreign ownership of
radio broadcasting became effective: Henceforth, foreign
and foreign-controlled entities are no longer allowed to
establish or acquire over 50% ownership of radio channels
which broadcasts to more than one half of the territorial
subjects of Russia, or over the territory on which one half or
more of Russia’s population resides. The rules are contained
in Federal Law No.142-FZ of 14 June 2011 “On Amending
Some Legislative Acts of the Russian Federation in
Connection with the Improvement of Legal Regulation of the
Mass Media”. Similar restrictions already apply to television
broadcasting.

10 November 2011

Federal Law No.142-FZ, 14 June
2011 “On Amending Some
Legislative Acts of the Russian
Federation in Connection with the
Improvement of Legal Regulation
of the Mass Media”

On 23 May 2012, the Central Bank of the Russian
Federation issued Decree No.2818-У on the rights of
subsidiaries of foreign banks operating in Russia to open
local branch offices. The decree removed a previously
existing obligation to obtain permission from the Central
Bank and replaced it by a notification requirement. The
Decree entered into force 10 days after its official
publication.

23 May 2012

Decree No.2818-У, Central Bank
of the Russian Federation, 23 May
2012.

On 14 March 2013, the Russian Federation passed
amendments to certain federal laws in order to ban the
opening of branches of foreign banks in the territory of
Russia. The changes do not concern Russian subsidiaries of
foreign banks and of representative offices of foreign banks.

14 March 2013

Federal Law of 14 March 2013
No.29-FZ

On 12 April 2013, the Russian Federation amended the law
“On Banks and Banking Operations”. The amendment
prohibits the Central Bank to impose restrictions on banking

12 April 2013

banks from the financial institutions subject to the levy have
to pay half these rates.
Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

Mexico
Investment policy
measures

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

Russian Federation
Investment policy
measures
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18 December 2011
September 2012

“The first package of
amendments” to the Law “On
Foreign Investments…” is
introduced to the State Duma of
the Russian Federation”, Federal
Antimonopoly Service of the
Russian Federation
announcement, 18 February 2011.

On 16 March 2010, Saudi Arabia’s Capital Market
Authority (CMA) announced its approval for Falcom
Financial Services to offer an exchange-traded fund (ETF)
of Saudi shares, which is accessible to non-resident foreign
investors who have a bank account in Saudi Arabia. This
ETF began trading on the Tawadul, the Saudi Arabian Stock
Exchange, on 28 March 2010. The CMA approved a second
ETF, also offered by Falcolm Financial Services on 21 June
2010. This second ETF offers exposure to the Saudi Arabian
petrochemical sector, investing almost all assets in Shariahcompliant petrochemical companies listed on the Tadawul.
The two ETFs constitute the first opportunity for direct
foreign investment in the Tawadul, following liberalisation
in August 2008 which allowed foreign investors to buy
Saudi shares indirectly by means of “total return swaps” via
licensed brokers in Saudi Arabia. The swaps do not give
voting rights, but the decision allowed international
investors to gain direct access to individual shares.

16 March 2010

“CMA announces offering of
Exchange Trade Fund”, CMA
release, 16 March 2010;

On 22 January 2012, Saudi Arabia’s Capital Market
Authority announced an amendment of its listing
regulations. The new rules allow a foreign issuer whose
securities are listed in another regulated exchange to apply
for its securities to be registered and admitted to listing on
the Saudi Arabian exchange.

22 January 2012

“Listing Rules”, Saudi Arabian
Capital Market Authority,
22 January 2012.

27 October 2009

“Medium Term Budget Policy
Statement 2009” and “Exchange
Control Circular No. 13/2009:
Statement on Exchange Control”,
dated 27 October 2009.

operations for foreign banks with participation of investors
from OECD countries. Hitherto, the Central Bank was
allowed to limit operations of those foreign banks, whose
countries of domiciliation impose restrictions on local
branches of Russian banks.
Investment
measures relating
to national
security

On 18 December 2011, amendments to the Federal Law “On
Procedures of Foreign Investments in Business Entities of
Strategic importance for National Defence and State
Security” (No.57-FZ) and “On Foreign Investments in the
Russian Federation” came into effect. The changes broaden
the possibility of investment by foreigners in Russian
strategic companies carrying out exploration and extraction
of minerals; relax the limits on foreign investments in
strategic industries and simplify the related procedures for
investors that were introduced in Law No.57-FZ in 2008.
More specifically, the amendments lift the ceilings of
foreign ownership in certain sectors, exempt international
financial organisations in which Russia is a member from
certain approval requirements, and strip companies in
certain sectors from their status as “strategic companies” for
the purpose of the application of foreign investment rules.
In September 2012, the list of International Financial
Organizations that enjoy the exemption from the
requirement to obtain prior Government consent for certain
acquisitions was adopted.

Saudi Arabia
Investment policy
measures

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

“CMA announces offering of
Exchange Traded Fund”, CMA
release, 21 June 2010.

None during reporting period.

South Africa
Investment policy
measures

On 27 October 2009, the Minister of Finance announced a
series of measures to liberalise inward and outward capital
flows. The new policy: increased the rand thresholds
applicable to outward direct investments by South African
companies; removes some restrictions on rand conversion of
export proceeds and advance payments for imports; and
increases in foreign capital allowances for resident
individuals. Further relaxations of the approvals required for
investing in Southern African Development Community
(SADC) countries were announced.

“Guidelines to Authorised
Dealers in respect of genuine new
foreign direct investments of up to
R 500 million per company per
calendar year”, Exchange control
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department, South African
Reserve Bank, 27 October 2009.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

On 1 March 2010, the Exchange Control Circular
No. 5/2010, issued by the South African Reserve Bank on
17 February 2010, entered into effect. The circular allows
South African banks to acquire direct and indirect foreign
exposure up to 25% of their total liabilities.

1 March 2010

Exchange Control Circular No.
5/2010, South African Reserve
Bank, 17 February 2010.

On 13 December 2010, the South African National Treasury
announced an increase of the share of assets that South
African institutional investors can hold abroad. The increase
is 5 percentage points up from the percentage set in 2008.
This change was already alluded to in Exchange Control
Circular No. 37/2010, issued by the South African Reserve
Bank on 27 October 2010.

13 December 2010

Exchange Control Circular No.
44/2010, South African Reserve
Bank, 14 December 2010,
containing the National Treasury
press release “New Prudential
limits and discussion document”,
dated 13 December 2010.

As of 1 January 2011, international headquarter companies
are allowed to raise and deploy capital offshore without
undergoing exchange control approval.

1 January 2011

Exchange Control Circular No.
37/2010, South African Reserve
Bank, 17 February 2010.

On 28 October 2011, the South African Reserve Bank
published three circulars in relation to a liberalisation of the
country’s foreign exchange policy. The circulars implement
an earlier announcement by the Minister of Finance in the
2011 Medium Term Budget Policy Statement.

25 October 2011

Exchange Control Circular No.
12/2011, South African Reserve
Bank, 25 October 2011

– The Exchange Control Circular No. 15/2011, dated
25 October 2011 announces the abolition of foreign
ownership restrictions in authorised dealers in foreign
exchange at an unspecified date.

25 October 2011

Exchange Control Circular No.
15/2011, South African Reserve
Bank, 25 October 2011

– The Exchange Control Circular No. 18/2011, also dated
25 October 2011, announces the reclassification of
inward listed shares on the Johannesburg stock exchange
(JSE ltd) as domestic for the purposes of trading on the
exchange. This reclassification enhances the possibilities
of domestic investors to invest in these assets, as South
Africa’s exchange control rules limit the amount of
foreign assets local investors may own. The date of the
entry into force of the measure was made dependent on
the release of reporting requirements.

25 October 2011

Exchange Control Circular No.
18/2011, South African Reserve
Bank, 25 October 2011

On 12 December 2012, the South African Reserve Bank
issued updates to certain sections of the Exchange Control
Manual.

12 December 2012

Exchange Control Manual.

On 27 February 2013, the South African Reserve Bank
published changes to its foreign exchange control policies,
which had initially been announced as part of the 2013
Budget. Henceforth, as part of the “Gateway to Africa”
policy, each company listed at the Johannesburg Stock
Exchange (JSE) may establish one subsidiary holding
company for holding African and offshore operations
without it being subject to foreign exchange restrictions.
The purpose is to incentivise companies to manage their
African and offshore operations from South Africa,
maximising the benefits to South Africa’s economy. To
benefit from the exemption, the Holding companies will be
subject to the following conditions: They must be South
African tax residents and be incorporated and effectively
managed and controlled in South Africa; transfer from the
parent company to the subsidiary will be allowed up to
ZAR 750 million per year; subsidiaries may freely raise and
deploy capital offshore, provided these funds are without
South African guarantees; subsidiaries will be allowed to
operate as cash management centres for South African
multinationals; local income generated from cash
management will be freely transferrable; subsidiaries may
choose their functional currency or currencies, and operate
foreign currency accounts and a rand-denominated account
for operational expenses; appropriate governance and
transparency arrangements will be required.

27 February 2013

Exchange Control Circular 5 of
2013

None during reporting period.
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On 6 October 2010, Turkey clarified and simplified the rules
applicable for acquisitions of real estate by foreign-owned
Turkish companies. The new “Regulation on Acquisition of
Real Estate Ownership and Limited Rights in rem by
Foreign-Owned Companies”, which abolished rules passed
in 2008.

6 October 2010

Regulation on Acquisition of Real
Estate Ownership and Limited
Rights in rem by Foreign-Owned
Companies, Official Gazette
No. 27721 dated 6 October 2010.

On 23 October 2010, Turkey issued rules on the registration
of public offerings and sales of foreign capital market
instruments and depository receipts in Turkey. Among other
issues, the Communiqué Regarding the Sale and
Registration with the Capital Markets Board of Foreign
Capital Market Instruments and Depository Receipts
abolishes the requirement to conduct public offerings of
foreign stocks in Turkey through depository receipts.

23 October 2010

Communiqué Regarding the Sale
and Registration with the Capital
Markets Board of Foreign Capital
Market Instruments and
Depository Receipts Serial: III,
No: 44, Official Gazette
No. 27738 dated 23 October
2010.

On 3 March 2011, a new media law came into effect.
Among other provisions, the law increases the allowed
foreign ownership limit to 50% in up to two media
companies. Indirect holdings are not covered by these limits.
The previous, now repealed law No. 3984 only allowed
foreigners to own up to 25% in only one media company.

3 March 2011

Law No. 6112 on the
Establishment of Radio and
Television Enterprises and Their
Broadcasts of 15 February 2011,
Official Gazette of 3 March 2011,
Nr. 27863.

On 3 May 2012, Turkey passed Law No. 6302 amending the
Land Registry Law. The amendments broaden the extent to
which foreign individuals and companies can acquire real
estate in Turkey. Henceforth, a foreign individual may
acquire up to 30 hectares across the country. The Council of
Ministers may allow acquisitions twice this amount or
restrict or prohibit a specific acquisition. The new Law also
regulates the acquisition of real estate by foreign-controlled
companies incorporated in Turkey, while acquisitions by
foreign companies remain governed by sector-specific laws.

3 May 2012

Law No. 6302, Official Gazette of
18 May 2012, no. 28196.

18 April 2013

“Federal Communications
Commission – Second Report and
Order”, Federal Communications
Commission, FCC 13-50, 18
April 2013

Turkey
Investment policy
measures

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

United Kingdom
Investment policy
measures

None during reporting period.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

United States
Investment policy
measures

On 18 April 2013, the Federal Communications
Commission adopted and released an order that provides
greater investment flexibility by streamlining the policies
and procedures that apply to foreign ownership of common
carrier and certain aeronautical radio station licensees, that
is, companies that provide fixed or mobile
telecommunications service over networks that employ
spectrum-based technologies.

Investment
measures relating
to national
security

None during reporting period.

European Union
Investment policy
measures

None during reporting period.

__________

